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High in the San Andres Mountains is the burial place of Eugene
Manlove Rhodes, famous New Mexico writer. The scene at the
grave was ·photographed by Mrs. Lansing Bloom, whose courteous
permission makes this reproduction possible.
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Con ributors to This Issue
D. H. LAWRENCE published
a'fli, Flowers (1923).
where Lawrence arriv
is a unique and hithe
and subject. Whether
from Mexico, in 1924,
Ranch, San Cristobal,
English something mo
unusual to call attent
appreciate notice of
Two Painter8, A Mem

a poem entitled "Eagle in New Mexico," in Birds, Beast8,
at book contained poems of Italy. Sicily, and of America,
in the fall of 1922. The poem published in this QUARTERLY'
unpublished manuscript, resembling the first only in title
was written in 1932 or when Lawrence returned to Taos
robably cannot be decided. To Frieda Lawrence, of Kiowa
the editor is indebted for this opportunity to print in
e of the treasure from the pen of her husband. It is
on in this column. to books reviewed, but readers may
rna Fergusson's review in this number, of A Poet and
r of D. H. Lawrence, by Knud Merrild.

1

JULIA M. KELEHER, assista t professor of English at the University of New Mexico,

wrote the feature arti Ie of the November QUARTERLY as the result of a trip
to Ireland in the sum er of 1937. There she talked with teachers and writers of
the literary culture of he new Ireland and began studies in a field for which she
inherited eultural sym~athY.
~
EVELYN BOLTUCH is a

SO~hern

California poet who

~ives

in Los Angeles.

ELIZABETH W. DE HUFF is la prominent New Mexican authoress whose pen is accomplished in stories, arti61es, and verses. She is a contributor to the book, CO'I/ote
Wisdom, reviewed in this issue, and has had a recent acceptance of children's
stories by the Caxton Press, of Caldwell, Idaho.

J

LAWRENCE OLSON, of Carrollton, Mississippi, is at present studying in Harvard University. As a loyal son of the South he is spurred "to refute the already outworn theory of Mr. H. L. Mencken, that the South is artistically moribund, and
has ever been." He has published in Kaleidograph, Versecraft, and others.
ALEXANDRA FECHIN· is a Russian poet and story teller whose book, Ma.rch of the Past,
published in 1937 by Writers' Editions, of Santa Fe, was greeted with signal
praise by many readers. Her present sketch is one of those designed for a new
book. Mrs. Fechin lives in Taos.
OPAL SHANNON has but recently come to New Mexico to make her home in the
Espanola Valley. She is engaged in advertising work at present. Her poems
have appeacred in Frontier and Midland, New Writers, Direction, ~nd other magazines.
ELLEN K. COFFEY is a member of the active writers group of pen women in Albuquerque. She has completed a novel of pioneer life and written a number of short
stories.
GEORGE ST. CLAIR has been head of the Department of English at .the University of
New Mexico for fifteen years and Dean of the College of Fine Arts for two.
Failure of health is to force his retirement at the end of this University term. He
. plans to spend next year in Italy, most of the time in Florence, where he will
pursue stUdies of the poet Dante, and, the editor hopes, contribute further
poems and articles to the QUARTERLY.
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Eagle in New.Mexico
By D. H. LAWRENCE
""

On a low cedar-bush
In the flo~culent ash of the sage-grey desert,
Ignoring our motor-car, black and always hurrying,
Hurrying,
Sits an eagle, erect and scorch-breasted;
From th~ top of a dark-haired cedar-bush
Issuing I~ke a great cloven candle-flame
With its own alien aura.
Towards the s~n, to south-west
A scorched breast, sun-turned forever.
A scorched breast breasting the bla~e.
The sun-blaze of the desert.
Eagle, in the scorch forever,
Eagle, south-westward facing
Eagle, with the sickle dripping darkly above;
Can you still ignore it?· .
Can you ignore our passing in this machine?
Eagle, scorched-pallid out of the hair of t~e cedar,
Erect, with the god-thrust ;~ntering fro below;
Eagle, gloyed in feathers;

t

Oh soldier-€rect big bird
1
In scorched white feathers
In burnt dark feathers
In feather-s still fire-rusted;
Sickle-overswept, sickle dripping over and above.

Ii>

G.

e·

I.

..:
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Sunbreaster
Staring two ways at once, to right and left;
Masked-one,
Dark-wedged
Sickle-masked
With iron between your two eyes,
You feather-gloved,
Down to the feet,
You foot-flint
Erect one,
\Yith the god-thrust thrusting you silent from below.
~

You only stare at the sun with the one broad eye of
your breast.
With your face, you face him with a rock,
A wedge,
The weapon of your face.·

Oq yes, you face the sun
With a dagger of dark, live iron
W
That's been whetted and whetted in ~lood."
The dark cleaves down and weapon-hard downwards
curving;
~ The dark drips down suspended
At the sun of your breast
Like a down-curved sword of Damocles,
Beaked eagle.
The god-thrust thrusting you silent and dark from
beneath.
From where?
From the red-fibred bough of the cedar, from the
cedar roots, from the earth,
From the dark earth over the rock, from the dark
rock ove'tbe fire, from the fire that boils in the
molten heart of the world.
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The heart of the ~orld is the heart of the earth where
a fire that is ~iving thrpbs
Throb, throb, throb
And throws up strength that is living strength and
regal into the feet;
Into the roots of the cedar, 'into the cedar-boughs,
And up the iron feet of the eagle in thrills of fiery
power.
'
i

Lifts, him fanning in the high empyrean
Where he stares at the sun.
Yeather-ankles,
Fierce-foot,
Eagle, with Egyptian darkness jutting in fr-ont of
your.face;
Old one, erect on a bush,
Do you see the gold sun fluttering bouyantly in heaven
Like a boYt in a meadow playing,
And his f~thawatching . him'?
, l
'
,

.

~

.

Are you the fa1her-bird
And is the sun your first-born, Only-begotten?
•

The gold sun shines in heaven only because he's
allowed.
4lt
The old Father of life at the heart of the world, lifefire at the middle of the earth; this earth
Sent out the sun so that something should flutter in
heaven;
r
And sent the eagle to keep an eye on him.
Erect, scorched-pallid, out of the hair of the cedar,
All sickle-overswept, sickle dripping over and above,
Soldier-erect from the God-thrust, eagle with tearless eyes,
You who came before rock was smitten into weeping,
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Dark-masked-one, day-starer, threatening the sun
with your beak
'
Silent upon the American cedar-bush,
Threatener!
,Will you take off your threat?
Or will you fulfill jt?
Will you' strike at the heart of the sun with your
blood-welded beak?
t
Will you strike the sun's heart out agaIn?
Will you? like,fln Aztec sacrifice reversed.
Oh vindictive eagle of America!
Oh sinister Indian eagle!
Oh eagle of kings and emperors!
What next?

"
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Douglas Hyde

a~d

the Irish Renaissance

By JULIA KELEHER
HE

KNO~LEDGE that Irelan~ had a lite\ature of cul-

T
tural nationalism and Gaelicized folklore has not been
generally realized until comparatively recent times. Twenty
years ago Moore.'s Melodies represented Irish poetry to the
average individual. "The Harp That Once Through Tara's
Halls" had significance, however, only for those who understood that it was a lyrical cry of national utterance. Thomas
Moore was sometimes mentioned in literary courses, usually
in connection with his friendship for Byron, not as a minor
poet with it gift for imparting his country's national and
spiritual inheritance in song.
The general conception of Celtlc temperament, background, and ability had been patterned from the English
novelists' characterization of an Irishman; an always-ignorant individual with a heavily larded brogue who dramatically provided "comic relief" by fighting.' As Stephen Gwynn
says, "Ireland was to be the standing joke of the British
Empire-the clown in the cast· even down to the time of
Meredith."
~
. Today, Irish literature means: Yeats, Synge, Lady
Gregory, James Stephens, Lord Dunsany, Padraic Colum,.
Sean O'Casey,Liam O'Flaherty, Seumus O'Sullivan, James
Joyce, George Moore, and ~ host of others. The Celtic Renaissance is regarded as one of the most important movements in literary history and is studied as. such. Celtic
myth, folklore, legend, romance, and realism . have been
brought into the realm of world literature.
The traditional stage Irishman has passed into the
limbo of false conceptions, taking wi~h him the caricatured
Nora or Bridget and their artific~l speech patterns. In
their places have appeared Maurya and 'Bartley; "Pegeen"
[219 ]
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ft·

and her "Playboy"; "Juno" and the "Paycock," characters
who first came to life in the Abbey Theater, and ones who
will live always, not only because the genius of a Synge and
an O'Casey endowed them with true Celtic characteristics,
namely, a certain mystic quality, wit, a readiness to fight, a
. willingness to forgive, but also because they endowed them
with those universal characteristics which make for courageous or cowardly living, whether the character be. a Celt,
Greek, or American.
William Butler Yeats is generally regarded as being the
dominant figure in the Celtic revival. Yeats did dominate
the so-called Irish-Anglo movement, the express purpose of
which was to create a n~w literat~re, exploiting Irish materials. He did act as a self-starter for Synge by sending him
to the Aran Islands for dramatic materials, and he did create a repertory theater which won world recognition. Such
a statement of George Moore's, however, in Hail and Farewell, "that all the Irish movement rose out of Yeats and
returns to Yeats" is regarded in Ireland as typical ofa Yeatsian propaganda which has been carried forward b~ a particular group of admirers. They do not deny that Yeats
has great lyrical gifts, or that he brought great prestige to
his country". but they feel that Yeats belongs to the world,
not to them. Most of them feel that he h~s never understood
the spiritual inheritance of his race. "How could one," they
'ask, "who has been so interested.in table-rapping, in
theosophy, in heavenly geometry?" They believe that his
mysticism is an artistic refuge; that it is: literary rather
than spiritual. And they also remind you of the fact that
he has never taken the slightest interest in probing the consciousness of the new self-determining'Ireland, or in revealing her to herself.
Many forces and factors have contributed to an astonishing literary revival in a sorrow-to'rn and oppressed country, and the attitude towards Yea~s_in Ireland cannot be
understood without taking into consideration that the Celtic
Renaissance is a general term for a great movement of the
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late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which, in its
various phases, aimed at the preservation- of the Gaelic
language, the reconstruction of early Celtic history and literature, and the stimulation of a: new literature. All objectives have been accomplished.
The contributions of the Anglo-Irish group in the field
of poetry and drama have been outstanding, but it is a fact
which mlist not be overlooked that thes~ accomplishments
would have been much less had it not been for a real national
awakening, and for work done by many scholars, who, in
turl)., stimulated poets, story-tellers, and dramatists.
The evolution of the laI\guage movement, which cul- .
minated in the recent constitutional ad~ption of Gaelic by
the Irish Free State, the scholarly activity in Celtic research,
and the national awakening itself, cannot be very well
understood, ei~her, without taking into consideration that
Ireland was, perhaps, the only country' in Europe where;
for generations, it was a part of the settled' policy of those
who had charge of the national education to ignore the language, history, art, and traditions of the people. The obvious results of such a ptocedure are always loss of pride, and
the development of racial inferiority complex.
Three men who tower high over many who contributed
towards the restoration of this lost -cultural heritage were:
Standish O'Gr.ady, Douglas Hyde, and Padraic Pearse.
O'Grady, a young publin U:niversity student "found just by chance one day" three volumes of an ancient history of Ireland, and '-'suddenly discovered that his country had a great
past." "A fact," according to -Ernest Boyd, "which had
been well hidden from him in accordance with the current
precepts of education." The result of O'GradY'S discovery
was the publication, in 1880, of, a bardic history which he
called Silva Galdelica. Many traveled "in the realms of gold"
which O'Grady opened up, but perhaps no one was more
appreciative of the fact that "he .spoke' out loud- and bold"
than one of Ireland's greatly loved poets, A. Eo', who stated
shortly after the publication of the book:
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I was at that time like many others who wer~ bereaved of the history of their race. .In O'Grady's
writings the submerged river of national culture
rose up again, a shining torrent, and I realized as
I bathed in that stream that the greatest spiritual
evil one nation could inflict upon another nation
was to cut it off from the story of its national soul.
It was he who made me proud and conscious of my
country and recalled! my mind which might ,have
wandered otherwise: over too vague a field of
thought to think of the earth under my feet, and
the children of my common mother.
·
O'Grady retold what is known as the second cycle of romances, stories which tr~at of "old unhappy far-off things
and battles long ago." Yeats, Synge, and Lady Gregory were
fascinated by the now weIll-known Deirdre legend and retold
it with individual variati()ns of charm and form. Beautiful
as the fabled Helen of'Troy, Deirdre was destined for a
king's bride, but she took her destiny in her own hands, and
eloped with the handsome Naoise who took her to Scotland in
order to escape the wratlJ. of the aged Conachar. But the
idyllic happiness of "the star-crossed lovers" was shortlived. Naoise was treacherously lured back to Ireland by the
offended king, and slain. [)eiFdre, in utter despair, took her
own life. '
In June, Douglas Hyde, seventy-eight year old son of a
Protestant rector, was inaugurated as the first president of
Eire. He is a patriot, scholar, and poet, affectionately known
to all of Ireland as "An Craoibhin" (pronounced On Creeveen Eeveen) which in Gaelic means "the pleasant or beautiful little branch." N 0 ~ther man in Ireland has .such a
name of endearment. The beloved De Valera is simply
known' as "Dev."
According to the New York Times, the inaugurat ceremony was an unique and' momentous gathering in the history of moderI) Ireland. ~'For the first time since the days
of the Anglo-Irish treaty, in 1921, the adherents of Mr. De
Valera and William T. Cosgrave came together, agreed to
':i
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honor and accept one man as the head of the State. Equally
important was the fact that the Protestant minorities whole
heartedly accepted the new order. It was something unthinkable, ten years ago, to picture such an assembly as this,
where Catholic and Protestant.Church leaders and former
loyalist, unionist,. and republicans, sat side by side, united
in their respect and acceptance of the new president. At a
ti~e when dictators and strong men are the fashion in
Europe,~such a selection of such a man to become ceremonial
head and first citizen of Eire is a happy achievement. This
gentle Gaelic savant, poet, and man of peace, symbolizes
Irish ideals and native c~lture rather than the ranting, bellicose, nationalis~ so prevalent on the Continent."
Shortly after Hyde's· graduation from Trinity College,
he began' to awaken the feelings of pride, self respect, and
love for Ireland, based on kno'Yledge. He felt that a national
that it was a
language represented the soul of a nation, and
.
key to the history, arts, beliefs, and psychology of a people.
He became the president and leader of one of the most' powerful non-political organizations in the country's history,
"The Gaelic League," the declared object of which was the
popularizing of the national language and literature.
At that tim'e, 1893, Gaelic was spoken by about 600,000
persons out of a total of four -and a half millions. Fifteen
years afterwards there were 964 branches, local and popu- ,
lar centers of activity whose work it was to spread the.
national ideas and national language, and to make th~rn
actu~l factors in everyday life. Many of the teachers were
old peasants who taught the correct accent and spirit of traditional .songs and legends. Today Gaelic is the.. first and
official language of Ireland.
Dr. Hyde's activities were by no means limited to Gaelic
propaganda activity. cHis scholarly research culminated in
the publication of a Literary History, which "proved for
all time to scoffers tHat Gaelic did not repay study;" An
interesting parallel between Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar,"
and this ninth century Gaelic' poem is convincing enough.

.

.11
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Wilt Thou steer my frail bJack bark
O'er the dark broad ocean's foam?
Wilt Thou come Lord to my boat
Where afloat my will would roam?
Thine the might, Thine the small,
Thine to make men faIl like rain
God, wilt Thou grant aid to me
As I come o'er the upheaving main,?
Hyde translated an ancient lyric as follows ,:
Like the damask rose you see
Or like the blossom on a tree,
Or like a dainty flower in May
Or like the sun, or like the shade
Or like the gourd which Jonah made:
Even such is man whose thread is spun,
Drawn out and so is done.
The rose withers, the blossom blasteth,
The flower fades, the morning hasteth,
The sun sets, the shadow flies,
The gourd consumes, then man dies.

,.

Compare these lines with Robert Herrick's lyric "DafJodils":
We have as short a time to stay as you,
We have as short a spring:
As quick a growth to meet decay,
As you, or anything,
We die
As your hours do and dry
Away
Like to the summer's rain
Or as the pearls of morning's dew
Never to be found again.
Equally significant is Hyde's interest in the folklore of his
country, which dates from his childhood in his own beautiful Connacht on the borders of Roscommon and Mayo.
There he listened to the legends and songs of the peasants,
delighting, as he grew older, in the originality and charm of
the folk-imagination, seeing in the" love song, especially, the
beauty, the depth, and the tenderness of the folk-poet's soul.
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All scholars know of Synge's indebtedness. to Hyde's translations of the love songs of Connacht, the extreme simplicity of which extends not only to the thoughts and language,
but also to ...the metre. The following is one of t,he loveliest:

...

I thought, 0 my love, you were soAs the moon is, or sun on a fountain,
And I thought after that you were snow,
The cold snow on top of the mountain:
And I thought after that you were more
~
Like God's lamp shining to find me,
Or the bright star of knowledge before,
And the star of knowledge behi~d me!
~

"

J

~

The last great champion of the Gaelic tradition was Padriac
Pearse, scholar, poet, educator, and patriot whose intense
love of cultural nationalism, active Gaelic leadership, and
idealistic beliefs all fused with revolutionary activity and
ended in death. ~
,
Pearse, son of a ·sculptor, was educated for law, but
shortly after his graduation from the 'Royal University he
became identified with Douglas Hyde in the Gaelic League,
and because he brought_ to the organization a passionate
enthusiasm, and '8, scholarly knowledge of his cultural inheritance, he was made editor of the League's official organ. It
is obvious that the ~ources of inspiration for his life work lay
in the traditions handed down from the heroic age, and in
his most scholarly work, Tkree"Essays on Gaelic Topics, the
,idealistic conception of his inberitance is most apparent.
But a practical approach to the Gaelic tradition is obvious
in his attitude towards the Language Movement. He, be- '
Iieved that the regeneration of Ireland began with the
Gaelic League, and that Ireland would die when the language died, but he went beyond Hyde in that h.e advocated
a bilingual system of education.
Pearse believed that Irish, i~ an efficient and unhampered educational system, should be used as the language
, of instruction in districts where it was the home language,
and English taught as a second language. Where English
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was, of necessity, the fir~ language, he advocated a compulsory second language,1 Irish. He traveled extensively on
the continent studying educational methods, finally applying
his educational theories in a remarkable, progressive school
for boys near Dublin called St. Enda's. There his educational
dreams became a reality, "but in the movement to which he
had given the best years of his life he had found not philology, not folklore" not literature alone, but the Irish nation.
A new vision came to him. Henceforward his mind and
deeds were given to a militant national movement."
So Padraic Pearse joi~ed the Irish Volunteer Movement and acted as commander of the Irish forces in the
Easter rising of 1916. When seized by the British Government he was tried in England by court-martial, and shot, at '
the age of thirty-seven.
It was fitting and characteristic that "the beautiful little
branch of learning" did not forget his friend and co-worker
on the great day of triumph for the Irish race. The inaugural procession stopped for a few minutes in front of Ireland's
General Post Office to pay silent tribute to a man whose very
name has becom'e ~ymbol of the~deals of this gen~ration.
There, in the famous -building on O'Connel Street, Pearse as
president of the Provisional Government during the dark
and terrible days of "t~e trouble" had made history, and his
heroic last fight for Ireland's freedom was already assuming
.epic proportions of grandelJr.
r
One of the best loved poems by Padraic P~arse'is quoted
by young and old from Dublin to the Aran Islands. It was
the one which was read at his funeral.
IDEAL

Naked I saw thee

o beauty of beauty!

.J

And I blinded my eyes
For fear I should fail.
I heard thy music,
melody of melody

o
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And I Closed my ears
For fear
I should
.
.. falter.
,

.

I kissed thy. mouth

o sweetness of sweetness:

And I hardened my heart
For fear of my slaying.

~:

I blinded my eyes,
And I closed my ears
I hardened my heart.
And I smothered my desire.
i

. I turned my back
~
On the yision I had shaped, "
And to the road before
, I turned my face,
I have turned my face
To the road before ,me
To the deed. that. I see,
To the death I shall die."\..
r.

i

.;;.

Just what effect the Constitutional adoption of Gaelic as the,
officiatllanguage of,Eire. will have on the literature remains!
to be seen. It is 'certain, however, that out of ;her lOng night
an epic will come, and regardless of the medium of expresSion, the PQet ZWill build his triumphant song out of the
... reality of S~elley's dreapl.
., ...
,

'\..

To suffer ,woes which Hope thinks infinite:
. To forgive wrongs darker than deAth or night:
To defy Power, which seems oninipotent:
To love, and bear: to hope till Hope creates
From its own wreck tile thing it contemplates:
Neither to change, falter, or repent:
This, like thy gla.ry, Titan, is to be
Good, great, joyous, beautiful; and free:
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory.
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This Is October
By EVELYN

BQ~TUCH

1\

This is October, the time of the falling-leave poets.
But here is the West, that knows not these fiery things.
Here are the leaves of the trees deep green,
Here are no russets or burgundy reds,
No chartreuse hues, no browns that are golden,
No stippled leaf-spread as smooth as kid-skin,
No piles of leaves as dryas parchment,
No plunging through leaves crackling sharply against ankles.
Here is no acrid odor of leaves burning and btrrningOh pungent autumnal perfume.
Here are the quiet, last yawns of summer,
The somnolent hours of long summer suns..
The wide lawns are green, and the trees in their tallness are
-leafy.
Only the hills are showing the sparse signs of age,
Brown-bearded they are, and gray-~opped.
Slight omens are these of the run of the year
When months slip by in mathematical manner,
And no murmuring movement is heard, no motion.
Time stands still on the lawns and the hills,
And the leaves of the trees stay green forever.

.

..
[ 228]
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Pink Skin Strangers
By ELIZABETH WILLIS DEHuFF
suddenly put on the brakes. Before the
car stopped, it almost bumped the Indian, who had
intercepted her. Pah-ah-pi, in. gala costume for fiesta, had .
stood his ground, waving a baton-like stick at"the car that
was about to run over him, determined to make him give
way.
"You no can come here. Put car outside,. over there I"
.In Indian fashion he pointed behind them with a quick upward jerk of his chin and a pursing and twisting of his lips.
Miss Howper opened her mouth to remonstrate. Then
closed it without a word, for there was something final in"the
mien of Pah-ah-pi, as he stood firmly in his beaded moccasins,'" crowned with a circlet of scarlet silk about his shiny
black hair. Below a lavishly beaded vest, hung the~tails of
a turquoise blue silk shirt and the deep fringe of yello;w buckskin leggings, so' tight that he looked as if he had been poured
into them.
Having given his order, Pah-ah-pi stood ther~ apparently no longer concerned with the coupe.
With diffiCulty in the narrow space, 'Miss Howper
turned and drove back to the parking place behind the
Mission. She stepped briskly out of the car with a thiCk
ankle and mannish walking shoes. Heavy-set to fatness, she
made all of her own clothes out of sombre, sensible materials.
Her brown tweed, cut on simple, straight lines, lacked the
well-pressed look of the tailor. Well-brushed bobbed hair,
showing a touch of gray, surrounded her full faee, in which, .
most conspicuous, were heavy brows over eyes that shone
with self-assurance. She had been called "typically Ne;w
~ngland I"
l
[22~ ]
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She had come out to ~spend a few weeks in the Pueblo,
Indian country to get material for her dissertation upon
"The Customs, Traditions, and Religious Beliefs of the
Pueblo Indians." This subject she had chosen for her Ph.D.
Afterwards she would publish it as an authoritative book
upon these Indians.
She was fortunate in being here at the time of an Indian
dance festival. Of course, she could have talked to someone
who had seen these dances, but it Was rather nice to see one
for herself. It was opportune, too, to find the Indians all together in the village. She would be able to quiz them more
conveniently, without a waste of time.
As she got out of the car, she grabbed her note book and
hastened back toward the sudden sound of drum beats.
She was just-in time to see it from the very beginning-!
That was fortunate! A half hour more and she would have
missed the first of it! So glad she had not waited until afternoon to come!
The dance had been in progress intermittently since
daylight, with a sacred, preliminary ceremony in the kiva,
the underground chamber of secret ritual, the evening and
night before. The drum beats were merely signalling a fresh
relay of the dance. Miss Howper came breathlessly into the
plaza whispering to herself "Just in time I"
It was the pageant of the coming of the White Man, an
annual ceremony, since "my grandfather's grandfather he
be one little boy," accordi.ng to a venerable old Indian.
"What is the name lof this dance?" Miss Howper, addressed the first Indian man she passed. He stood, a burnoose-wrapped figure, leaning in relaxed position against
the nearest house wall.
"I don't know how you calls it," he answered; not looking at her and turning his shoulder more
., squarely away.
On one side of the plaza, two coveted wagons were
parked. Indians dressed in cast-off clothing of White men
were roasting food and brewing coffee over a camp fire.
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Miss Howper found the p ace in her note-book. "Imitative of White centennial cele~rations in citie&! Probably
saw one in Albuquerque," she 'Yrote, with ~ cludk of disgust.
Other performers, now gathering in a group, had their
faces and hands blackened with grease and soot. Upon their
heads were matted masses of hair for Wigs, with similar.
bunches of unkempt beards. Their European clothing was
in tatters. Among the rank and file of the early Spanish
.,soldiery, who accompanied the CC!nquistadores, were many
with Moorish" blood. These had become fearfully sunburned and battered from exposure on their long, hazardous trek from Mexico. The Indians saw theIl! as black, disheveled men, caricatured through hatred.
"A sort of minstrel show'!" wrote Miss Howper, as an
added note.
These blackened men, having arranged themselves as a
chorus before the stage-set of co,\rered wagons, began to
sing. It was a familiar tune, one that Frederick Logan once
collected from these Indians and used.
"Why, that's Pale Moon!" :Miss Howper looked horrified. "Must find out how they learned a Lieurance song"
perhaps at Government boarding school. Thought these
Indians genuine I"
Along the house fronts, the audience of Indian families
were grouped, some-sitting upon bent-wood chairs, others
upon Indian blankets spread upon the groun,d, while still
others stood leaning against walls or clusterE~.d upon the ,
roofs; a riotous /scene of audacious coloring contrasting with
the sombreness of the costuming of the pageant.
"I have never seen such Qnconscious art as your people
show. The colors in their costumes are ravishing and stimulating~ They even group' themselves with perfect balance:,
.and symmetry, naturally without plan!"
Miss Howper turned toward this pleasing voice. It was a young womall, wlio had previously attracted her attention
at the hotel in Santa Fe. Slim and athletic in ~er movements, !
the young woman's expression was always serious. Her.'
I!"
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face was not pretty, but radiant with intelligence a.nd
framed by brown hair carefully waved without being precise.
She always wore sports clothes, wen cut and inconspicuous
in coloring. Miss Howper now noticed how the Indians were
stopping to speak to her socordially. She would speak to
her, herself, as soon as there was an opportunity. At pres~
ent she was watching the pageant with intent interest,
mingled with a certain calm detachment. Miss Howper felt
she could not intrude at the moment upon such absorpti0I!.
A young Indian husband, near Miss Howper, handed
his young wife something in a paper and then hastened
away.
"An occasion for courtship," she jotted. "¥-oung men
'
give presents, as with Whites.'"
J On the lower recessed roof of a two-story house, a
, group of White people sat on automobile rugs, some swinging their legs over the top of the house wall. They were
dressed in imitation of cowboys or pseudo-Indian. Evidently
they were ,a class of some sort for an elderly gentleman sat
among them giving" instructions and explanations.
Here and there were other groups of ,White strangers;
one cluster evidently tourists judging from their chic hats
and fashionable suits. With them chatted incessantly 'a
young woman in uniform, wearing a cerise velvet Navajo
blouse as a background for a load of Navajo jewelry. All of
these groups made false ootes to the otherwise harmonious
Indian symphony.
.
One White woman stood alone with three strange
Indian Men, .who called her by her first name. She wore
moccasins, with a dress a loose cotton affair, and bobbed
,hair, circled by a cerise silk scarf.
"That woman has certainly gone Indian!"
Miss Howper noted everything. She scribbled notes in
her book. Suddenly it was almost snatched ,from her hands.
Jerking it back against her chest, she looked up into the
stern eyes of Pah-ah-pi.
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"No can draw pictures of dance. No let draw pictures!"
he commanded.
"I'm ,not drawing pictures," explained Miss Howper,
stiffening with indignation.
I "No let write 'bout dance. Put book away,!" He stood
before her until she had closed the book and put a rubb~r
band around it. Then he walked away, still looking back tQ
see if she would use it again.
Miss Howper drew in her chin, stretched up her head
and shoulders and looked him squarely in the" eye. Pah-ah-pi
did not change his expression nor his gaze at· her until he
had gotten some distance away. Then Miss Howper turned
her attention back to the dancers, her face still flushed with,,,
anger.
As she cooled down, she decided there must be a meaning to the dance. She would find out. Three little girls stood
near her, with gaily flowered Spanish woollen shawls over
. their heads, drawn closely around their slender faces. She
moved beside them.
"Why do the men in the chorus have black faces?" she
asked.
The three little girls drew closer toget~, nudging
each other. One;of them looked up at Miss Howper out of
the corners of he~ eyes, "but none of them spoke.
,
Miss Howpe~ repeated her question more slowly. " Perhaps they had difficulty in understanding English. The
.nearest one finally replied explosively, "We qon't know!"
They-moved away, glancing back to see, that the "pink
. skin stranger" was not following.
Miss Howper turned to a woman busily re-arranging a
tiny baby, held tightly in a turkey-red, flowered shawl upon
the back of another small girl. Its little head was
wobbling
t
in sleep, as if -its wrinkled~ skinny neck would snap, while
its little rump and straddling legs were sharply outlined by
the tightness of the shawl.
"What is the meaning of this dance?" she asked the .'
woman.
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Without stopping in her ta~k, the woman looked up at
Miss Howper and answered: "We don't know. The womens,
they don't know. The mens they know~'" She turned and
with evident dismissal of the stranger, gave her attention
to the dance.
"Yes,','.a<noted Miss Howper, "women are slaves. Just
as I thought!"
Miss Howper looked about. Sitting alone upon a low
adobe porch wall, with a baby in his arms, was a man who
seemed to hav~ an unusually intelligent face. Miss Howper
approached him.
"Can you tell me the m~aning of this dance?" she
asked.
"I don't know," he said. "The Old Mens in the dance
they knows. I can't tell you about this dance, but you come
to my house when they stops for dinnertime. My name
Okah. ' That my house." He pointed toward a door in the
long irregular line of mud walls. "You come. I tell you
somethings about Indian religions."
It was not long before" the recess lor food arrived.
Other visitors went to automobiles to eat lunches, which
they had brought along. Miss Howper had intended to
return· to her hotel for a late lunch. Now, she decided, she
had better find something to eat. In th.e long -front room of
one of the houses, she discovered a store. In here she bought
a can of Vienna sausages and a box of crackers. She wanted
water, but the only water was in a great olla by the door,
upon which floated a gourd dipper. Every Indian, who
came in, drank a little from the dipper, throwing the remaining drops upon the clay floor, before dropping the dipper
back into the olIa. Miss Howper decide~ she would rather
have a bottle of warm soda pop, even if it made her sick.
She purchased it and hastened away to the home of Okah.
Here she found the other tourists awaiting her arrival.
Immediately Okah began his little speech:
"You must not write down anythings I tell you. This
very sacred things I goin' tell you. Very sacred to Indians.
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'They won't like it to have it printed down in books." Miss
Howper's lips twitched in a smile. He would
. never know
.
what was published. She did not know that in the old
trunk beside her, so carefully co'\:,ered with an, Indian blanket, were four old magazin~s containing articles about the
Pueblos, with a much-thumbed volume of Indian folktales.
Nor did she know that by some mysterious channel ev.erything printed about the Pueblo Indians finds its way into the
pueblos.
.
.
"I do not tells this to peoples around here. They might
tells it to Indians and Indians no like it. I tells it to you.
You go far away and not tell Indians and not write it down
in books." Collecting a quarter from each as they passed,
Okah allowed the visitors to go up a few steps into a small
dark room, whi;ch was undoubtedly very, very old. "This"~
room," ~ontinued Okah, "it my grandfather's fkiva." (0«
course, the kiva is the Indian's church, a place for general_'
rituaL) "It very old. My grandfather he was Cacique toJ
the Winter peoples. That jar," he pointed to a jar partly~
filled with red Rio Grande water, in which the silt had not~~
yet settled, "it have melted snOMT. The first snow that fall
in the spring time, that snow in that jar. My grandfather
he always make ceremony when first snow it fall. He get'
that snow to make much snows to come'in winter to'make
ground wet- for corns to grow when summertime it corne
back. One time he go in mountains. THat first snow it
c~me and it catch him up in mountains. He not here to fill
this jar with that snow. No more snow fall all that yea.r.
, Very bad dry year for Indians. -Now I fill it every year just ..
. like my grandfather.
"That circle," he pointed to a line of whitewash drawn
around a post in the center of th.e room, "that circle it mark
wintertime from' summertime. The sunshine it come down.
It shine down on that circle." No one looked up to see that
light from the small window would never touch the circle!
"My grandfather he put little' feathers to mark where it
shine. That how he tell when planting time come for corns
.--
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to be planted. ~ If he forget, then nobody they can't plant no

corns that year. Nobody he can't step in that circle. If
he'step in that circle, he die that year." Okah looked in the
opposite direction. Miss Howper stepped quickly within the
•
circle while he was looking away. Such fqoIish superstitions! She would just prove it!
I
'
Finding his audience appreciative, Okah went on and
on wi~h his story for some time, drawing more and mot"e
upon his imagination, his flights based' upon a smattering
of truth to add plausibility. When he finally stopped, Miss
Howper hurried out to write down what she had heard before
jJhe might forget some of the details. Okah's wife mumbled
to him, "You tell some true things with all that rubbish you
tell to those peoples. Old Mens they punish you!"
"Those peoples they don't know what true and what not
tr~e. They think it all true!"
It W::tS not yet time for the dance' to start again.. Miss
Howper remembered that she wanted to find out about the
making of pottery. Having heard that a woman by the
name of Anita was the best potter in the village, she inquired
her way to the house of Anita. Several members of the
group she ,..had seen sitting upon the roof-top were going in
just ahead of her.
,
"Hel-Io, Anita," exclaimed one of the young women in
possessive tones. To herself she was the only White person
who had really known Anita. It was she who had "discovered" Anita the month before. Anita slniled and nodded
her head. -She had been selling pots for many years.
"How are you, Anita," called another, in the familiar
tones one might use to a child. "Where are all of those pots
we saw you making the other day?"
"Did you finish the pot I wanted 1" asked a third, as if
she alone had ever ordered a pot.
".
An array of pots stood on a pine wood table covered
with green oilcloth. The guests began to handle and·
examine them, making occasional friendly remarks to
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Anita, as if each owned her as a'special pet of 'some sort.
Miss Howper went up to her and.began askiIJg questions.
"Did you ma:1te all of these pots yourself?"
"Yes," replied Anita.
"Did you make them on a wheel?"
"No, we just turns a saucer sometimes. We makes
?
them with coils.,t
Just as I thought-turning a saucer. Miss Howper '
. wrote: "a crude type of potter's wheel is used."
"Do you decorate them with paints?" continued Miss
Howper.
"N0, my husband he p~ints <?n them!"
"Decorated with ordinary; black paints" scribbled Miss
Howper. She went over to the table to examine a pot.
"Oh, isn't this a beauty!" cried one of the .visitors. "It
looks like a lovely old piece. Wasn't it the Etruscans who
were such famous potters?"
As I thought, the methods, are evidently a combinatio~ ~
of those now used in Italy and those employed by the early
Etruscans. Miss Howper made notes to that effect.
Suddenly one of the Qther visitors cried out, "The
dance is beginning again!" Gently pushing each other' in
haste, the guests all rushed out, followed by Miss Howper.
None were conscious of Anita's peering after them through
the~window with a smile of pity. ,
For the rest of the day the dance went on. In the late
afternoon a ludicrously realistic impersonation of a bull
ap·peared. As he dashed arouno the plaza, with long red
tongue hanging out of his mouth or being drawn in and out,
'children ran screaming, to bury their heads in mothers' laps.
If it had not been for his having had only two human legs,
Miss Howper felt sure that from a distance he could easily
have been taken for a real bull. A bull fight was then performed until the weary bull was finally slain. "A touch of
Spanish influence!" she noted. All of the dancers rushed
forward to lay their hands upon the dying animal, that its,
spirit might enter their bodies to give them strength.

.
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"Wha:t is the meaning of that?" thought Miss Howper.
Then she heard someone nearby say, "They are certainly
pressing the poor bull into the ground."
"That's it," decided Miss Howper. ,,"They worship the
Earth. Just like the Parsees. The two must be related
~thnologically! I shall, state that. The I~dians are really
pressing the spirit of the bull back into the Earth. Up frem
the Earth, back into the Earth!" And she jottedJt down,
secretly, in her notebook.
At length the animals returned into one of the hous'es.
Gathering up chairs, blankets, babies, and all other possessions, the Indian women hurried into their homes. _ They
must get ready for the real,religious part of the ceremony.
.
The chorus began to disperse slowly.
Thinking the -ceremony was over, the White visitors
went to their automobiles. Soon there was a growling of
starters, the chugging of motors, ana scraping of shifting
gears as they set off, each with his own individual conception
of what he had seen; a conception based upon observation
fitted into the pattern of his preconception of what !t was
all about, mingled with bits of information and misinformation he may have gleaned through the day.
When all was quiet again, the horsemen pranced out
into the plaza and stood side by side.
From one of the houses an elderly Indian woman came
with a flat basket piled with food. On top were small crusty
16a'fes of bread with squash blossoms fashioned from the
dough. This she held to the mouths of the horses, whose
riders pretended that they ate. At length she sprinkled
corn meal, mixed with pollens, over the horses' heads and
handed the food to tJ1e ri,ders. Once more they all went
away.
Here and there women appeared at their doors, sprinkling a line of meal across the door-sill.
Separately the horses" and bun, with accompanying,
dance;rs, entered the houses whose door.s were marked with
meal, where they were fed upon the best food the house
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could afford and where they blessed the family with a simple
.
ceremony, finally sending their wishes for all that is good
to the fqur world corners.
Me~nwhile Miss H6wper sat in her hotel room, busily
.enlarging, upon her notes. She had been fortunate. ,She
had .seen the whole thing from beginning to epd: nothlng
but the crudest imitative pageantry and a religion of super- ,
stitions, but it ~ould make a wonderful, authentic dissertation for her Ph.D.
She leaned back' to stretch her tired shoulders and to
relax~ Her glance fell upon a letter she had intended to mail.
It must get out on that early morning air mail. She had
better go down and post it at once, for it was then midnight.
As she approached the mail box in the lobby of La
Fonda, the young woman, whom she had wanted to speak
to at the dance, carne in, looking very tired: Miss Howper
spoke to her:
"Are you just getting back from the Indian dance?"
"Yes," replied the pleasant voice that Miss Howper
remembered noting. "I always stay to the end. I went down
last evening for the beginning and stayed tonight until after
the blessing ceremonies, but-I could not rem~in for the all '
night feast, far I am going away in the morning and I have
yet to pack. Good-night !" She smiled and walked over to
speak with the clerk.
Miss Howper's mouth had dropped open. "A blessing
ceremony!" she exclaimed in sl1'rprised whisper. She stood
a moment looking at the young, woman. She would like to
ask her some questions, but the young woman walked away.
briskly in another direction.
"Oh,. well," muttered Miss. Howper, "I can just add at:
the end that there was a blessing ceremony. I need not say
what sort."
There was a slight droop to her shoulders as she walked
'back toward her room.
~

I'

If
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The Old Man Who Walks With a Cane
By LAWRENCE OLSON

~

My grandmother told m,e
God walks the stair at midnight,
Dragging no chains.
She was there in the room
All night with little feet,
Running in silence over dreams;
Every night she told me
God walks the stair, dragging no chains.
But I saw hot crowd faces and I thought:
God missed a step and stumbled
Down where'light dripped in the cold hall.
My grandmother told me
In the interminable afternoons.

Mr. Pilson Entertains Privately
By LAWRENCE OLSON

Tschaikowsky in a bare room,
Around bare tables..
The taste of relighted cigarettes
That glow on the floor
.Like eyes.
Water runs through a broken tap,
Dripping on stars, brightly burning;
While Giotto cracks, and smoke
Licks out under the heavy door.
Strain for a hidden voice
Three pages past, unutterably,
Like frightened pigeons
On a leaky roof.
[240 ]
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Elegie
By ALEXANDRA FEClIl

*

, .

soft, glowing evenings I am ha nted by memories
and find myself in each place I go,. Santa Fe, Taos, now
the flank of Lobo Mountain, seeking for that atmosphere,. .
that person, and that object which shall crystallize for me
the elusive pictures of my youth, intangibly floating in ~my
vision.
lam at the Kiowa Ranch, standing before the door of
the memorial chapel to D. H. Lawrence. The'· autumn day
is coming to its end and the shrine, built high on the hill,
receives a last touch from the departing sun. As I open the
door the rosy light 'floods in,enveloping the tomb, setting the
whole room" aglow, and standing in the midst of it, I feel
.
moved and uplifted. . . .
Here is·peace for that indefatigable soul who lived, and
.fought, and struggled, then passed on. The sun has come
to give him a good-night kiss and bless the bed of his last
rest. And I watch the sun's' rays reach the very darkest
corner of the room. On passing by they leave a warm touch
on my skin, too.
After reflecting'-a few moments I close the door and
turn toward the flaming disk of the sun which is already
sinking below the horizon. . . . ~ bird cries out-anot,her
answers far in the distance. Slowly I start to walk down
the hill and sense a cry in my heart, too. Why am I in such
a sorrowful mood? Why do I.keep thinking of you, my
father? Is it because I have looked at the portraits of
D. H. Lawrence this afternoon? There is a striking resemblance in the expression of his eyes and yours and maybe'
the longing to see it once more has brought me here.... Or

T

,.

HEBE

·The Third from "Letters That Never Were Sent." To:My Father, Who passed
on during the Revolution in Russia, in 1921.

.~
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maybe it was the wish to pay a tribute to the memory of
someone whose spirit I revere. . . .
Father, brother, a congenial fellow-man 1 Has not
Death linked them all, in one's thought? Are not their souls'
like the invisible light birds soaring across our skies? And
when they hover near me do I not feel and see their glow?
Do I not hear their chime? ... Today, my father, I feel your
soul descending upon me. And, as in the days when still a
small girl, I used to listen to you, even now, I feel a little
self-conscious and timid with you.
"My tiny-winy daughter Xana 1" you chime, "and how
are things with you 1"
"All right," I whisper, looking down.
For a moment your all-seeing and all-knowing eyes are
searching me, then: "Come!" you say, clasping me in your
larms and lifting me up you lull me to and fro.
!
"Why is your nose red? Were you weeping, my little
And about wHat?"
!Ninny?
I
i
"I don't know," I answer and hide my face· on your'
~reM~
.
~ I
For a time you hold me tight, the back of my h~ad in
r Ithe cup of your hand, your cheek bent over me presses
iagainst my brow.
"Wouldh't you like to go for a walk with me 1" At .
IJength you softly ask, "or shall we calla cab to drive us
about
the park?"
I
- i I wipe my eyes and snifHiqg say: "A walk would be
ptuch better."
.
"Fine 1" you exclaim, letting me down on the ground.
I run after my coat and hat. . . .
\.' .
.
How vividly sometimes the scenes of our childhood come
and pass before us. Here I am a fully grown woman, a
mother, and y.et so keenly can feel myself once again a
helpless child, holding fast to a loving hand.
Hastily I rush into Frieda Lawrence's house, put on my
~ coat and, coming out again, begin to pace along the road
winding about the fields.
I

I

I

.

II
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"Oh, here you are!" Your voice, father, chimes again,
"all snug, .your eyes and your nose dry! Well! Shall we go
towards the quay or shall we turn into the park? Remember we are in Russia now, in Petrograd."
"The quay," I nod my head and, holding to your sleeve,
now gaily, jump from stone to ston~ across the cobbled
street. You are watching the cabs and do not speak while
leading me to the other side, and at last we are there.
"Well, sparrow!" You' bend down pretending to lookfor me, "Are ~ou still at my side? Oh, yes you are! and
laughing too! You like to walk with me, don't you ?"
'''Who wouldn't!" I think, but dare not say and only
bob my head.
"Today," you say, "we will walk on the bridge. From
there one can see all the little boats chasing across and up
and dow'll the Neva River."
And slowly we begin to .move, amidst the many other
people, along the glistening granite quay, tbward the bridge.
I am so proud to be with you:. Your feet step so steadily.
It gives me pleasure to trot' alongside you! jumping on my
chubby leg~, while my hand rests cozily in the grip of your
strong fist. Soon I see the monument of Peter the Great,
his bronze horse leaping out of the coils of a snake. A few
paces from it begins the Nicolai's Bridge, a fancy yoke of
iron lace thrown over the river.
When we reach it and I see all the carriages and trolleycars and people in an endless throng, seemingly moving on
us, I become frightened.
"Come, come!" you urge, "I won't let 'you get lost."
"I know you won't," I mumbl~, "but I just wonder how
·
anyone could cross it alone?"
"Some day," you say, ~~you will have to cross much more
dangerous bridges ~han this. And you will have to do it
all by yourself, alone! But there is no need to worry about '
it now! Come, let us see the boats." And you led me to the
railing of the bridge.
•

F
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How pretty from here the water looks, and all the little
boats busily moving 'Over it. The frightening, milling throng
is left behind, and facing us there is an open space of sky
embracing the two shores. On one side the sun's rays play
over the dome of the Academy of Art, the building where
we live. On the other over the steeple of the fortress of
Peter and Paul. The rest of the houses, on either shore,
merge in my sight into one mass, because I do not know .
~hem. Below, the river sparkles, the boats rush by, blowing
their whistles.... It really is a ~ively picture. But all of a
sudden it comes to my mind that something is missing.
"What are you thinking about?" you ask, drawing me
by the shoulders toward your side.
~'I wish," I sigh, "there were gulls so that I could feed "
them" ....
"Gulls?" you laugh, "Don't you think they would be
frightened ?"
"Last spring," I continue in a plaintive tone, "th~re
were such pretty birds flying over the ship, while we were
on the Volga."
"I see! Now you remember and wish they wer~ here.
Well, I can take you back to Peter's Monument. There are
some pigeons there and a woman selling grain to feed thew."
"Oh, no!" I shake my head with a slight disgust, "I do
not care to watch birds walking on cobble-stones. . I wAnt .
to see them fly over the water.... And it isn't the grain'
that I wish to feed them with but crumbs of bread."·
"Hm-m!" You look at me with surprise. "My tiny-winy
daughter is growing up and has her own decided wishes....
Well, well! There must be something in that!" And reaching for your watch you look at it saying: "Sorry it is tOOl·
late, we must be back for tea. But tomorrow I will take
you in a boat to the fortress of Kronshtadt. There you may
see the gulls flying over the water. And if you wish to feed
them do not forget to take some bread with you."
"Real gulls?" I anxiously ask.
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"Oh, yes!" Your eyes ·smiling again beam over me,
ureal gulls," of the Baltic sea !"
The visiondisappears~ ... Before nlY eyes are the fields
of the Kiowa Ranclla ... Below them a misty space of plains,
running down as far as my eye can see, into the very heaven,
as it seems.
Where do they meet, this sky and this land?· And is it
the dry rolling sand or are they waves of the sea? In this
twilight, how can I distinguish,? . . . And what is there, .
twinkling? An early evening star? Or a signal-light in ~a
tower on the water? Or is it the glow of a large lamp,
shining over human dwellings?
At thi$ moment it is all one to me: the sky, the water
and the land-as the blissful state of mind of a child, and the
troubled spirit of a grown, living being, and the radiant .
crystal of the soul of the one who is gone-.are one and the
same, and could not exist without having first been the
other....
Surely, a lopg time ago there was sea here. But now
only threads of water run from the tops of the mountains
down their furrows, into the gorges of the plains.
I know that at my left, in the valley, there is the Rio
Hondo Canyon. And at the bottom of it a clear stream
runs to meet, not far from here,. the Rio Grande.... And to'
where does the Rio Grande 'flow? ... Oh, yes I know; after
many miles of struggling along the rocky canyons and sandy
dunes it falls into the Gulf of Mexico....
This evening I wish I could have wings ana would drift
above the stream. . . . Maybe in a few days I also would
fold my wings and for a time stay to watch the might of
the incoming 'and outgoing tide. And every' morning at
dawn, and every evening at &unset, paying tribute to the
souls of all my dead, I would perform a rite of feeding gulls
with crumbs of bread, made, if possible, by my own hand.
And doing so I would reflect: in the whole world there
is not a soul who has ever cared for me more than you did,
my father. And I would thank you, saying:. "Look,
father!
,
e
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I am feeding birds! And. they are real gulls. Only this time

they do not come from the Baltic Sea, but from the Gulf of ,
Mexico. See where Life has taken me 1" '. .. Have you ever
thought that your little ninny daughter would move thi~
far across the globe? Wasn't it more dangerous to do than
to walk with you over Nicolai's Bridge? ...
However, I am here, and at times weeping too, far more
bitterly than I wept then. And there is no one near to take
me by the hand. I have to make my journeys all 'by myself,
just'as you said.. ~ .0
\>
But I have tqe memory of you and your sweet grace.
A-nd that helps m~ to move forward, almost as well as your
hand did, when it lIed me across the SKeet in those gone by
days. . .. And YOrlr voice chiming: '(Come, come! I won't
let you get lost!" ~s even now echoing about my heart.
I

I

'

I
i

Bones and Skin
By OPAL SHANNON

Muscle and sinew' were
useful for walking,
for running with the wind
or cleaving the clear
waters of the pool
until this
gracious warmth
sprang beautiful
beneath your hand,
Bones and skin
... astonishing magic . . .
ivory thigh curve.
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Flaviano Buys a Gift
• By

E~LEN K~IFF COFFEY

they w~re all seated;: attentive, sUbmis~ive, a~<;l
supposedly qUIet. But the room throbbed wIth theIr
suppressed restlessness. Feet shuffled a little; seat hinges
creaked as .little bodies shifteQ. unconsciously' ~ith soft
twistings that relieved the tenseness of Teacher's command.
"
"Attention, children!"
.
But her command was ~nd; her voice had a soft firm. ness, like strong velvet. . . . For sh~ knew it would be as
futile to expect a roomful of young~ters to be silent as it·
would to command a mountain brook 0 cease its rippling....
Now thirty-one pairs of dark eyes, t any rate, were still, ,
, as their gaze rested adoringly on her ace, awaiting her first·
word.
Today she looked past their unti y little heads, on, ,out
.of the window, at the forlorn scene b;'.'ond; the Sh,abby back
streets of Mexican Town, where fo lorn mothers, braced .
against the raw December wind, hun forlorn washings on .
the fences, and underfed babies Itlayed in drab dooryards.... Only last year she could have been transferred
to the new' school on the Hiil; no unter-priVileged children
there; no need to' mix charity with education-and often
more charity than education!
~et every morning, as these chiidren filed past her at
the doorway with a lou4 clatter of br ken shoes, and looked
up into her face with ijappy eagerne s in their black eyes,
and sometimes even td'uched her d ess sur~eptitiously in
passing, she repeated to herself that she would not exchange
any teacher's easier lot for hers. ~ ..~What a lesson to the
more fortunate; these ragged' youn sters carrying their
thin shoulders high with a gay ·swa .ger that defied pity!
Now at her word 1 t~e tensity rel+xed; a great scufHin,g
for books and pencilsiensued. someo1e's shadow, fell across
.
[ 247]
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ner desk; she looked up. Oh, Carlotta this time. Always
they brought her gifts. What now? An ostrich feather!
The old ostrich at the Zoo had flapped his wings only just
a little, there by the fence, and there it was! "You like,
Teacher?" she queried anxiously.
"Oh, beautiful!" sighed Teacher, with just the right
shade of enthusiasm. "Thank you so much, Carlotta." And
warm under Teacher's smile, the child hurried self-consciously to her seat, aware of the silent awe and envy of the
others....
As Teacher laid the ostrich feather carefully in the
book-case, the door burst open and Flaviano shuffled in.
She shook her head at him sadly. "Late again?" she m..urmured.... He occupied the very front seat, and she spoke
softly, so the others could not hear. Flaviano's tears came
so easily. And yet, on the playground the other teachers
declared he was such a little devil, always up to something!
They couldn't understand why she championed him so.
"Your Flaviano!" they would scoff. "That rascal! ,Bundle
of dirt and rags! Not even bright; and oh, his nose!" With
that triumphant thrust would they most likely climax their
remarks; for Flaviano's sniffly cold was perennial, and every
day he came, happily unaware of discomfort, and consistently
without a handkerchief.
But when he raised his eyes to her face something
always happened to her heart-strings; the harsh words she
felt he deserved, never came.... Through a fringe of non..
descript, dusty-looking black hair his gaze held hers. Sometimes his eyes were brilliant, restless, dancing; sometimes'
they were opaque, d~ll, resentful; often sad, soft limpid
pools, brimming with tears....
. ·Thus gazing at his teacher, he was invariably able to
size her up; was she cross at him, would she tell him to go
wash his hands, comb his hair, or blow his nose? Some- .
times she did, sometimes she didn't. You could mo~t always
tell just by looking at her... ·
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Now, no sooner had Teacher turned to the blackboa~d
than a familiar raucous sniffling noise came to her eark.
She laid down he~ chalk and o'pened her desk drawer. "He~e .
Flaviano; take this." With his Puckish grin he sidled up ~o
her, took the clean rag she held out, and applied it vigorously to the offending member.
"Now remember YOlilr handkerchief tomorrow; ~ill
you?"
"Yes, ma'am"-very promptly. And so had he an..
swered every day since the term began, but not once had he
appeared with the necessary article. . . . Yes, she supposed
she was a little foolish aJ.:>out such a child....
Now ~he turned to them: "Tomorrow, as you all know,
is Friday-the last day of school before the Christmas
holidays. We'll have a little program tomorrow afternooD,
and sing the carols you have learned. So today we must trim
our tree. . . . But this year wtYve decided not to exchange
gifts, haven't we? We talkeh that over, you know. I
wonder if 'ou all remember W~y?"
A flutter of grimy hands greeted her question.
"Well, J osefita ?"
J osefita tucked her big wad of bubble gum in her chee~
so "Teasher" wouldn't know, though the bulge was ~quite
evident; but Teacher determined not to notice, for once....
Then taking a deep breath, the child began:
" 'Cause there so too many poor shildren, and some of
them got papas and mamas wpo no have work for long,
. long time! It would be hard fo~ those papas and mamas to
buy presents." She recited this glibly and 'almost gaily,
bristling with importance;. while 'Teacher observed that her
little toes were sticking out of tattered scraps o~ shoes.
Then Orlando's piping voice-"And those· who their
papas are working must give the five cents to charitee bu- bubureau instead, so they can buy shoes and things for the
shildren who their papas and mamas have no work."
"Good!" applauded Teacher. "I'm glad you all understand so well just why we will not draw names for gifts
vi

I
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from each other this year. But now I have news for you.
Your teacher does have a job, and she has no little boys and
. girls to get things for. And she is so glad she has work that
she is going to put presents on the tree for- all of ·you." A
squeal of delight ran over the room.
Teacher knew, of course, that Miss Parker, fifth grade
teacher, would be furious. Among themselves, the other
teachers in the building referred to her as "the old veteran."
The years she had given to her profession had only hardened
the lines about her mouth; she bitterly criticized the younger
teachers, declaring they were ruining school discipline by
being too soft and relenting toward their young charges,
"Rule them or they rule you," was her motto. And now she
had imposed an unwritten law; the teachers should not
establish a precedent by giving gifts to the children. "Puts
ideas in their heads," she said....
Teacher drew a lopg breath. She would do it anyway.
, J:.,et Parker fume. She was so tight she squeezed a nickel
till it gasped. Let her fume! Scarcely a family represented
at Fourth Ward had more than enough this winter for beans
and fire-wood.... Teacher tossed her head and cast off all
worries about Parker's "law."
It was with a holiday spirit that the youngsters had
taken their places this morning; they were fairly thrilling
with joy now. It was hard to keep one's eyes on multiplication combinations when the Christmas tree, bristling with
importance, stood in the corner, awaiting the afternoon
trimming. But Teacher, smiling but resolute, spoke firmly:
"Think if some of you would have to do your number work
this afternoon, while the rest of us were having a good
time! No, of course you wouldn't like that! So get busy,
Porfiria; don't dream. No, Felix, the last one isn't finished.
Put your name on your paper, Carlos."
At last it was noon. As they filed out, the insistent
fragrance of the Christmas pine followed them. They
rushed off excitedly in all directions, to take hom.e the good '
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news. "Teasher, he 'going to bring presrnt for all the
shildren!"
.
... ,
In the afternoon theY$finished the Christmas art lesson';
the Three Wise Men, cut out of grey paper, pasted on fa
white ground; a gold star in the heavens-palm trees outlined against the sky. . . .
'
And then came recess, which interested no one today.
An eager group surrounded Teacher's desk. ,"!Jet's start to
trim the tree right now, Teacher!" Smiling, she agreed, and
they se~ to work.
Sometime after the last recess bell rang, Flaviano
strode importantly into the room, pulling trom a grimy
pocket of overalls much too large,1. seemingly endless string
of popcorn.
"Oh, darling, it is for our tree, isn't it? Oh, children;
-see what, Flaviano has brought us for our tree," boasted
Teacher, hugging the thrilled you;ngster impulsively. . . •
Then, just as she realized, gazing at her hands, that the
popcorn seemed buttery, Johnny Ortega spoke ~_p,. "Teacher,
I saw where Flaviano got that. Maybe he did string it, but,
I know where he got it before he stringed it. He went over
to the popcorn stand at recess, and pretended he was going
to buy some. Then he ran without giving the man any
money. I saw him."
This smacked too much of the lilac story last spring.
Flaviano had brought her the loveliest bunch of lilacs; and
how she had praised him-only to find out that he had
snatched them from, a yard on the way to school! Remembering the lilacs, Teach~r felt a cold chill of foreboding.
She hurriedly changed the subject. Poor little fellow'! He,
sat forlorn, gazing at her, then lowered his gaze so gUiltily,
the heavy fringe of his lashes sweeping his dark little
cheeks. Presently she saw tears forming....
"Oh, Flaviano1 Come help me with this very highest
branch. You aren't afraid to get on the very top' of the
ladder, are you, dear?" Tears and sin forgotten, all smiles
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now, he jumped gaily forward. Teacher sighed. Another
crisis passed!
That evening after school she had a gorgeous time.
She shopped until almost dark, and then walked home, laden
with parcels, with two messenger boys, similarly laden,
trailing behind her. She smiled to herself, imagining the
picture they made. Mrs. Murphy, her-landlady, opened the
door to let them in, ejaculating delightedly in her rich
brogue....
Th'e next morning Mrs. Murphy helped her carry the
, gifts to the schoolhouse. She hid them away in the book
. closet, cautiously l~cking the door. To' her own children
that door was sacred; ~hey would never try to enter. But
there were others not quite so reverent....
All morning the room teemed with suppressed excitement. Teacher did not go home for lunch. She ate hastily
from
at noon, 'and'
then
. a paper bag Mrs. Murphy sent over
.
.
set to work arranging the gifts around the tree. "I am more
excited than they/'. she thought....
Miss Parker, returning early from lunch, stood in the'
door-way sniffling her displeasure. There was little that
went on around Fourth Ward that' she did not find out.
"You know it is our custom in this school-" she began.
"Custom be hanged," retorted-Teacher in a most unladylike tone, turning her back on her visitor.
"H-m-rn-m, well-I-I." Miss Parker turned on her heel
and marched down the hall. Teacher gave a hysterical little
laugh.
But when the line marched in at noon, Teacher was a
little worried. Flaviano was missing. He always sidled
past her with a brisk army salute, which invariably drew
smiles from the other teachers on hall duty. But this afternoon there was no Flaviano at all. ·
"Well,. perhaps he is only Jate again," thought.Teacher.
Sometimes; she remembered, he had to deliver laundry for
his mother at noon. "There are fourteen of them," sh'}
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reminded herself, "And if they are to have any Christmas
at all, there must be lots of washing for Mrs. Chavez."
As final preparations for the program were under way,
Teacher became definitely uneasy. At last she called in
Flaviano's brother, a big boy from the fifth grade room'
upstairs. She sent him home to see what had happened to
Flaviano. He returned, breathless, in a few minutes with
the disconcerting news that Flaviano had started to school,
so his failure to appear meant that he had played hookey;
"and when he" comes home my father will wheep him," he
added.
.
.
The afternoon dragged on~ Teacher went mechanically
through the process of carrying out the program, until she
it-found herself carried away by the spirit of. the occasion in
· spite of herself. Aft~ all, there were thirty-one others to
. be made happy; if only she did not feel an intuitive sense of
disaster in the absence of Flaviano! But she must not spoil
the big day for the rest of them.
Each.youngster wasl dressed up in his or her poor best;
some -shivered in white summer dresses, while their heavy
misshapen shoes gave an effect of grotesqueness. The sight
of their shoes brought a lump to Teacher's throat. She
tried to keep her eyes above them, as the children stood in
rows before her, singingf their Christmas carols.
,
And now came the joyous distribution of the gifts that
she had selected with such meticulous care. Sadly she picked
up the last one-Flaviano's-.and put it away in her desk. ...
As last they had all gone whooping home, t~eir "Merry
Christmas" calls coming back thr~>ugh the dusky halls t~
her.
She turned back to the 'ittered room, deciding to.
straighten it a bit before it met the' horrified glance of old
Mr. Brown, the janitor. As she "picked up" here and there"
her mind dwelt on poor, erring little Flaviano. - She supposed ·he was il} trouble again. Brought up in, a. family so
large and so poor, his ideas ,of honesty were somewhat
warped by the stronger claims of hunger and want. To him
I

1
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there was nothing so wrong about taking the popcorn or the
lilacs, when he was doing it for someone else, especially....
Teacher was startled from her ponderings by an excited
voice behind her. It came from Flaviano's brother, who was
almost too' breathless to speak:
"Do you know what happened to Flaviano? He's in the
hospital. Yes, they took him to a hospital after they ran
over him."
After untangling the threads of. his rambling tale,
Teacher found back of Flaviano's truancy the following
story:
For weeks, Flaviano had sought the possession of' a
dime to h,uyTeacher a Christmas present. He'd been sell- .
ing papers once in a while, but alway~ there was some tempting bit of food or candy that drove him to spend. his few
pennies. If he only had a dime all at once, it would be
easier; for then he would go and buy t~e gift right away.
But it was hard to have a few pennies lying around, waiting
for the others to accumulate that ~ould make up the necessary amount. H.e 4aren't steal anything to sell, for if
Teacher found it out she would be. so sad!' He knew what
sort of a "muchacho" she thought him whenever he was
found in some petty theft. After the unfortunate incident
about the popcorn, he felt sure she musfhave some uncanny
power by which she knew all his sins. She always· seemed
to know, whether some one "tattled" on him or not.
And here it was, the last day of school before Christmas,
.and he had no gift. What to do? Then he thought of the
dump. There was an idea! He and his brother had gone
dump-hunting lots of times. And there was an old Mexican
woman who would look over what you brought in your
gunny-sack, and give you a few pennies for it, if .she found
.
anything she could use or sell.
Teacher had a mental picture of it all. Often she had.
seen the little Mexican boys returning from the city dump,
gunny sacks-filled with the best of the debris dumped out
by the more fortunate-slung over their thin little shoul-
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ders.. . . A tightness clutched her throat as she pictured
Flaviano, valiant little fellow, gathering rubbish to sell s.o
that he might buy her a pres.ent. . .. ,
She was walking with his brother through the dusk
now, on her way to the hospital. It was time for dinner, but
what matter? She must s~e this boy; she had no appetite
for dinner. .
Upon reac~ing the hospital, she learned that Flaviano
had suffered' a broken leg and minor cuts and bruises. She
was thankful that it was no worse. She had pictured him
dying! The .leg would mend quickly, she was told. Just a
simple break. Laughing, the nurse added: '-'And very likely
he has had his first bath in years. I hope it does not slow up
his recovery!"
Findipghini in his bed in the long ward, Teacher had
mixed emotions. Think what an event in his life this had
turned out to be-and think how she had 'been at the bottom
of it!
Pale, almost angelic he looked, there in the white bed;
his great dark eyes staring out of the window; quiet for
once-not the little imp of Fourth~Ward, dirty, and in constant need of a handkerchief....
He turned to see who had come in. Then an impish
grin spread over his face. He reached under the covers..
"Here's a present for you, teasher. I had ju"!3t bought it,
and was crossin' the street, when I got runned. over by a
car. It was a Packard, tQo!" he. added proudly. "I had this
in my pocket, so it's all right--not a bit dirty." Proudly he,
q,nwrapped it. Teacher's eyes filled. It was a cheap
handkerchief, coarsely made, with a gorgeous embroidered
design in one corner.
"Pretty, ain't it?" he said, caressing it fondly. "After
I got here in bed I asked fur a pencil, and put my "'monoI
mono- monogram on it." Sure enough, in one corner, printed
."
in pencil-"~.C:;'
Teacher could scarcely trust her voice. Just then the
nurse came in with his tray. Flaviano's eyeij glistened.
~,.

,

.
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"Oh, say, I for.-got I'd get to eat. I'm glad I got hurt."
Then he had eyes only for his food.
While he ate, Teacher went down to the main office to
see what arrangements had been made for Flaviano's stay
in the hospital. She learned that the owner of the car' that
struck him was taking care of all hospital and doctor's bills.
Then she returned to Flaviano's room to bid him goodnight,
promising to be back next day and every day during the
holidays. Then home to a warmed-ov.er dinner and a worried Mrs. Murphy, '-who wiped away many a tear as she
listened to the story.
On Christmas morning Flaviano had a tree in the ward,
and a big heap of gifts. His mother was there-a bent,
worn little Mexican woman with work-gnarled hands, who
could scarcely speak English. Superstitious, and suspicious
of his surroundings, she had.first insisted that he be brought
home at once, but was finally persuaded that he would not
die even though he had had a bath. She was dubious about
the efficacy of baths. "They catch cold, cougn," she explained.
"Water bad in winter."
On the day Flaviano was to be taken home, Teacher
visited him for the last time. He seemed uneasy and uncomfortable. He sat clean and ~ombed, dressed in .the
clothes she had bought for him. But he seemed ill at ease.
Presently he said:
"Teasher, I got to tell you somepin'. I sold my bag of
trash from the dump to old Mrs. Garcia for seven cents. But
when I Went to buy your present, I picked out one that cost
ten cents. I didn't have that much, you see, so I gave the
girl my seven penni~s and then ran out before she got 'em
counted. I was still a-runnin' for fear I'd get caught, when
I got runned over." And with appeal in his enormous eyes,
he watched his teachel'\'s face.
Just then Teacher was saved again.. }'Time for visitors
to leave,'* said a nurse cheerfully as she looked in at the
door. Teacher kissed Flaviano quickly on the forehead and
hurried out.

.,
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Smoke Talk
EDITORIAL NOTE: The following is a little essay, not written for
public hearing, but so worthy, of it that we have asked and received
pennission to print "My Schoolroom" in Smoke Talk.-T.M.P.

unattractive? Certainly 'not! Bare?
Gloomy? No indeed! Well, then, what is it?
First of all, it is new, like a white linen dress hanging
in a store• window. Enough light comes in through the
large windows to make the room pleasant even on cloudy
days, and I can see enormous patches of sky, today as blue
as a morning glory just opened to the sun, with little puffs
of clouds leaping before the wind like playful rabbits. T.}le
sunlight, cupped in the leaves of the geraniums along the
windowsills, filters through ih splotches of tender yellowgreen. A sturdy cactus stands in a terra cotta pot, its
spines, like lances, cros~ed decoratively on its breast. On'e
wee magenta bud breaks its outer cover to show petals of
sheer silken gossamer.
Washington and Lincoln peer benignly down from th.e·
side wall, warmly flesh-toned, and quite properly framed,
while in front, above the blackboard, hangs a. landscape,
softly green. Here many a child's eyes have rested dreamily
as he looked far beyond the deli"cate pastel figures dancjng
beneath feathery trees, and out across a misty lake-eternal
spring interpreted by Corot.
'
i
Large wall hangings decorate the bare spaces along the
back wall, gorgeous ~ffair's of birds and flowers in crayola,
on the nether side of oilcloth." Colorful and interesting!
Time has mellowed their colors somewhat, .but they warm
the white bareness of the walls quite as graciously as glowing tapestries softened the cold stones of medieval castles.
The large steel cabinet in the corner is not left knowingly open like Katrina Van Tassel's. No indeed! Art
supplies, folded maiDs and old reference books do not make
for beauty be they ever so neatly stacked.
[257 ]
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As for the questions on the board, probably the .less

said the better. History reviews! Good for the soul-but
wearing on mental pow~rs.
There are the usual tablet-armed chairs and a teacher's
desk, quite shiny and new-the most essential details of a
schoolroom, yet somehow strangely prosaic.
The room is empty of children now. No blond curls
bob about pink ears; no black eyes twinkle naughtily aC:ross
'the room. That peculiar oppressive quiet of "after hours"
in schools and churches has settled upon ,the room.
My schoolroom unattractive? Certainly not! .Bare?
Ugly? Not at all! Well, then, what is it?
Vacation has begun, and I think the room is lonely..
MARY MASTERS.

Farmington, New Mexico.
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The recent appearance- of John Gould Fletcher, distinguished poet, in two lectures at the Univ~rsity of New
Mexico, under the auspices of the English Department was
an event of outstanding literary importance. Mr. Fletcher
discussed the development of the Imagist Movement in "his
first lecture, and his association with such leaders of it as:
Ezra Pound, Amy Lowell, T. S. 'Eliot, Carl Sandburg, and
Harriet'Monroe.He chose as the" subject of his second one,
"The Two Frontiers," and analyzed conditions in Russia
and America. Mr. Fletcher was accompanied to Albu•
querque
by his wife, Charlie Mae Simon, to whom his •
recently published autobiography, Life Is My Song, is
dedicated. Mrs.r. Fletcher, the author of the novel The ShareCropper, is, at the present time, working on a book for
children.
Miss Erna Fergusson's eagerly awaited fourth book
Venezuela will be off the press January 2, according to her
publishers. One of the many significant features in connection with the book is the fact that Miss Fergusson's talented
young cousin-artist, Lucille Huning, has done the cover
design, a sketch of Simon Bolivar. Miss Huning is a student in the fine arts department at the University of New
Me~dco, and her design was chosen by Mr. Knopf in preference to several ·submitted by professionals. Shortly after
the publication of her book, Miss Fergusson will leave for
speaking engagements in Chicago and New York. She'
plans to sail the latter part of January for Guatemala where
she will have 'charge of the Latin-American Cui"tural Rela.' tions Seminar.. She has ~ven us her word of honor, how- ;
ever, that she will be back in plenty of time to lead, with
Coronado, the triumphal commemorative procession in 1940.
[ 259] .
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Just who will be chosen to represent the great conqueror for
the Cuarto Centennial hasn't been revealed by President·
Zimmerman. New Mexico's most di~tinguished woman.
author and lecturer demands for the oc~asion a beautiful
white horse, and a blue velvet gown, which, needless to say,
will be provided.
Another important fall publication is Southwe,f~t Heri;tage, A Literary History with, Bibliography, which the University Press announces for November 15. The book by
Mabel Major" and Rebecca Smith, of Texas Christian University, and T. M. Pearce of the University of ~ew Mexico,
will contain the many names of those who have contributed
to the making of a representative expression of Southwestern
culture. The essays on successive phases of literary development are arranged for a planned course of study as well as
telling the story Qf such a development for the general
reader.... J. J. Augustine will shortly publish The Cartoon'
Guide, written by Dr. Pearce, and illustrated in black and
white by Nil$ Hoguer, well-known artist. The book is one
of a series of State Guides for Tourists and will ~e a satirical
approach to extremely interesting subject matter.... "Jim"
Threlkeld, of the New Mexico Book Store, announces that
Hired Man on Horseback is having a steady sale, which of
course was anticipated. . . . "Gene" Rhodes came to New
Mexico in 1881 with his father, newly appointed agent for
the Mescalero Reservation. ",With a saddle bought with soap coupons, thirteen-year-old "Gene" took up cow-punching,
earned a reputation for riding anything that wore hair, and.
later became the ablest interpreter of life on the range."
Eugene Cunningham, lit~rary editor of the New Mexico
Highway Magazine, will have an article on Rhodes in'the
next issue of the magazine, which will treat of their early
friendship in EI Paso.... Sarah A. Nassour's recently published book, Skin of Gods, is attracting local attention because
the author is well known here. As "one of the Abouselman
girls of Jemez" and daughter of an important stoclqnan who
operated the general store in the ifemez Pueblo for many
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years, Mrs. Nassour had an authentic and colorful background uRon which to draw for her tale of Wynona, daughter
of a Zia mother and a Jemez father.... Son of Old'Man Halt,
a Navajo ltutobiogniphy recorded by Walter Dyk, is also
attracting attention because it contains authentic ethno~
logical material, and has been endorsed by leading anthropologists and sociologists.... Reader's Digest for August
contained a condensation of Anna Nolan Clark's article
"Indi~ns to Gallup'" which appeared in a recent issue of
N ew Mexico. Mrs. Clark, a regular contributor to the
New Mexico Highway Magazine"is at present in Washingfun,
D. C., preparing textbooks for. Indian children; a job she is
particularly well fitted for because for a number: of years
she has been teaching in the Indian school at Tesuque. . ..
Dorothy Belle Hughes, teaching-fellow in English at the
University of New Mexico, and author of a volume of poems
called Dark Certainty, recently sold Danish 'and Swedish
publication rights for "No Trouble at All," a short story
which appeared in the Pictorial R.eview in June. of •• Southwest Review for October contained an article by»r. F. M.
Kercheville, head of the Spanish department at the University of New Mexico, entitled "Uniting the Americas." . . .
Frederick Lambeth, of N,ew York ,City, is spending the
winter in Santa Fe. He is a frequent contributor to Esquire
and at the present time is working on a novel. ." .. Earl and
Marion Scott have returned to Santa Fe, and both are busy
writing detective stories, as is T. T. Fynn, ,who, after spending the summer in Albuquerque, has returned to -Tennessee.
• . . In regard to MSS oi"offing" books, a very important one
the publishers expect by November 1'5, may be finished' by ,
that time; one has been accepted after a fifteen-year period
of rejections by fifty-tHree publishers; one is "still going
the rounds"; one has three publishers interested in it; one
~as "scooped" after twenty years research on the subject,
and "one may be finished by Christmas." ...'
Basta Ia proxima,
e!

~
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, Sonnet to a Misuriderstood and Much Maligned
Don Quixote
By GEORGE ST. CLAIR

"Vanished quite as the dusty plain
W)lere a scarecrow knight rides on in vain."
"Lament," By F. Acton Adams,
Ladies Home .Journal, August, 1938.

.

"A scarecrow knight!" So this is what they call
You now, you dauntless champion of the right!
You who, in seeming but a woeful wight,
Laughed at, derided, beaten too, by all .
Those knaves that caused you many a dusty fall,
Yet kept your shorn crest raised in glorious fight,
Nor ever fled, nor basely felt affright,
Through dangers that the stoutest hearts appal.
But now we read that you "ride on in vain"!
Is it in vain on oneself to rely?
.To think of others though in sorest pain?
With gentle hearts in courtesy to vie?
,Not o'er a "dusty" but a shining "plain,"
Our deathless knight rides on with head held high.

[262 ]
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Border Patrol-Mary Kidder Rak-Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1938.

With the calm of the men of whom she writes, MaJ!'Y
Kidder Rak has turned out an exciting account of an exciting business in her latest book, Border Patrol. All the more
exciting for its calmness, and its matter-of-fact presentation,
there is truthfully never a dull moment in the story of the
handful of men who patrol the two thousand mile frontier
of our Mexican border.
To be sure it would seem as if some ofe;the vivid romance '
had gone out of· border-patrolling, since modern science with
its radio watch towers and radio cars has replaced the old
ranger and his one cowboy, at one time given the job of proon the· Rio. Grande. But·
tecting a great patch of the border
c
this is not so; none of the romance goes out of Mrs. Rak's
account with the advent of modernity. The tale remains the
same, from the little boys who will sneak across either on
foraging trips or just for the devilment of it, to the smugglers of narcotics and aliens. All the more surprising is the
fact that entrance from one country to the other being so
simple a matter, with no passport requirements, there should
be so constant a stream of attempted illegal entries. It .is
obvious that any entry, save'through legal means, must be '"
suspect, for legal entry Is so simple.
_
There is surprising, really magnificent, sympathy from
the author for those on both sides of the mythical fence. It is
surprising that one can be so thoroughly dispassionate and
at the same .time sympathetic; and it is magnificent, to the
reviewer, the way in which Mrs. Rak, in so non-committal
account, can engender sympathy for both the Federales and
aliens.
Again, it is surprising the wealth of pathos on the one
hand and humor on ,the other which the author, without any
~
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trickery, instils into the case histories. The story of Saldano
is one which mingles both pathos and humor. Nor is pathos
. , lacking in the report of the wholesale influx of the Chinese
from Mexico, so few years ago that it is unbelievable, Chi":
nese smuggling having, to the reviewer's mind the dated
f
aura of a past century. Amusing is Mrs. Rak's account of.
the frequency of revolutions on the other side of the border,
affecting our side of it. She quotes a twenty-five year resident of Naco as complaining, "It is very hard to se.ttle down
to one's regular work when bullets are flying around."
Mrs. Rak had the good fortune to be given access to the
files of the various headquarters of the Patrol, she being the
first person aIlowfd to writ~ of these modest men's careers.
But also she hadl the better fortune to draw the unwritten
stories from the men of the patrol. She has not attempted to
translate the account in fine writing, but has been content
to set down the tales as she learned them, with their· own
lusty flavor of the west. The result is a book as exciting as
those most exciting and well-loved books of memory~ The
Rot1er Boys, with the added excitement of being a part of our
history and heritage. Border Patrol is for all boys from six'
to sixty plus, as well as for all women who prefer action to
moonlight and roses.
DOROTHY HUGHES.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
So~thwest

Heritage-Mabel Major and Rebecca W. Smith, of Texas
Christian University, and T. M. Pearce, of the University of New
Mexico-The University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque$2.00.
•

With an attractive title and distinguished authorship
the first attempt at a literary history of the Southwest makes
its bow to all who-may be interested. The book is a partnership affair, as such an undertaking ought to be, employing
the talents of two Texans and one New Mexican. The
result is a work of mature scholarship, well documented,.
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interestingly written, and as complete as it could well be
made. It will offer"convincing proof, not merely to Texans
and New Mexicans but to the sons of Arizona, Arkansas,
and Oklahoma as well, that poets, biographers, folk singers,
dramatists, and novelists flourish in the sunshine of the
Southwest as well as six-gun men, rattlesnakes, and rodeos.
Southwesrt. Heritage will be most useful "to the teachers
and students of Southwestern literature who in the last ten
years have begun operations in practically every-college petween the gulf and the Rio qrande. General readers, however, will find much profit and even pleasure in these pages,
, for the authors are interested in living as well as historic
writing. They even know about the Mexican who made up a .
"corrido" for Bronson Cutting on his election to the senate,
reminding him that "they are dying who never died before,
and so will we go to death, you and I." The ballad concludes
~.
,
with this philosophic observation:'
li

Ud. se come sus coles
~.
Con su pan y mantequilla
Y yo me come mis frijoles
Con un pedazo de tortilla.
The authors have followed a logical plan in organizing
their material. The major divisions deal with "Literature
before the coming of the Anglo-American" "The Literature •
of the Anglo-4-merican Adventurers and Settlers," "The Literature of the Contemporary Scene." Subdivisions give
brief but adequate descriptions of various literary types,
movements, and personalities. Among the most' stimulating
discussions are those on "Humor and Tall Tales," "Fiction,"
•
"Myth, Legend, and Song of the Indian," and "Literary
Folk Tales."
Of course no work of this kind can be completely satisfactory to everybody-not even to its authors. One objection which might be raised involves the too..charitable application of the authors' critical judgment, particularly in the
chapter on contem~orary poetry. A number of second or
third-rate poets are given almost as much space'and cour-
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tesy as the first-raters. Fuller critical annotation in the
bibliography of future revisions would help us to distinguish the mountains from the mol~hills and would make the
book a better guide for beginning students.
Another criticism w~ich will undoubtedly be made
concerns the place of Indian culture in American artistic
life. Like Mary Austin the ~uthors beli~ve that "American
poetry waits still for the release possible to it when it receives fully the contribution of the Indian mind." To many
of us this seems a useless if not a mistaken doctrine. Even if
we do not say no when somebody tells us that "the Indian
world is far simpler and, if anything, more profound than
the European," we do not believe that contemporary American writing can or should take its attention from contemporary American life to sit at the feet of the Red Man.
The mere broaching of sucn a subject is, of course, useful. It will give us somethirig to read about, talk about, and
disagree about. What more can any book do?
C. L. SONNICHSEN.
Texas College of Mines,

El Paso.
Singing for Power-Ruth Murray Underhill-University of California
Press-$2.00.

"Look once more at the old things. Be sure," is the
admonition of the ritual clown in the ancient rain house of
the Papago Indians to the old man in his dream.
Ruth Murray Underhill, poet and anthropologist, has
looked once more at the ancient songs of the Papago Indians,
and has wrought therefrom a volume filled with the song
magic of the Papagos and her own particular song magic.
For Doctor Underhill possesses a poetic prose which brings
to life pictures of life among the Papagos, a tribe which has
never fought with the white people, and which lives in poverty and a measure of strange beauty on the Arizona desert.
Her translations of 'the Papago songs are filled with,
this strange beauty, somehow brought to life for the twen~
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tieth century white man, somehow endued with vitality and
reality, although this beauty deals with evil, with medicine
men, with dreams, with hunting for food, with the animals,
our superiors, with singing up the corn, with dream power,
with war dances, with dangerous woman.
Besides the expression of the Papago life and thought in
their songs- as' presented by D~ctor Underhill, h~re too is the
magic phrase of the writer who is by her own imagination
able to enter into the life of the Papagos and ~ranslate,it
into words we can comprehend.
The following quotation,~chosen from among hundreds
of others in the ,slender volume, illustrates this prose quality
of the author:
"A person to be feared ~s the Papago medicine man. He
gains his power by dreams, as other men do, but his dreams
go farther into the unknown.' He flies with eagles; he visits
magicians beneath the sea; he hears songs' which can bring'
rain and bring death ... The in~n who chooses this dangerous profession must have bra~ns. His reward is riches and he
is the only man in the village who really possesses any ...
No one dares refuse him ;-no one, no matter what the ptovocation, dares make him an enemy."
There are, in the volume, songs to pull down the clouds,
mockingbird speeches, songs for the deer hunt, songs for
eagle power, the salt ritual, songs to cleanse the village of
sickness, songs for drinking ritual, for gambling, in short,
for all the activities of the Indians.
Eagle power songs tell always of Elder brother, the
Eagle, and his, younger brother, the- Hawk. Boetic words are
contrasted in the songs, and, _placed carefully in opposing
verses, make a-pattern in which the Papagos delight.
A black-headed eagle
On a low rock •
Flapped his wings.
A white-headed eagle'
On a low rock - Descended.
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Eagle, my bIder brother,
Like a bow, in every direction,
Your long feathers are bent.
Hawk, my younger brother,
Like arrows in every riirection,
Your down feathers are let loose.

The· above is an excerpt from an eagle song, to show
the pattern of word and idea in the songs.
.The volume is readable and for poetry-lovers of great
value.
IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Life Is My Song-The Au,tobiography of John Gould Fletcher-. Farrar
and Rinehart, 1937-$3.50.
Selected Poems-John Gould Fletcher-Farrar and Rinehart, 1938$2.50.
,

'"

Within a year's time, Farrar and Rinehart published a book of the selected poems of John Gould Fletcher,
and his autobiography, a happy achievement f<>r any pUblisher:. Since the publication of his first books of pgetry in
London, in May, 1913, Fletcher has been identified with the
vital currents of twentieth' century poetry in England and
America. H~ was one of that group in London, Ezra Pound,
H. D., Richard Aldington, Amy Lowell, Harold Munro, who
explored and re-examined the tree of poetry, trunk, -roots,
arid soil, and grafted new and vital branches where there
had been a good deal of very dead wood. Miss Lowell, who
officially' launched th"e Imagist Movement at a banquet. in
London, July 17, 1914, acknowledged her debt to him. Yet
there was' cleavage among these new poets right from the
start. When Fletcher was irked by Aldington's failure to
understa~d Walt Whitman, he refused to allow his poems to
be presented in the anthology of imagistic verse Aldington
was to edit. H. D. and Aldington were absorbed with the
values of poetry as purely light, color, sound; they found a
key to their feeling in a nostalgic reverie over the glory that
was Greece. Fletcher wanted his poetry to come to grips
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with the world of contemporary experience. He saw in his
writing kinship to the sound effects of Coleridg~ or Poe and
the rhythmic freedoml)of Whi1:J!1an ; he felt, too, something of
Whitman's love and anger with the world about him. He"
said to them, "You see, H. D.'s poetry and yours is rather
like a Greek temple: something remote,
refined, and pure,
I
,
like the Parthenon. My poetry is not like that. It is shambling, grotesque, formless, ~ike a primeval monster. In fact,
compareq. with your poetry, it's like a dinosaur~ Well, it
occurs to me that you don't want a dinosaur in the Parthe-,
non."
In comparison with H. D.'s polished figurines in ver~e, '
John Gould Fletcher's creations seem shapeless and rugged,
but not be~ide the structure of any' major poet, which he is,
or very nearly is. How can one· speak with finality of a contemporary? All I can say is that. Fletcher writes poetry that
is tapestry of the rich imagery of the mind and eye. Yet
there is always design. His free verse is informed by intention in phI"asing and pattern of line. And the stamp of greatness is in the statement:
The great gale of the winter flings himself flat
upon earth.
'"
He hurriedly scribbles on the sand
"
His transient tragic destiny.--(From Sand and Spray.)}
Of the "gaunt, scraggly pine" to which he compares Lincoln
in his poem of that name:
Yet in the heat of mid-summer days, when thunder clouda,
ring the horizon,
,
A nation of men shall rest beneath its shade ...
Down to the granite of patience,
These roots swept. . .
Strew over him flowers:
Blue forget-:-me-nots from the north and the bright pink
arbutus
,. From the east, and1 from the west"rich orange blossom,
r
But from the heart of the land take the passion-flower;
Rayed, violet, dim"
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With the nails that pierced, the cross that he bore and the
" circlet,
.
And beside it there lay also one lonely snow.. whitemagnolia,
Bitter for remembrance of the healing which has passed.
Fletcher has poems in rhyming forms; they have the same
essential poetic vigor that is in his blank verse or free verse.
"Faith" and "I Had Scarcely Fallen Asleep" are two fine
lyrics. The "Elegies" in Part Six are, I think, his finest work.
First published in Santa Fe in 1935, they represent matur:...
ity of thought and method (a method christened by Miss
Lowell in a casual moment as the "unrelated method," a
somewhat bad stat~ment which has b~en repeated by critics
with equal casualness). Read the magnificent "Elegy as
Epithalamium" with its unforgettable lines on Dante; the
"Elegy on the BuiJding of the Washington Bridge" with its
plea for engineering "whose links are consciousness,
whose
.
roadway faith, whose anchoring towers are the flesh acting
and the mind that thinks"; the "Elegy on Tintern Abbey"
with its reference to a modern world which "grew one vast
Manchester of laissez-fairer You will meet poetry that is
not idle and a mind where occasional pessimism is the mood
of the realist rather than that of the escapist or dreamer.
I

'

•

.

T. M.

PEARCE.

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque.

.

,, .

Son of Old Man Hat, a Navaho Autobiography-Walter Dyk-Harcourt, Brace, & Co.·-$3.50.

Why is it that an ethnologist can dissect the social structure of any given tribe, sieze with alacrity upon such items
as clans, secret societies, or religion, but forget in his eagerness, the 'individuals by whom these various social units are
composed? It is odd that when we consider cultures other
than our own, our attention is rarely focused on the individual but rather on the group to which he belongs. It seems
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that we are prone to take our ethnographic studies in doses,
swallowing each unit of a given culture as we would aJ>ill,
and failing to remember that we are dealing with people,
basically little different from ourselves.
But the Son of Old Man Hat is a long needed record of
the daily life of the average "primitive"-a Navaho. Dr.
Dyk seems to have caught his illformant's mood, recounting
a matter-of-fact narrative in a stoical, almo~t unemotional
style. Yet the r@ader follows with interest the tale of LeftHanded, the Son of Old Man Hat. There is the portrayal of
the child, complete witl!_ its run of childish curiosities an$!
hurts. Desire arid fear tear at-the heart of the adoles~ent.
First initiations into a sexual awakening are vividly described. Marriage, and with it manhood, marks the end of
the autobiography.
Drawn as it is from the memories of an old man, the tale
represents the nom~dic, pastoral existence of the small
Navaho groups, or their clans, their kinships, all in relation
to one individual.'
The recorder's language is unique. Simple, terse sentences occUr which seem to exemplify and characteriz~ the
Indian's stoicism and philosophy. Conversation is heavily
interspersed" becoming in its simplicity almost monotonous,
. and thus exhibiting the seeming utter htck of concern with
which the Navaho regards his existence. The more intense·
reader m~ght criticize the narrator's apparent failure to
, integrate the social with the .religious 'aspects of Navaho
life. However, it must be remembered that this is not a
scientific survey, but rather an attempt to charflcterize a
single human being.
.
The reader is permitted to see the Navaho as he is, as
he thinks, and how he lives. If ~Dr. Dyk achieves nothing
else, at least he' convinces us that, but for education, the
"savage" is our equal in every respect.

h

ROBERT SPENCER.

Albuquerque, New MeXico..
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A Poet and Two Painters, A Memoir of D. H. La-wrence-Knud Merrild
-George Routledg~and
Sons,• Ltd. London-'12 s. 6 d net.
>.

'.,

d

r

After the flood of emotional outpourings on the su_bject
of D. H. Lawrence, it is a comfort to come upon a reasonable,
matter.-of-fact, masculine account of that .strange and tormented genius. Knud Merrild's book ~ay serve as a sort of
check and balance to the rest. Granting that all they have
said about Lawrence is true:-and it may be; certainly he
lingered where the emotion was thickest, put himself in the
path of the storm-it is a truth found between the lines.
One must. allow for the personality of the writer and the
impact on the, writer of Lawrence's difficult nature, his
nerves, his genius, his lack of control. With that alrowance,
books about Lawrence present a fairly convincing picture.
But to get a r.ealistic view, acceptable without reservations,
read KnudMerrild.
This is a book by a man ,about a man. It is respectful
and admiring of Lawrence as a writer and an artist. But,
more importantly, it is decent in its attitude towar~Lawa' homorence as a man. The usual hints about Lawrence!:
sexual~ and hermaphrodite, usually rather nastily implied,
are here blown to smithereens by frank, direct,~ d brief
statements. One sees Lawrence as a man burdelled with a
genius which his physical and nervous constituti~n was not
able to carry easily. He sought eagerl~, was quickly bored
or disappointed, and he suffered unduly. But his best work
was great work. And, as Merrild shows, Lawrence the
man, when he was free to live and to work as he chose, was
a brilliant, delightful, and very stimulating and enriching
person to know.
Mr. Merrild and his friend G6tzsche went to Taos in 1923
and knew Lawrence and Frieda at the end of their stay with
Mabel Luhan, and when they had left her place for their
own home in the mountains. Lawrence, who found "the
Danes" "men to be at peace with'" offered them a cabin on
his ranch..,There the 'four passed a friendly winter together,
sharing such things as chopping wood, hunting rabbits,
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struggling with the anes' haIti.ng Lizzie, riding, and talk.
FrieeJa said nobody had ever known them as' intimately
as the Danes. Certai ly no point of view could inspire more
confidence than ,that of this husky sensible y.ou~g man. No
hint of emotionalis enters his' recital. He saw Law:r,-ence
clearly because he kept between thenl a cool and respectful
distance. He d~iesbeing either critic or psychologist; his book is offered as a record of what happened while he knew
Lawrence, and "when I write thoughts and ideas I let Lawrence speak." That is, he quotes from Lawrence's writi• .
His picture of Lawrence unfolds gradually~ First he
is described physically as tall and thin a~d kindly with a,
"full-grown beard, so homelike in the midst, of America's
baby-faced men." Even in the first meetings, Lawren~e
showed himself as fastidious to the point of finickiness,
hating any public show of affection; he could not bear the
least hint of p~ys]cal intimacy, he shrank from a man's arm
on his shoulder, was disgusted with a sexy joke. He was
restless in another's house and a bit fussy, loving to clean
and cook while his hostess entertained her guests. He was
"bossy, always knowing just- how things should be done.
Crossed he was snappish, but generally as a companion he
was fun. He loyed fun, made -jokes and sang and danced.
In the hard life on the ranch the Danes found out that he
was physically brave and a good sport even when they, in· -.
, their youthful vigor, overtax~d his slight strength. They
did not know, perhaps he did not know then, that he had
tuberculosis.
..
Mr. Merrild takes up, one by one, the criticisms of
Lawrence and deals with them. That he and Frieda quarreled seriously he says is not true, though he recounts loud
and angry discussions with such epithets flying as ~re not
allowed in conventional circles. But when the episode ~ad
passed everything was as before. Lawrence surely got release in talk; he was not afraid of words, loved to use the
strongest words. This desire lor the most pungent word
'has given him his reputation as sexy writer: He wrote of

a
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sex as he wrote of murder, but he, was "the purest Puritan at heart." He was appalled at theJdea of any irregularity,
of any "heartlessness" in sex. To him, sex was "a delicate,
vulnerable, vital thing that you mustn't fool with. . . Accept
the sexual . . . don't be afraid of it. Don't be afraid of the
so-called obscene words; it is your fears that makes them
bad."
Lawrence's contradictions were manifold. Merrild ad~
mired him for his brilliance and skill in pure discussion,
liked his fearlessness and honesty. "He had no social, moral,
or intellectual affectations, he hated bullying. A man of
strong personality and ·character, almost overpowering."
"As a narrator he was a virtuoso." The Danes never found
him boring, found his thought provocative and vital, though
Merrild modestly says that Lawrence ',toften went off where
we were not competent to follow the depth of his vision, the
height of his thoughts."
(
Yet Lawrence ran off readily into unreasonable violence.
He inveighed against modern life, against all America which
h~ called empty and dead, without soul, stinking of dead
bones, haunted by unappeasable ghosts. Indians were dead.
Even the magnificent mountain country filled hi.m with
horror and dread. Hating people, he hated their absence
even more. Hating gossip, he begged for it. Hating Mabel
Luhan, he wrote begging her to visit him, asked to visit her.
He was variable as a child. He would and he wouldn't.,
Merrild tells with cruel clarity the worst of Lawrence in the
episode of the little dog which he kicked around in jealous
rage.
How refreshing in the midst of such episodes to read of
Frieda's sanity and hu~or1 "Oh," she would say, "you and
your ideas !"
But Lawrence could not free himself of his ideas. He
wanted pitifully to come close to people, to work with people.
But he was quite incapable of accepting people as they were.
Freida said of him that he started by polding himself aloof,
then gradually he let himself get mixed in, and then he had
"-

v

'/'
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revulsions.' He longed for such people as nev~r existed.
When he found them the same old folks, he couldn't bear it.
He planned' to set up an ideal community where none of the
ordinary human qualities should be found. Merrild, more
realistic that G6tzsche, refused to go with them to Mexico,
where the' scheme w~s to be tried. Lawrence utterly lacked
the stability for such an undertaking, the realism, the hum9r.
Mr. MerriId, somewhere about the middle 'of his book,
gives a summing up of Lawrence which might have served
as its conclusion.
"He evoked new rhythms, sleeping energies, cleared
one's vision. : . . He made one conscious of a new awareness. . . . I will not say he changed one, but rather that he
scrubbed one in a spiritual bath. One was still the same, but
life within and ",thout pulsated more quickly, more color:fully and in a clearer light.
"If he was one thing, he was -also the opposite. If he
was sunshine and heat, he was also darkness and rain. He
was not just one color, but the combination of them all..•.
Even if bitter, erratic, or in a rage, there was always afterwards the warmth of his heart and soul and the keen understanding of his penetrating mind....
"He was strong and he was weak, he was love and·
hatred, logic and illogic, everYthing in the human spec- '
t rum.... "

.

ERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque.
, The Hired Man on Horseback, My Story o/Eugene Manlove RkodeB- .
May l;:>. Rhode5-"Houghton Mifflin Company, 193~$3.00:

Bernard de Voto has an introductory essay to Mrs.
, Rhodes' story of the life of her Husband, Eugene Manlove
Rhodes. Writing of Rhodes as "The Novelist of the Cattle
Kingdom," De Voto calls his books, "the only embodiment on
'the level of, art of one segment of American experience."
This sfatement I don't believe is altogether sound, for Emerson Hough'a book, Heart's Desire, )s definitely
in the class
,.
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with Rhodes' books of the West. In fact, I recommend it to
Mr. De Voto as among the classics of Western literature.
But there aren't many candidates in the field, that can give
Gene Rhodes a race. Z~ne Grey lacks his wit and H. B.
Wright his intellectual refinement. Most of the men of
Rhodes' type, real cowboys but aware of the story elements
in their lives, have told their tale to others who could wield
a pen, and' have come out in biographies or collaborated
autobiographies. Some of the old-timers have written fine
journals about themselves, on which we rely for knowledge
Qf th~ by-gone days of apr West. Rhodes was a genuine
roustabout, '" bronCO-buster, fighter, poker player, and all~
round cowboy, but, by a miracle of nature, he was more. He
had the insight into the sterling sympathies, loyalties, courage and humor that held society together in the wide flung
empire of range and ranches covering most of the Western
mountains and prairies. His people live objective lives.
They settle the problems of right and wrong without psychoanalyzing t\1e background of the criminal or placing the
charge on hi~environment. This world which Rhodes knew,
a world that demanded of men "a joyous and a loving heart,
a decent respect for others and himself, and'courage enough
to master fear," makes a poor splice with the sophisticated
literary society of today. Eddy Orcutt, in an article abou~
Rhodes, written for the Saturday Evening Post, August 20,
1938, quotes him as describing a sma!'t, vtrlgar,.modern book
as "a sort of co-educational Turkish bath." He phrased the
young intellectuals as "theme song crooners of the wide
open species," arid sai<;l of an anthology of modern professional writers, "It so rotten bad that I Rave forgiven
my enemies."
May Rhodes will make this man come to life for those
of us who knew him only through his books or conversation
with his friends. She tells more of her life with Gene than
of his youth anq family, though she quotes from a passage
.he wrote in his mother's copy of Bransfor,d in Arcadia, his
testimOJJY, to life on a Nebraska homestead and in New
.~
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Mexicd with a father who was a companion in story telling
and a mother who was of fine character and intelligence, as
"the best boyhood that any boy could have had." Of her own
life with this man, the book is rich with details. r Of their
acquaintance' through letters about his poetry, eff the delayed honeymoon in Tularosa, of the life at the ranch near
Engle, the long exile from New' Mexico, in the East~ and
the return. Mrs:- Rhodes writes as well as a biographer
could. The feeling comes through, the depth of feeling in
Gene and M~y Rhodes' fine responsive nature in situations
trying and calm. This is one of the most vital biographies
the reviewer ever read; and because it tells so much that is
of experience, of life incident.
I prize a letter from Rhodes written when, with Telfair
Hendon, I edited the anthology, America in the Southwest.
Rhodes had been informed that he was not represented in
the book, and had written a letter to a friend, as follows:
0'

Once more, my noble friends, someone is mak..
ing or has made a bridge of my distinguished nose.
Two of your faculty brothers, so I am told"hav.e
omitted my name from roll call of New Mexico
writers. No fair. I was guide to troop of U. S.
cavalry for eighteen months in Geronimo campaign, but J draw no pension. Rough I calls it.
But this is worse. Because (says I) if I am not a
New Mexico writer what am I? The answer is
-nothing. 'Annihilation is worse than never to
have toiled at all-than not to have been. Therefore, dear old top, will you please send me names of
those two anthologists? So I can send them poisoned candy? Of course (says I), if either of them
were one armed or one legged or a hopeless invalid,
.I might sneak up on that one and adjust· matters
man to man. But poisoned candy. would be safer
-for me.

..

We had put selecti9ns from The Desire of the Moth and
Star of Empire, novels' by Mr. Rhodes, in tl)e book. So he
. wa.s profuse with apology. "And then, sirs, your book came
-and I had (again) exposed my essential assininity to the
,,.
'\'

f
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inclement atmosphere~r in plain English, made an ass of
myself. (Serial no. X· 41007~ 'And I've sP9ke high when I
should ha' been dumb.' "
With Professor and Mrs. Lansing Bloom,. long time
friends of. Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes, I drove to the interment of
the famous Western author at Rhodes Pass' in the San
Andres Mountains. There, in a ceremony arranged and
conducted entirely by his neighbors and friends from Engle,
Tularosa, and the surrounding country, Gene Rhodes was
buried, as sincerely and simply as he had lived. It is a matter
of pleasure to me tbat some of the lines' which I wrote for
THE QUARTERLY of August, 1934, appear in May Rhodes'
, book, on the next to the last page of the final chapter, which
she entitl~s "Paso por Aqui." "He passed by here," is in
English, the title of one of his most famous stories, borrowed
from some of the inscriptions on the famous Inscription
Rock in New Mexico," now EI Morro National Monument.
The Eugene Manlove Rhodes Memorial Association"
has been organized in Santa Fe to provide a permanent
memorial at the grave, a boulder of native stone from the
cliffs close by on which a bronze tablet will ~arry the inscription he ~esired to mark his resting spot. Mrs. Alice
Corbin Henderson is acting as treasurer, and, for the I benefit
of those who will want to make contributions to the memory
of the most representative man of letters the West has
produced, her post box in Santa Fe is number 444.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
"

Coyote Wisdom-Texas Folklore Society-Publication No. Xlv' (-300
pp.) Austin Texas, 1938.
l.

Coyote Wisdom is an appropriate title for a collection
of Southwestern folklore. J. Frank Dobie, that genial
caballero east of the Pecos, has once more brought together
serious articles, stories, anecdotes, ando songs under the caption of the most representative roamer' of the plain: the
"',
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coyote. Despite the characteristic informality of the Texas
Folklo~e ~ociety Publications, there are some very.. serious
and scholarly studies within the covers of Coyote Wisdom.
Variety li~ the keynote of this interesting collection.
The animal tales from Mexicd are told by Dan Storm
his usual crisp and folkish style. They are' simple but not
childish; concise without sacrificing the original tOiUe of the
folktale. The dissertation on the coyote, by ~iIIian ~Ii:zabeth
Barclay, leave'S little to be desired in the way of scholarly
thoroughness, though there are times when hE;r style' becomes
a bit academic. The extensive bibliography which Miss
Barclay appends to her manuscript is indicative of the'intensity with which her subject has been treated.
The stories told by Elizabeth De Huff are well known
" the collections of the Journal of American Folklore, and, except for her own style of re~counting them, add little to
_what is already known on the'·subject. A single example is
insuffi~ient evidence upon which to make a claim to folktale
parallelism between Indian atid EuropeaJ1. tales. Furthermore, her stories are too embellished by a, conscious style to
be called strictly folklore. "Trubble,'
Brudder Alligator,
.
Trubble," is an amusing story"from Louisiana, told in the
~olk dialect of that region. The article by Radoslav Tsanoff
is another scholarly rendition for the reader' who craves
variety. The "Mexican Folk-Escapades and Tales," by MaInor Shumard, Jr., pI:omise a great deal more. than they have
to offer either by way of interest or humor, considering the .
wealth of material to be found along this line; the brief anecdotes told py Mr. Shumard are almost negligible. "The Comic
Exempla ~f the Pioneer Pulpit," by Mody C.•Boatright, is
unusual in that it represents a form of humorous folklore
that is serious in itsfnception.
Except for the contributions of Storm and Barclay, most
of the essays in Coyote Wisdom are short, allowing a large
number of contributors to display their wares. Coyote Wisdom is ano~he~ successful attempt on the part of the Texas
folklorists to cover a field as varied as it is valuable.
University of New Mexico,
ARTHUR CA;MPA.
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Vincent Hopper Foster, of the School of Commerce in
New York University, has published a study entitled Medie" v a l Number Symbolism (Columbia 'University Press) in
which he presents the numerology of the Middle Ages, not
as superstitious cQnjuring and hocus pocus, but as "elementary s~Jence, metaphysics, and cosmic order. Why, he asks,
was it awe-compelling and arresting for Dante to view
Beatrice as a nine? Quoting Aristotle (after Pythagoras) to
the effect that "even and odd'" are the "principles of natural
things, considering all things to be number," he makes of
Beatrice the triple 3, proclaiming the nine orders of powers
or angelic being below the supreme force of God, the tenth.
The medieval view of the universe was a glorification of the
beauty of design in it, of ordet, of unity and plan. Numbers
that represented discord, variety, evil were combatted, occasionally, by the same numbers when the medieval mind
could find favorable virtuous associations to counteract the
unfavorable. Though the system has the invidious results
that any final answer man hasde\1ised for himself to master
the mystery of heaven or nature, .it furthered speculative
thought and contributed to a discipline that probably'"helped
to forward such progress as the world has m.ade.
In "The Elizabethan. J50nnet Sequences" (Columbia'
University Press), by Lisle Cecil John, something refreehing has come out of a study slated for an anatomy of artifice
and forced poetic talents. Some of the study is routine, such
as the table of conceits at the end of the book, not without
value, however, for it is .a cross reference index to such conceits as debate of the heart with the ~ye, metaphors .descriptive of sleep, the conventional preferences among Elizabethans for blond beauty in women. What is not routine is the
discussion of ideals of love as symbolized in the Classic,
Medieval, and 'Renaissance periods of European literature.
[280 ]
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In the decadent period of Greek literature :Cove had degenerated from the -lithe handsome young go;, persuasive by
power, to the mischievous child playing m@re to allurement
(the child image of marriage union). In" Latin literature,
through Ovid, the task-master, youth, returned with his
tyrrany. But Provencal troubadours make the young god one
. of courtesy and sentiment, softer, more genteel, yet a law •
unto himself, a law that at the court of Marie of Champagne
acknowledged no sovereignty of church - or state. Dante,
though, elevates his master Love to. the Christian hierarchy
in spirit if not in name, and the divine blessing of an unmasearthly beauty and truth suffuse the. rule of the Ovidian
,
ter. Chaucer sees love in the universal forces of attraction,
manife'st in the order of the heavetis, the di$cipline of kingdoms, the friendship of communities, and family ties. The
Elizabethans, for whom Dr.' John has explored. some thirteen hundred sonnets, drew mainly from the Ovidian portrait, except as in Spenser, and some others, the Christian
Platonism" of Dante found sway. Most of the sonneteers of '
the time of Queen Bess, wander in a labyrinth under Love's
yoke, carrying Love in their breasts whiI~ tortured by the
beauty of their lady. As a record of this process in both the
Elizabethans and their later critics, Mr. John's book is the
best discussion yet.

j
.Q

..

\j;

,J

The Relation of Moliere to. Restoration Comedy (Columbia University Press, 1938) by John WiIcox and Tfle DoCftor
in French Drama, 1700-1775 (Columbia University Press)
. by Christine ,;E. Petersen, are well organized -and well documented studies of types and influences in what might loosely
be called the time of Louis XIV. The study of Moliere's impact upon England, though it reaches no· new conclusions
about the influence of the great Frenchman on the English
·comedy of manners, is thorough' and sound so far as the collection of facts the reasoning about the facts, and the working out and application of an elaborate set of abstract principles to determine just how much one author is affected by'
another. Historians of the plays ot the English Restorati<?n ,
1

1
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know that a fairly complete account of the evolution of the
comedy of manners can be taken from native sources. This
is the conclusion of Mr. Wilcox, but the value of his book
lies in his putting before the reader the comedies of the
period and showing their exact connection or divergence
fro,m t~e manner and the spirit of Moliere. What Mr. Wilcox
seems to overlook is the fact that two elelJlents in combination may give a product utterly unlike either of its component parts. And in the case of Restoration drama Moliere's
prestige and practice, w~ich Mr. Wilcox admits is traceable
in.one out of every five comedies of the time, was undoubtedly
a gTeat incentive and resource to his English colleagues in
, the profession.
~
The French doctor from the time of M«;>liere to the time
of Lafayette and the American Revolution underwent a
strange metamorphosis. Moliere took the raw material of
his doctors from the Commedia dell' Arte of the Italians.
The original satirical characterization of the doctor consisted
of a gloomy pedant, mounted upon a mule, whose chief need
for diagnosis' and for" cure was to recall the precepts of
Hippocrates and Galen in their original tongue. The best
bedside manner of the time of Louis XIV was a parade of
pedantry. For remedies, purgings and bleedings sufficed.
As the eighteenth century progressed in its enlightenment, the doctor of the earlier age and,-theatre gave way to
a new and elegant practitioner. This new society doctor was
.. "an amiable person with a gentle smile ~ho talks wittily and
of everything except his art. . . . When' - he feels a pulse, he
does it with particular charm. He fin9s everybody in perfect health-and he never suspects any danger. At the bedside of a dying patient his face radiates hope."
Miss Petersen shows the relationship which formerly
existed between the barber and the sur.geon and the social
superiority o! the "physician" to both. She also brings to
light many of the dId jokes on medicine,
"An art upon whose successes the sun is proud to shine.
And whose blunders the earth makes h~ste to cover!"
j

,
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Leo Pierre Courtines' BaY,le's Relations with England
and the English (Columbia University Press, 1938) presents
overwhelming evidence to prove that Pierre Bayle was extremely alert to English life, politics, and letters and that,
in turn, many Englishmen were indebted to Bayle. _Bayle
was, Mr. Courtines shows, early evidence of the high regard
in which the French,Voltair~ especially, during the eighteenth century held the English because the English respected
tolerance, common sense, and freedom. The work perhaps
suffers from the fact that Mr. Courtines did not ever decide
whether he was to treat Bayle's influence in England or the
influence o~ 'England upon Bayle. But since exhaustive
external -evidence of mutua+ cross-influences is given, it
would be ungenerous to complain of the author's failure to
• concentrate upon one stream of influence as the other; or
to complain that the author has frequently indicated only
where influences are to be looked for, not what the influences
actually were. The boo~ will. be an invaluable guide to
further study.
_
Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) sought retiuge in Rotterdam
. in 1681 from threatened persecution in I?raiIce. His great...
est contribution, according to Courtinest was his incessant,
plea for religious tolerance. With eager fairness, he exposed
religious intoler~Jlce wherever it appeared, iIJ' Catholic
i. France. or Protestant England. No faction
could claim him,
.
with the result that he was at times unpopular with all
factions, bl;1t always respected amon~ e~lightened men.
From his retreat in Holland, Bayle constituted himself a
kind of international clearing-house for political and literary
news. His Nouvelles de la republique aes lettres (1684-87)
was the mainstay of editors seeking news of philosophical,
scien~fic, and literary events. That he was a brilliant fore, runner of the men of the A~e of Enlightenment is attes~ed
by his Dictionnaire historique et critique, Rotterdam, 1697
(corrected and enlarged, 1702), an improvement upon
Moreri's compilation and a forecast of the work of the
encyclopedists of the next century.
,
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Bayle was in contact with the Royal Society of London
and the Royal Dublin Society. He was on intimate terms
with J.ohn Locke, the Earl of Shaftesbury and other Liberals,
and numerous important French refugees. Courtines does
good service to the present-day cause of humanism in that
he ~does D:ot fail to emphasize the fact· that Pierre Bayle,
industrious journalist, inveterate correspondent, and eternally alert speculator in "matters of history, theology, philosophy, criticism, apd literature," ~hrew the problems of.
the seventeenth ce~jury open to the' men of all lands for
, calm and dispassionate discussion.
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico.
DANE F. SMITH
Albuquerque.
DUDLEY WYNN.
o
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PRoCTOR was a writer. He wrote easily; it used to
worry him that he wrote so· easily. Thinking of I the
heavy Norman figure of ~laubert pitterly pacing up ,J!and
down his verandah, seeking the right word, the only ~prd,
Paul Proctor • was ashamed - of his own adeptness. If ~nly
'I
he, too, had to pace up and dpwn a verandah! But ins,ead '
he wrote~prdlificallY, merely by sitting down before paper.
He realized tlthat he would never be a famous man. i He
cursed the day he had read Sinclair Lewis' formula Ifor
writing: APPlication-apPl.ication of the seat of the p~.IIn ts - to the seat of the chair. It was all so easy. All one nee~ed
was pants and chair. Paul Proctor had both, he had tilme,
and so he was doo~ed neyer to be f~mous.
':
His method was simple. For-hero he would choose
-some inhne
some impossible~young main, infatuate him .with
- ,
young woman, :invent some complication, solve the complication, end with the impossible young man murmuring bro~en _
things in the ear o~ the inane young woman. It wa~ a
satisfactory recipe. ITo add reality Paul Proctor would stir
a little fault into the character of the hefo, a little breathlessness into t~e character of the young woman. Paul Proctor
got along.
.
But he was dissatisfied. Something gnawed him from
within. He would wake up at night to hear it gnawing.
Sometimes it would keep him awake. He bore a ghastly burden within himself, and that burden was that he wanted to
be a-poet. That was his Achilles heel. Once he had compounded a definition of poetry (he was proud of that,
, immensely proud, for definitions of poetry are hard to come
by), and he considered it, secretly, his major work. With.
considerable embarrassment he had told Mrs. Paul Proctor
his definition. "Poetry,'" he had said one day, coming into
the kitchen where Mrs. Proctor was viciously whipping
[285 ]
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cream for crowning the jello, "poetry is musical emotionidea passed through the' alembic of feeling and uttered in
rhythmical language. It is Thought with a catch in Its
throat. "-it
"Here," said Mrs. Proctor, "you w~ip the cream for a
while. I'm tired."
Therefore the poet brooded within, and he went back
to his stories. jWhat he wanted was a .good first paragraph,
something to start him o'ff right. But not too good! He
shuddered as he thought of· that awful paragraph he had
written one day. It was so good that he had never been able
to go on with that story. All else, he had felt, would have
been anticlimax. Anticlimax me no anticlimaxes, he had
muttered. (He was desperately fond of puns. He had~ritten
a poem once, on the sly, read it over with despair, and said,
quoting O. Henry, "This is more demitasso than Tasso. H
He had felt better at once.)
Anyway, that paragraph had noosed him. He looked
at it regretfully, tossed it away, thought of another. But he
had learned his lesson. Nothing so good that one can't
surpass it! He took that as his life's doctrine. The opening
had read:
'
"I always tell women I can't figger 'em out. That gives
them a drunken sense of mystery and depth, and they think
I'm a lovely boy-not too bright,· but sweet."
That ended it. There was no place to go.
Sometimes he would moon over his writing for a while,
then turn from it to his bookcases. There were his favorite
books. Paul Proctor chose his favorite books out of whimsical
standards. He couldn't help himself; there he was, liking
a book! Stendhal's "The Red and the Black" was one he
timidly loved. He' could always shake his head, half in
amusement, half in wonder, at the scene in which Julien
Sorel w~lks away from his first experience with woman,
looks to the blank stars, and says moaningly, "Is that all 1"
The strangely amateurish "Fathers and Sons" by Turgenev
was another he liked, especially after he found that the name
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could also be spelled Tourgeneff, or Tourgenev, or Turgeneff.
It was like
a chase; for relaxation he had once looked up the
•
variations in the spelling of Checkov, Tcheckoff, and so on..
Even with that he was delighted to find that the game was
not at an end, fOJ:!' then came the matter of pronunciation.
He heard TUR geneff, and Tur GAIN eff; he had heard
CHECH off and Che KOrFF. Ilere was a never-ending
sport, as fascinating as the refrain of "Punch, punch with
care" whicl;1 had kept Mark. Twain awake for nights. He
.,.
kept waiti~ for Turgen EFF.
Here also he placed new books, whose format or pictures or phrasin s had pled for purchase. Some, like a slim
little volume ab t immaturity, "The Blossom Print" by
Louise Nichol, he found of' more than passing interest;
most, like the
ic autobiographical "Goose Feathers" of
George Digby, he found only curious. Paul Proctor had
tried hard to live down his ,en,thusiasms; he had found them
- as bad as hives. Scratching one's emotions, he found, makes
one blister. Yet in spite of himself he would gabble on
enthusiastically about some book or face' or idea that hap
come new to him. Perhaps that is' why a woman had once
said:
i'
"It's a good thing for him that he's got an intelligent
wife. I saw her shaking a cantaloupe once."
I

WILLIS JACOBS.
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High in the San Andres Mountains is the burial place of Eugene
Manlove Rhodes, famous New Mexico writer. The scene at the
grave was ·photographed by Mrs. Lansing Bloom, whose courteous
permission makes this reproduction possible.
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Con ributors to This Issue
D. H. LAWRENCE published
a'fli, Flowers (1923).
where Lawrence arriv
is a unique and hithe
and subject. Whether
from Mexico, in 1924,
Ranch, San Cristobal,
English something mo
unusual to call attent
appreciate notice of
Two Painter8, A Mem

a poem entitled "Eagle in New Mexico," in Birds, Beast8,
at book contained poems of Italy. Sicily, and of America,
in the fall of 1922. The poem published in this QUARTERLY'
unpublished manuscript, resembling the first only in title
was written in 1932 or when Lawrence returned to Taos
robably cannot be decided. To Frieda Lawrence, of Kiowa
the editor is indebted for this opportunity to print in
e of the treasure from the pen of her husband. It is
on in this column. to books reviewed, but readers may
rna Fergusson's review in this number, of A Poet and
r of D. H. Lawrence, by Knud Merrild.

1

JULIA M. KELEHER, assista t professor of English at the University of New Mexico,

wrote the feature arti Ie of the November QUARTERLY as the result of a trip
to Ireland in the sum er of 1937. There she talked with teachers and writers of
the literary culture of he new Ireland and began studies in a field for which she
inherited eultural sym~athY.
~
EVELYN BOLTUCH is a

SO~hern

California poet who

~ives

in Los Angeles.

ELIZABETH W. DE HUFF is la prominent New Mexican authoress whose pen is accomplished in stories, arti61es, and verses. She is a contributor to the book, CO'I/ote
Wisdom, reviewed in this issue, and has had a recent acceptance of children's
stories by the Caxton Press, of Caldwell, Idaho.

J

LAWRENCE OLSON, of Carrollton, Mississippi, is at present studying in Harvard University. As a loyal son of the South he is spurred "to refute the already outworn theory of Mr. H. L. Mencken, that the South is artistically moribund, and
has ever been." He has published in Kaleidograph, Versecraft, and others.
ALEXANDRA FECHIN· is a Russian poet and story teller whose book, Ma.rch of the Past,
published in 1937 by Writers' Editions, of Santa Fe, was greeted with signal
praise by many readers. Her present sketch is one of those designed for a new
book. Mrs. Fechin lives in Taos.
OPAL SHANNON has but recently come to New Mexico to make her home in the
Espanola Valley. She is engaged in advertising work at present. Her poems
have appeacred in Frontier and Midland, New Writers, Direction, ~nd other magazines.
ELLEN K. COFFEY is a member of the active writers group of pen women in Albuquerque. She has completed a novel of pioneer life and written a number of short
stories.
GEORGE ST. CLAIR has been head of the Department of English at .the University of
New Mexico for fifteen years and Dean of the College of Fine Arts for two.
Failure of health is to force his retirement at the end of this University term. He
. plans to spend next year in Italy, most of the time in Florence, where he will
pursue stUdies of the poet Dante, and, the editor hopes, contribute further
poems and articles to the QUARTERLY.
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Eagle in New.Mexico
By D. H. LAWRENCE
""

On a low cedar-bush
In the flo~culent ash of the sage-grey desert,
Ignoring our motor-car, black and always hurrying,
Hurrying,
Sits an eagle, erect and scorch-breasted;
From th~ top of a dark-haired cedar-bush
Issuing I~ke a great cloven candle-flame
With its own alien aura.
Towards the s~n, to south-west
A scorched breast, sun-turned forever.
A scorched breast breasting the bla~e.
The sun-blaze of the desert.
Eagle, in the scorch forever,
Eagle, south-westward facing
Eagle, with the sickle dripping darkly above;
Can you still ignore it?· .
Can you ignore our passing in this machine?
Eagle, scorched-pallid out of the hair of t~e cedar,
Erect, with the god-thrust ;~ntering fro below;
Eagle, gloyed in feathers;

t

Oh soldier-€rect big bird
1
In scorched white feathers
In burnt dark feathers
In feather-s still fire-rusted;
Sickle-overswept, sickle dripping over and above.

Ii>

G.

e·

I.

..:

[215 ]
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Sunbreaster
Staring two ways at once, to right and left;
Masked-one,
Dark-wedged
Sickle-masked
With iron between your two eyes,
You feather-gloved,
Down to the feet,
You foot-flint
Erect one,
\Yith the god-thrust thrusting you silent from below.
~

You only stare at the sun with the one broad eye of
your breast.
With your face, you face him with a rock,
A wedge,
The weapon of your face.·

Oq yes, you face the sun
With a dagger of dark, live iron
W
That's been whetted and whetted in ~lood."
The dark cleaves down and weapon-hard downwards
curving;
~ The dark drips down suspended
At the sun of your breast
Like a down-curved sword of Damocles,
Beaked eagle.
The god-thrust thrusting you silent and dark from
beneath.
From where?
From the red-fibred bough of the cedar, from the
cedar roots, from the earth,
From the dark earth over the rock, from the dark
rock ove'tbe fire, from the fire that boils in the
molten heart of the world.
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The heart of the ~orld is the heart of the earth where
a fire that is ~iving thrpbs
Throb, throb, throb
And throws up strength that is living strength and
regal into the feet;
Into the roots of the cedar, 'into the cedar-boughs,
And up the iron feet of the eagle in thrills of fiery
power.
'
i

Lifts. him fanning in the high empyrean
Where he stares at the sun.
Yeather-ankles,
Fierce-foot,
Eagle, with Egyptian darkness jutting in fr-ont of
your.face;
Old one, erect on a bush,
Do you see the gold sun fluttering bouyantly in heaven
Like a boYt in a meadow playing,
And his f~thawatching ..him'?
, l
.

.

~

.

Are you the fa1her-bird
And is the sun your first-born, Only-begotten?
•

The gold sun shines in heaven only because he's
allowed.
4lt
The old Father of life at the heart of the world, lifefire at the middle of the earth; this earth
Sent out the sun so that something should flutter in
heaven;
r
And sent the eagle to keep an eye on him.
Erect, scorched-pallid. out of the hair of the cedar,
All sickle-overswept, sickle dripping over and above,
Soldier-erect from the God-thrust, eagle with tearless eyes,
You who came before rock was smitten into weeping,
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Dark-masked-one, day-starer, threatening the sun
with your beak
'
Silent upon the American cedar-bush,
Threatener!
,Will you take off your threat?
Or will you fulfill jt?
Will you' strike at the heart of the sun with your
blood-welded beak?
t
Will you strike the sun's heart out agaIn?
Will you? like,fln Aztec sacrifice reversed.
Oh vindictive eagle of America!
Oh sinister Indian eagle!
Oh eagle of kings and emperors!
What next?

'.
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Douglas Hyde

a~d

the Irish Renaissance

By JULIA KELEHER
HE

KNO~LEDGE that Irelan~ had a lite\ature of cul-

T
tural nationalism and Gaelicized folklore has not been
generally realized until comparatively recent times. Twenty
years ago Moore.'s Melodies represented Irish poetry to the
average individual. "The Harp That Once Through Tara's
Halls" had significance, however, only for those who understood that it was a lyrical cry of national utterance. Thomas
Moore was sometimes mentioned in literary courses, usually
in connection with his friendship for Byron, not as a minor
poet with it gift for imparting his country's national and
spiritual inheritance in song.
The general conception of Celtlc temperament, background, and ability had been patterned from the English
novelists' characterization of an Irishman; an always-ignorant individual with a heavily larded brogue who dramatically provided "comic relief" by fighting.' As Stephen Gwynn
says, "Ireland was to be the standing joke of the British
Empire-the clown in the cast· even down to the time of
Meredith."
~
. Today, Irish literature means: Yeats, Synge, Lady
Gregory, James Stephens, Lord Dunsany, Padraic Colum,.
Sean O'Casey,Liam O'Flaherty, Seumus O'Sullivan, James
Joyce, George Moore, and ~ host of others. The Celtic Renaissance is regarded as one of the most important movements in literary history and is studied as. such. Celtic
myth, folklore, legend, romance, and realism . have been
brought into the realm of world literature.
The traditional stage Irishman has passed into the
limbo of false conceptions, taking wi~h him the caricatured
Nora or Bridget and their artific~l speech patterns. In
their places have appeared Maurya and 'Bartley; "Pegeen"
[219 ]

.
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and her "Playboy"; "Juno" and the "Paycock," characters
who first came to life in the Abbey Theater, and ones who
will live always, not only because the genius of a Synge and
an O'Casey endowed them with true Celtic characteristics,
namely, a certain mystic quality, wit, a readiness to fight, a
. willingness to forgive, but also because they endowed them
with those universal characteristics which make for courageous or cowardly living, whether the character be. a Celt,
Greek, or American.
William Butler Yeats is generally regarded as being the
dominant figure in the Celtic revival. Yeats did dominate
the so-called Irish-Anglo movement, the express purpose of
which was to create a n~w literat~re, exploiting Irish materials. He did act as a self-starter for Synge by sending him
to the Aran Islands for dramatic materials, and he did create a repertory theater which won world recognition. Such
a statement of George Moore's, however, in Hail and Farewell, "that all the Irish movement rose out of Yeats and
returns to Yeats" is regarded in Ireland as typical ofa Yeatsian propaganda which has been carried forward b~ a particular group of admirers. They do not deny that Yeats
has great lyrical gifts, or that he brought great prestige to
his country". but they feel that Yeats belongs to the world,
not to them. Most of them feel that he h~s never understood
the spiritual inheritance of his race. "How could one," they
'ask, "who has been so interested.in table-rapping, in
theosophy, in heavenly geometry?" They believe that his
mysticism is an artistic refuge; that it is: literary rather
than spiritual. And they also remind you of the fact that
he has never taken the slightest interest in probing the consciousness of the new self-determining'Ireland, or in revealing her to herself.
Many forces and factors have contributed to an astonishing literary revival in a sorrow-to'rn and oppressed country, and the attitude towards Yea~s_in Ireland cannot be
understood without taking into consideration that the Celtic
Renaissance is a general term for a great movement of the
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late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which, in its
various phases, aimed at the preservation- of the Gaelic
language, the reconstruction of early Celtic history and literature, and the stimulation of a: new literature. All objectives have been accomplished.
The contributions of the Anglo-Irish group in the field
of poetry and drama have been outstanding, but it is a fact
which mlist not be overlooked that thes~ accomplishments
would have been much less had it not been for a real national
awakening, and for work done by many scholars, who, in
turl)., stimulated poets, story-tellers, and dramatists.
The evolution of the laI\guage movement, which cul- .
minated in the recent constitutional ad~ption of Gaelic by
the Irish Free State, the scholarly activity in Celtic research,
and the national awakening itself, cannot be very well
understood, ei~her, without taking into consideration that
Ireland was, perhaps, the only country' in Europe where;
for generations, it was a part of the settled' policy of those
who had charge of the national education to ignore the language, history, art, and traditions of the people. The obvious results of such a ptocedure are always loss of pride, and
the development of racial inferiority complex.
Three men who tower high over many who contributed
towards the restoration of this lost -cultural heritage were:
Standish O'Gr.ady, Douglas Hyde, and Padraic Pearse.
O'Grady, a young publin U:niversity student "found just by chance one day" three volumes of an ancient history of Ireland, and '-'suddenly discovered that his country had a great
past." "A fact," according to -Ernest Boyd, "which had
been well hidden from him in accordance with the current
precepts of education." The result of O'Grady's discovery
was the publication, in 1880, of, a bardic history which he
called Silva Galdelica. Many traveled "in the realms of gold"
which O'Grady opened up, but perhaps no one was more
appreciative of the fact that "he .spoke' out loud- and bold"
than one of Ireland's greatly loved poets, A. Eo', who stated
shortly after the publication of the book:
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I was at that time like many others who wer~ bereaved of the history of their race. .In O'Grady's
writings the submerged river of national culture
rose up again, a shining torrent, and I realized as
I bathed in that stream that the greatest spiritual
evil one nation could inflict upon another nation
was to cut it off from the story of its national soul.
It was he who made me proud and conscious of my
country and recalled! my mind which might ,have
wandered otherwise: over too vague a field of
thought to think of the earth under my feet, and
the children of my common mother.
·
O'Grady retold what is known as the second cycle of romances, stories which tr~at of "old unhappy far-off things
and battles long ago." Yeats, Synge, and Lady Gregory were
fascinated by the now weIll-known Deirdre legend and retold
it with individual variati()ns of charm and form. Beautiful
as the fabled Helen of'Troy, Deirdre was destined for a
king's bride, but she took her destiny in her own hands, and
eloped with the handsome Naoise who took her to Scotland in
order to escape the wratlJ. of the aged Conachar. But the
idyllic happiness of "the star-crossed lovers" was shortlived. Naoise was treacherously lured back to Ireland by the
offended king, and slain. DeiFdre, in utter despair, took her
own life. '
In June, Douglas Hyde, seventy-eight year old son of a
Protestant rector, was inaugurated as the first president of
Eire. He is a patriot, scholar, and poet, affectionately known
to all of Ireland as "An Craoibhin" (pronounced On Creeveen Eeveen) which in Gaelic means "the pleasant or beautiful little branch." N 0 ~ther man in Ireland has .such a
name of endearment. The beloved De Valera is simply
known' as "Dev."
According to the New York Times, the inaugurat ceremony was an unique and' momentous gathering in the history of moderI) Ireland. ~'For the first time since the days
of the Anglo-Irish treaty, in 1921, the adherents of Mr. De
Valera and William T. Cosgrave came together, agreed to
':i
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honor and accept one man as the head of the State. Equally
important was the fact that the Protestant minorities whole
heartedly accepted the new order. It was something unthinkable, ten years ago, to picture such an assembly as this,
where Catholic and Protestant.Church leaders and former
loyalist, unionist,. and republicans, sat side by side, united
in their respect and acceptance of the new president. At a
ti~e when dictators and strong men are the fashion in
Europe,~such a selection of such a man to become ceremonial
head and first citizen of Eire is a happy achievement. This
gentle Gaelic savant, poet, and man of peace, symbolizes
Irish ideals and native c~lture rather than the ranting, bellicose, nationalis~ so prevalent on the Continent."
Shortly after Hyde's' graduation from Trinity College,
he began' to awaken the feelings of pride, self respect, and
love for Ireland, based on kno'Yledge. He felt that a national
that it was a
language represented the soul of a nation, and
.
key to the history, arts, beliefs, and psychology of a people.
He became the president and leader of one of the most' powerful non-political organizations in the country's history,
"The Gaelic League," the declared object of which was the
popularizing of the national language and literature.
At that tim'e, 1893, Gaelic was spoken by about 600,000
persons out of a total of four -and a half millions. Fifteen
years afterwards there were 964 branches, local and popu- ,
lar centers of activity whose work it was to spread the.
national ideas and national language, and to make th~rn
actu~l factors in everyday life. Many of the teachers were
old peasants who taught the correct accent and spirit of traditional .songs and legends. Today Gaelic is the.. first and
official language of Ireland.
Dr. Hyde's activities were by no means limited to Gaelic
propaganda activity. cHis scholarly research culminated in
the publication of a Literary History, which "proved for
all time to scoffers tHat Gaelic did not repay study;" An
interesting parallel between Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar,"
and this ninth century Gaelic' poem is convincing enough.

.

.11
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Wilt Thou steer my frail bJack bark
O'er the dark broad ocean's foam?
Wilt Thou come Lord to my boat
Where afloat my will would roam?
Thine the might, Thine the small,
Thine to make men faIl like rain
God, wilt Thou grant aid to me
As I come o'er the upheaving main,?
Hyde translated an ancient lyric as follows ,:
Like the damask rose you see
Or like the blossom on a tree,
Or like a dainty flower in May
Or like the sun, or like the shade
Or like the gourd which Jonah made:
Even such is man whose thread is spun,
Drawn out and so is done.
The rose withers, the blossom blasteth,
The flower fades, the morning hasteth,
The sun sets, the shadow flies,
The gourd consumes, then man dies.

,.

Compare these lines with Robert Herrick's lyric "DafJodils":
We have as short a time to stay as you,
We have as short a spring:
As quick a growth to meet decay,
As you, or anything,
We die
As your hours do and dry
Away
Like to the summer's rain
Or as the pearls of morning's dew
Never to be found again.
Equally significant is Hyde's interest in the folklore of his
country, which dates from his childhood in his own beautiful Connacht on the borders of Roscommon and Mayo.
There he listened to the legends and songs of the peasants,
delighting, as he grew older, in the originality and charm of
the folk-imagination, seeing in the" love song, especially, the
beauty, the depth, and the tenderness of the folk-poet's soul.
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All scholars know of Synge's indebtedness. to Hyde's translations of the love songs of Connacht, the extreme simplicity of which extends not only to the thoughts and language,
but also to ...the metre. The following is one of t,he loveliest:

...

I thought, 0 my love, you were soAs the moon is, or sun on a fountain,
And I thought after that you were snow,
The cold snow on top of the mountain:
And I thought after that you were more
~
Like God's lamp shining to find me,
Or the bright star of knowledge before,
And the star of knowledge behi~d me!
~

"

J

~

The last great champion of the Gaelic tradition was Padriac
Pearse, scholar, poet, educator, and patriot whose intense
love of cultural nationalism, active Gaelic leadership, and
idealistic beliefs all fused with revolutionary activity and
ended in death. ~
,
Pearse, son of a ·sculptor, was educated for law, but
shortly after his graduation from the 'Royal University he
became identified with Douglas Hyde in the Gaelic League,
and because he brought_ to the organization a passionate
enthusiasm, and '8, scholarly knowledge of his cultural inheritance, he was made editor of the League's official organ. It
is obvious that the ~ources of inspiration for his life work lay
in the traditions handed down from the heroic age, and in
his most scholarly work, Tkree"Essays on Gaelic Topics, the
,idealistic conception of his inberitance is most apparent.
But a practical approach to the Gaelic tradition is obvious
in his attitude towards the Language Movement. He, be- '
Iieved that the regeneration of Ireland began with the
Gaelic League, and that Ireland would die when the language died, but he went beyond Hyde in that h.e advocated
a bilingual system of education.
Pearse believed that Irish, i~ an efficient and unhampered educational system, should be used as the language
, of instruction in districts where it was the home language,
and English taught as a second language. Where English
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was, of necessity, the fir~ language, he advocated a compulsory second language,1 Irish. He traveled extensively on
the continent studying educational methods, finally applying
his educational theories in a remarkable, progressive school
for boys near Dublin called St. Enda's. There his educational
dreams became a reality, "but in the movement to which he
had given the best years of his life he had found not philology, not folklore" not literature alone, but the Irish nation.
A new vision came to him. Henceforward his mind and
deeds were given to a militant national movement."
So Padraic Pearse joi~ed the Irish Volunteer Movement and acted as commander of the Irish forces in the
Easter rising of 1916. When seized by the British Government he was tried in England by court-martial, and shot, at '
the age of thirty-seven.
It was fitting and characteristic that "the beautiful little
branch of learning" did not forget his friend and co-worker
on the great day of triumph for the Irish race. The inaugural procession stopped for a few minutes in front of Ireland's
General Post Office to pay silent tribute to a man whose very
name has becom'e ~ymbol of the~deals of this gen~ration.
There, in the famous -building on O'Connel Street, Pearse as
president of the Provisional Government during the dark
and terrible days of "t~e trouble" had made history, and his
heroic last fight for Ireland's freedom was already assuming
.epic proportions of grandelJr.
r
One of the best loved poems by Padraic P~arse'is quoted
by young and old from Dublin to the Aran Islands. It was
the one which was read at his funeral.
IDEAL

Naked I saw thee

o beauty of beauty!

.J

And I blinded my eyes
For fear I should fail.
I heard thy music,
melody of melody

o
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And I Closed my ears
For fear
I should
.
.. falter.
,

.

I kissed thy. mouth

o sweetness of sweetness:

And I hardened my heart
For fear of my slaying.

~:

I blinded my eyes,
And I closed my ears
I hardened my heart.
And I smothered my desire.
i

. I turned my back
~
On the yision I had shaped, "
And to the road before
, I turned my face,
I have turned my face
To the road before ,me
To the deed. that. I see,
To the death I shall die."\..
r.

i

.;;.

Just what effect the Constitutional adoption of Gaelic as the,
officiatllanguage of,Eire. will have on the literature remains!
to be seen. It is 'certain, however, that out of ;her lOng night
an epic will come, and regardless of the medium of expresSion, the PQet ZWill build his triumphant song out of the
... reality of S~elley's dreapl.
., ...
,

'\..

To suffer ,woes which Hope thinks infinite:
. To forgive wrongs darker than deAth or night:
To defy Power, which seems oninipotent:
To love, and bear: to hope till Hope creates
From its own wreck tile thing it contemplates:
Neither to change, falter, or repent:
This, like thy gla.ry, Titan, is to be
Good, great, joyous, beautiful; and free:
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory.
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This Is October
By EVELYN

BQ~TUCH

1\

This is October, the time of the falling-leave poets.
But here is the West, that knows not these fiery things.
Here are the leaves of the trees deep green,
Here are no russets or burgundy reds,
No chartreuse hues, no browns that are golden,
No stippled leaf-spread as smooth as kid-skin,
No piles of leaves as dryas parchment,
No plunging through leaves crackling sharply against ankles.
Here is no acrid odor of leaves burning and btrrningOh pungent autumnal perfume.
Here are the quiet, last yawns of summer,
The somnolent hours of long summer suns..
The wide lawns are green, and the trees in their tallness are
-leafy.
Only the hills are showing the sparse signs of age,
Brown-bearded they are, and gray-~opped.
Slight omens are these of the run of the year
When months slip by in mathematical manner,
And no murmuring movement is heard, no motion.
Time stands still on the lawns and the hills,
And the leaves of the trees stay green forever.

.

..
[ 228]
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Pink Skin Strangers
By ELIZABETH WILLIS DEHuFF
suddenly put on the brakes. Before the
car stopped, it almost bumped the Indian, who had
intercepted her. Pah-ah-pi, in. gala costume for fiesta, had .
stood his ground, waving a baton-like stick at"the car that
was about to run over him, determined to make him give
way.
"You no can come here. Put car outside,. over there I"
.In Indian fashion he pointed behind them with a quick upward jerk of his chin and a pursing and twisting of his lips.
Miss Howper opened her mouth to remonstrate. Then
closed it without a word, for there was something final in"the
mien of Pah-ah-pi, as he stood firmly in his beaded moccasins,'" crowned with a circlet of scarlet silk about his shiny
black hair. Below a lavishly beaded vest, hung the~tails of
a turquoise blue silk shirt and the deep fringe of yello;w buckskin leggings, so' tight that he looked as if he had been poured
into them.
Having given his order, Pah-ah-pi stood ther~ apparently no longer concerned with the coupe.
With diffiCulty in the narrow space, 'Miss Howper
turned and drove back to the parking place behind the
Mission. She stepped briskly out of the car with a thiCk
ankle and mannish walking shoes. Heavy-set to fatness, she
made all of her own clothes out of sombre, sensible materials.
Her brown tweed, cut on simple, straight lines, lacked the
well-pressed look of the tailor. Well-brushed bobbed hair,
showing a touch of gray, surrounded her full faee, in which, .
most conspicuous, were heavy brows over eyes that shone
with self-assurance. She had been called "typically Ne;w
~ngland I"
l
[22~ ]

M

~

ISS HOWPER
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She had come out to ~spend a few weeks in the Pueblo,
Indian country to get material for her dissertation upon
"The Customs, Traditions, and Religious Beliefs of the
Pueblo Indians." This subject she had chosen for her Ph.D.
Afterwards she would publish it as an authoritative book
upon these Indians.
She was fortunate in being here at the time of an Indian
dance festival. Of course, she could have talked to someone
who had seen these dances, but it Was rather nice to see one
for herself. It was opportune, too, to find the Indians all together in the village. She would be able to quiz them more
conveniently, without a waste of time.
As she got out of the car, she grabbed her note book and
hastened back toward the sudden sound of drum beats.
She was just-in time to see it from the very beginning-!
That was fortunate! A half hour more and she would have
missed the first of it! So glad she had not waited until afternoon to come!
The dance had been in progress intermittently since
daylight, with a sacred, preliminary ceremony in the kiva,
the underground chamber of secret ritual, the evening and
night before. The drum beats were merely signalling a fresh
relay of the dance. Miss Howper came breathlessly into the
plaza whispering to herself "Just in time I"
It was the pageant of the coming of the White Man, an
annual ceremony, since "my grandfather's grandfather he
be one little boy," accordi.ng to a venerable old Indian.
"What is the name lof this dance?" Miss Howper, addressed the first Indian man she passed. He stood, a burnoose-wrapped figure, leaning in relaxed position against
the nearest house wall.
"I don't know how you calls it," he answered; not looking at her and turning his shoulder more
., squarely away.
On one side of the plaza, two coveted wagons were
parked. Indians dressed in cast-off clothing of White men
were roasting food and brewing coffee over a camp fire.
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Miss Howper found the p ace in her note-book. "Imitative of White centennial cele~rations in citie&! Probably
saw one in Albuquerque," she 'Yrote, with ~ cludk of disgust.
Other performers, now gathering in a group, had their
faces and hands blackened with grease and soot. Upon their
heads were matted masses of hair for Wigs, with similar.
bunches of unkempt beards. Their European clothing was
in tatters. Among the rank and file of the early Spanish
.,soldiery, who accompanied the CC!nquistadores, were many
with Moorish" blood. These had become fearfully sunburned and battered from exposure on their long, hazardous trek from Mexico. The Indians saw theIl! as black, disheveled men, caricatured through hatred.
"A sort of minstrel show'!" wrote Miss Howper, as an
added note.
These blackened men, having arranged themselves as a
chorus before the stage-set of co,\rered wagons, began to
sing. It was a familiar tune, one that Frederick Logan once
collected from these Indians and used.
"Why, that's Pale Moon!" :Miss Howper looked horrified. "Must find out how they learned a Lieurance song"
perhaps at Government boarding school. Thought these
Indians genuine I"
Along the house fronts, the audience of Indian families
were grouped, some-sitting upon bent-wood chairs, others
upon Indian blankets spread upon the groun,d, while still
others stood leaning against walls or clusterE~.d upon the ,
roofs; a riotous /scene of audacious coloring contrasting with
the sombreness of the costuming of the pageant.
"I have never seen such Qnconscious art as your people
show. The colors in their costumes are ravishing and stimulating~ They even group' themselves with perfect balance:,
.and symmetry, naturally without plan!"
Miss Howper turned toward this pleasing voice. It was a young womall, wlio had previously attracted her attention
at the hotel in Santa Fe. Slim and athletic in ~er movements, !
the young woman's expression was always serious. Her.'
I!"
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face was not pretty, but radiant with intelligence a.nd
framed by brown hair carefully waved without being precise.
She always wore sports clothes, wen cut and inconspicuous
in coloring. Miss Howper now noticed how the Indians were
stopping to speak to her socordially. She would speak to
her, herself, as soon as there was an opportunity. At pres~
ent she was watching the pageant with intent interest,
mingled with a certain calm detachment. Miss Howper felt
she could not intrude at the moment upon such absorpti0I!.
A young Indian husband, near Miss Howper, handed
his young wife something in a paper and then hastened
away.
"An occasion for courtship," she jotted. "¥-oung men
'
give presents, as with Whites.'"
J On the lower recessed roof of a two-story house, a
, group of White people sat on automobile rugs, some swinging their legs over the top of the house wall. They were
dressed in imitation of cowboys or pseudo-Indian. Evidently
they were ,a class of some sort for an elderly gentleman sat
among them giving" instructions and explanations.
Here and there were other groups of ,White strangers;
one cluster evidently tourists judging from their chic hats
and fashionable suits. With them chatted incessantly 'a
young woman in uniform, wearing a cerise velvet Navajo
blouse as a background for a load of Navajo jewelry. All of
these groups made false ootes to the otherwise harmonious
Indian symphony.
.
One White woman stood alone with three strange
Indian Men, .who called her by her first name. She wore
moccasins, with a dress a loose cotton affair, and bobbed
,hair, circled by a cerise silk scarf.
"That woman has certainly gone Indian!"
Miss Howper noted everything. She scribbled notes in
her book. Suddenly it was almost snatched ,from her hands.
Jerking it back against her chest, she looked up into the
stern eyes of Pah-ah-pi.
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"No can draw pictures of dance. No let draw pictures!"
he commanded.
"I'm ,not drawing pictures," explained Miss Howper,
stiffening with indignation.
I "No let write 'bout dance. Put book away,!" He stood
before her until she had closed the book and put a rubb~r
band around it. Then he walked away, still looking back tQ
see if she would use it again.
Miss Howper drew in her chin, stretched up her head
and shoulders and looked him squarely in the" eye. Pah-ah-pi
did not change his expression nor his gaze at· her until he
had gotten some distance away. Then Miss Howper turned
her attention back to the dancers, her face still flushed with,,,
anger.
As she cooled down, she decided there must be a meaning to the dance. She would find out. Three little girls stood
near her, with gaily flowered Spanish woollen shawls over
. their heads, drawn closely around their slender faces. She
moved beside them.
"Why do the men in the chorus have black faces?" she
asked.
The three little girls drew closer toget~, nudging
each other. One;of them looked up at Miss Howper out of
the corners of he~ eyes, "but none of them spoke.
,
Miss Howpe~ repeated her question more slowly. " Perhaps they had difficulty in understanding English. The
.nearest one finally replied explosively, "We qon't know!"
They-moved away, glancing back to see, that the "pink
. skin stranger" was not following.
Miss Howper turned to a woman busily re-arranging a
tiny baby, held tightly in a turkey-red, flowered shawl upon
the back of another small girl. Its little head was
wobbling
t
in sleep, as if -its wrinkled~ skinny neck would snap, while
its little rump and straddling legs were sharply outlined by
the tightness of the shawl.
"What is the meaning of this dance?" she asked the .'
woman.
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Without stopping in her ta~k, the woman looked up at
Miss Howper and answered: "We don't know. The womens,
they don't know. The mens they know~'" She turned and
with evident dismissal of the stranger, gave her attention
to the dance.
"Yes,','.a<noted Miss Howper, "women are slaves. Just
as I thought!"
Miss Howper looked about. Sitting alone upon a low
adobe porch wall, with a baby in his arms, was a man who
seemed to hav~ an unusually intelligent face. Miss Howper
approached him.
"Can you tell me the m~aning of this dance?" she
asked.
"I don't know," he said. "The Old Mens in the dance
they knows. I can't tell you about this dance, but you come
to my house when they stops for dinnertime. My name
Okah. ' That my house." He pointed toward a door in the
long irregular line of mud walls. "You come. I tell you
somethings about Indian religions."
It was not long before" the recess for food arrived.
Other visitors went to automobiles to eat lunches, which
they had brought along. Miss Howper had intended to
return· to her hotel for a late lunch. Now, she decided, she
had better find something to eat. In th.e long -front room of
one of the houses, she discovered a store. In here she bought
a can of Vienna sausages and a box of crackers. She wanted
water, but the only water was in a great olla by the door,
upon which floated a gourd dipper. Every Indian, who
came in, drank a little from the dipper, throwing the remaining drops upon the clay floor, before dropping the dipper
back into the olIa. Miss Howper decide~ she would rather
have a bottle of warm soda pop, even if it made her sick.
She purchased it and hastened away to the home of Okah.
Here she found the other tourists awaiting her arrival.
Immediately Okah began his little speech:
"You must not write down anythings I tell you. This
very sacred things I goin' tell you. Very sacred to Indians.
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'They won't like it to have it printed down in books." Miss
Howper's lips twitched in a smile. He would
. never know
.
what was published. She did not know that in the old
trunk beside her, so carefully co'\:,ered with an, Indian blanket, were four old magazin~s containing articles about the
Pueblos, with a much-thumbed volume of Indian folktales.
Nor did she know that by some mysterious channel ev.erything printed about the Pueblo Indians finds its way into the
pueblos.
.
.
"I do not tells this to peoples around here. They might
tells it to Indians and Indians no like it. I tells it to you.
You go far away and not tell Indians and not write it down
in books." Collecting a quarter from each as they passed,
Okah allowed the visitors to go up a few steps into a small
dark room, whi;ch was undoubtedly very, very old. "This"~
room," ~ontinued Okah, "it my grandfather's fkiva." (0«
course, the kiva is the Indian's church, a place for general_'
rituaL) "It very old. My grandfather he was Cacique toJ
the Winter peoples. That jar," he pointed to a jar partly~
filled with red Rio Grande water, in which the silt had not~~
yet settled, "it have melted snOMT. The first snow that fall
in the spring time, that snow in that jar. My grandfather
he always make ceremony when first snow it fall. He get'
that snow to make much snows to come'in winter to'make
ground wet- for corns to grow when summertime it corne
back. One time he go in mountains. THat first snow it
c~me and it catch him up in mountains. He not here to fill
this jar with that snow. No more snow fall all that yea.r.
, Very bad dry year for Indians. -Now I fill it every year just ..
. like my grandfather.
"That circle," he pointed to a line of whitewash drawn
around a post in the center of th.e room, "that circle it mark
wintertime from' summertime. The sunshine it come down.
It shine down on that circle." No one looked up to see that
light from the small window would never touch the circle!
"My grandfather he put little' feathers to mark where it
shine. That how he tell when planting time come for corns
.--
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to be planted. ~ If he forget, then nobody they can't plant no

corns that year. Nobody he can't step in that circle. If
he'step in that circle, he die that year." Okah looked in the
opposite direction. Miss Howper stepped quickly within the
•
circle while he was looking away. Such fqoIish superstitions! She would just prove it!
I
'
Finding his audience appreciative, Okah went on and
on wi~h his story for some time, drawing more and mot"e
upon his imagination, his flights based' upon a smattering
of truth to add plausibility. When he finally stopped, Miss
Howper hurried out to write down what she had heard before
jJhe might forget some of the details. Okah's wife mumbled
to him, "You tell some true things with all that rubbish you
tell to those peoples. Old Mens they punish you!"
"Those peoples they don't know what true and what not
tr~e. They think it all true!"
It W::tS not yet time for the dance' to start again.. Miss
Howper remembered that she wanted to find out about the
making of pottery. Having heard that a woman by the
name of Anita was the best potter in the village, she inquired
her way to the house of Anita. Several members of the
group she ,..had seen sitting upon the roof-top were going in
just ahead of her.
,
"Hel-Io, Anita," exclaimed one of the young women in
possessive tones. To herself she was the only White person
who had really known Anita. It was she who had "discovered" Anita the month before. Anita slniled and nodded
her head. -She had been selling pots for many years.
"How are you, Anita," called another, in the familiar
tones one might use to a child. "Where are all of those pots
we saw you making the other day?"
"Did you finish the pot I wanted 1" asked a third, as if
she alone had ever ordered a pot.
".
An array of pots stood on a pine wood table covered
with green oilcloth. The guests began to handle and·
examine them, making occasional friendly remarks to
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Anita, as if each owned her as a'special pet of 'some sort.
Miss Howper went up to her and.began askiIJg questions.
"Did you ma:1te all of these pots yourself?"
"Yes," replied Anita.
"Did you make them on a wheel?"
"No, we just turns a saucer sometimes. We makes
?
them with coils.,t
Just as I thought-turning a saucer. Miss Howper '
. wrote: "a crude type of potter's wheel is used."
"Do you decorate them with paints?" continued Miss
Howper.
"N0, my husband he p~ints <?n them!"
"Decorated with ordinary; black paints" scribbled Miss
Howper. She went over to the table to examine a pot.
"Oh, isn't this a beauty!" cried one of the .visitors. "It
looks like a lovely old piece. Wasn't it the Etruscans who
were such famous potters?"
As I thought, the methods, are evidently a combinatio~ ~
of those now used in Italy and those employed by the early
Etruscans. Miss Howper made notes to that effect.
Suddenly one of the Qther visitors cried out, "The
dance is beginning again!" Gently pushing each other' in
haste, the guests all rushed out, followed by Miss Howper.
None were conscious of Anita's peering after them through
the~window with a smile of pity. ,
For the rest of the day the dance went on. In the late
afternoon a ludicrously realistic impersonation of a bull
ap·peared. As he dashed arouno the plaza, with long red
tongue hanging out of his mouth or being drawn in and out,
'children ran screaming, to bury their heads in mothers' laps.
If it had not been for his having had only two human legs,
Miss Howper felt sure that from a distance he could easily
have been taken for a real bull. A bull fight was then performed until the weary bull was finally slain. "A touch of
Spanish influence!" she noted. All of the dancers rushed
forward to lay their hands upon the dying animal, that its,
spirit might enter their bodies to give them strength.

.
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"Wha:t is the meaning of that?" thought Miss Howper.
Then she heard someone nearby say, "They are certainly
pressing the poor bull into the ground."
"That's it," decided Miss Howper. ,,"They worship the
Earth. Just like the Parsees. The two must be related
~thnologically! I shall, state that. The I~dians are really
pressing the spirit of the bull back into the Earth. Up frem
the Earth, back into the Earth!" And she jottedJt down,
secretly, in her notebook.
At length the animals returned into one of the hous'es.
Gathering up chairs, blankets, babies, and all other possessions, the Indian women hurried into their homes. _ They
must get ready for the real,religious part of the ceremony.
.
The chorus began to disperse slowly.
Thinking the -ceremony was over, the White visitors
went to their automobiles. Soon there was a growling of
starters, the chugging of motors, ana scraping of shifting
gears as they set off, each with his own individual conception
of what he had seen; a conception based upon observation
fitted into the pattern of his preconception of what !t was
all about, mingled with bits of information and misinformation he may have gleaned through the day.
When all was quiet again, the horsemen pranced out
into the plaza and stood side by side.
From one of the houses an elderly Indian woman came
with a flat basket piled with food. On top were small crusty
16a'fes of bread with squash blossoms fashioned from the
dough. This she held to the mouths of the horses, whose
riders pretended that they ate. At length she sprinkled
corn meal, mixed with pollens, over the horses' heads and
handed the food to tJ1e ri,ders. Once more they all went
away.
Here and there women appeared at their doors, sprinkling a line of meal across the door-sill.
Separately the horses" and bun, with accompanying,
dance;rs, entered the houses whose door.s were marked with
meal, where they were fed upon the best food the house
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could afford and where they blessed the family with a simple
.
ceremony, finally sending their wishes for all that is good
to the fqur world corners.
Me~nwhile Miss H6wper sat in her hotel room, busily
.enlarging, upon her notes. She had been fortunate. ,She
had .seen the whole thing from beginning to epd: nothlng
but the crudest imitative pageantry and a religion of super- ,
stitions, but it ~ould make a wonderful, authentic dissertation for her Ph.D.
She leaned back' to stretch her tired shoulders and to
relax~ Her glance fell upon a letter she had intended to mail.
It must get out on that early morning air mail. She had
better go down and post it at once, for it was then midnight.
As she approached the mail box in the lobby of La
Fonda, the young woman, whom she had wanted to speak
to at the dance, carne in, looking very tired: Miss Howper
spoke to her:
"Are you just getting back from the Indian dance?"
"Yes," replied the pleasant voice that Miss Howper
remembered noting. "I always stay to the end. I went down
last evening for the beginning and stayed tonight until after
the blessing ceremonies, but-I could not rem~in for the all '
night feast, far I am going away in the morning and I have
yet to pack. Good-night !" She smiled and walked over to
speak with the clerk.
Miss Howper's mouth had dropped open. "A blessing
ceremony!" she exclaimed in sl1'rprised whisper. She stood
a moment looking at the young, woman. She would like to
ask her some questions, but the young woman walked away.
briskly in another direction.
"Oh,. well," muttered Miss. Howper, "I can just add at:
the end that there was a blessing ceremony. I need not say
what sort."
There was a slight droop to her shoulders as she walked
'back toward her room.
~

I'

If
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The Old Man Who Walks With a Cane
By LAWRENCE OLSON

~

My grandmother told m,e
God walks the stair at midnight,
Dragging no chains.
She was there in the room
All night with little feet,
Running in silence over dreams;
Every night she told me
God walks the stair, dragging no chains.
But I saw hot crowd faces and I thought:
God missed a step and stumbled
Down where'light dripped in the cold hall.
My grandmother told me
In the interminable afternoons.

Mr. Pilson Entertains Privately
By LAWRENCE OLSON

Tschaikowsky in a bare room,
Around bare tables..
The taste of relighted cigarettes
That glow on the floor
.Like eyes.
Water runs through a broken tap,
Dripping on stars, brightly burning;
While Giotto cracks, and smoke
Licks out under the heavy door.
Strain for a hidden voice
Three pages past, unutterably,
Like frightened pigeons
On a leaky roof.
[240 ]
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By ALEXANDRA FEClIl

*

, .

soft, glowing evenings I am ha nted by memories
and find myself in each place I go,. Santa Fe, Taos, now
the flank of Lobo Mountain, seeking for that atmosphere,. .
that person, and that object which shall crystallize for me
the elusive pictures of my youth, intangibly floating in ~my
vision.
lam at the Kiowa Ranch, standing before the door of
the memorial chapel to D. H. Lawrence. The'· autumn day
is coming to its end and the shrine, built high on the hill,
receives a last touch from the departing sun. As I open the
door the rosy light 'floods in,enveloping the tomb, setting the
whole room" aglow, and standing in the midst of it, I feel
.
moved and uplifted. . . .
Here is·peace for that indefatigable soul who lived, and
.fought, and struggled, then passed on. The sun has come
to give him a good-night kiss and bless the bed of his last
rest. And I watch the sun's' rays reach the very darkest
corner of the room. On passing by they leave a warm touch
on my skin, too.
After reflecting'-a few moments I close the door and
turn toward the flaming disk of the sun which is already
sinking below the horizon. . . . ~ bird cries out-anot,her
answers far in the distance. Slowly I start to walk down
the hill and sense a cry in my heart, too. Why am I in such
a sorrowful mood? Why do I.keep thinking of you, my
father? Is it because I have looked at the portraits of
D. H. Lawrence this afternoon? There is a striking resemblance in the expression of his eyes and yours and maybe'
the longing to see it once more has brought me here.... Or

T

,.

HEBE

·The Third from "Letters That Never Were Sent." To:My Father, Who passed
on during the Revolution in Russia, in 1921.

.~
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maybe it was the wish to pay a tribute to the memory of
someone whose spirit I revere. . . .
Father, brother, a congenial fellow-man 1 Has not
Death linked them all, in one's thought? Are not their souls'
like the invisible light birds soaring across our skies? And
when they hover near me do I not feel and see their glow?
Do I not hear their chime? ... Today, my father, I feel your
soul descending upon me. And, as in the days when still a
small girl, I used to listen to you, even now, I feel a little
self-conscious and timid with you.
"My tiny-winy daughter Xana 1" you chime, "and how
are things with you 1"
"All right," I whisper, looking down.
For a moment your all-seeing and all-knowing eyes are
searching me, then: "Come!" you say, clasping me in your
larms and lifting me up you lull me to and fro.
!
"Why is your nose red? Were you weeping, my little
And about wHat?"
!Ninny?
I
i
"I don't know," I answer and hide my face· on your'
~reM~
.
~ I
For a time you hold me tight, the back of my h~ad in
r Ithe cup of your hand, your cheek bent over me presses
iagainst my brow.
"Wouldh't you like to go for a walk with me 1" At .
IJength you softly ask, "or shall we calla cab to drive us
about
the park?"
I
- i I wipe my eyes and snifHiqg say: "A walk would be
ptuch better."
.
"Fine 1" you exclaim, letting me down on the ground.
I run after my coat and hat. . . .
\.' .
.
How vividly sometimes the scenes of our childhood come
and pass before us. Here I am a fully grown woman, a
mother, and y.et so keenly can feel myself once again a
helpless child, holding fast to a loving hand.
Hastily I rush into Frieda Lawrence's house, put on my
~ coat and, coming out again, begin to pace along the road
winding about the fields.
I

I

I

.

II
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"Oh, here you are!" Your voice, father, chimes again,
"all snug, .your eyes and your nose dry! Well! Shall we go
towards the quay or shall we turn into the park? Remember we are in Russia now, in Petrograd."
"The quay," I nod my head and, holding to your sleeve,
now gaily, jump from stone to ston~ across the cobbled
street. You are watching the cabs and do not speak while
leading me to the other side, and at last we are there.
"Well, sparrow!" You' bend down pretending to lookfor me, "Are ~ou still at my side? Oh, yes you are! and
laughing too! You like to walk with me, don't you ?"
'''Who wouldn't!" I think, but dare not say and only
bob my head.
"Today," you say, "we will walk on the bridge. From
there one can see all the little boats chasing across and up
and dow'll the Neva River."
And slowly we begin to .move, amidst the many other
people, along the glistening granite quay, tbward the bridge.
I am so proud to be with you:. Your feet step so steadily.
It gives me pleasure to trot' alongside you! jumping on my
chubby leg~, while my hand rests cozily in the grip of your
strong fist. Soon I see the monument of Peter the Great,
his bronze horse leaping out of the coils of a snake. A few
paces from it begins the Nicolai's Bridge, a fancy yoke of
iron lace thrown over the river.
When we reach it and I see all the carriages and trolleycars and people in an endless throng, seemingly moving on
us, I become frightened.
"Come, come!" you urge, "I won't let 'you get lost."
"I know you won't," I mumbl~, "but I just wonder how
·
anyone could cross it alone?"
"Some day," you say, ~~you will have to cross much more
dangerous bridges ~han this. And you will have to do it
all by yourself, alone! But there is no need to worry about '
it now! Come, let us see the boats." And you led me to the
railing of the bridge.
•

F
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How pretty from here the water looks, and all the little
boats busily moving 'Over it. The frightening, milling throng
is left behind, and facing us there is an open space of sky
embracing the two shores. On one side the sun's rays play
over the dome of the Academy of Art, the building where
we live. On the other over the steeple of the fortress of
Peter and Paul. The rest of the houses, on either shore,
merge in my sight into one mass, because I do not know .
~hem. Below, the river sparkles, the boats rush by, blowing
their whistles.... It really is a ~ively picture. But all of a
sudden it comes to my mind that something is missing.
"What are you thinking about?" you ask, drawing me
by the shoulders toward your side.
~'I wish," I sigh, "there were gulls so that I could feed "
them" ....
"Gulls?" you laugh, "Don't you think they would be
frightened ?"
"Last spring," I continue in a plaintive tone, "th~re
were such pretty birds flying over the ship, while we were
on the Volga."
"I see! Now you remember and wish they wer~ here.
Well, I can take you back to Peter's Monument. There are
some pigeons there and a woman selling grain to feed thew."
"Oh, no!" I shake my head with a slight disgust, "I do
not care to watch birds walking on cobble-stones. . I wAnt .
to see them fly over the water.... And it isn't the grain'
that I wish to feed them with but crumbs of bread."·
"Hm-m!" You look at me with surprise. "My tiny-winy
daughter is growing up and has her own decided wishes....
Well, well! There must be something in that!" And reaching for your watch you look at it saying: "Sorry it is tOOl·
late, we must be back for tea. But tomorrow I will take
you in a boat to the fortress of Kronshtadt. There you may
see the gulls flying over the water. And if you wish to feed
them do not forget to take some bread with you."
"Real gulls?" I anxiously ask.
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"Oh, yes!" Your eyes ·smiling again beam over me,
ureal gulls," of the Baltic sea !"
The visiondisappears~ ... Before nlY eyes are the fields
of the Kiowa Ranclla ... Below them a misty space of plains,
running down as far as my eye can see, into the very heaven,
as it seems.
Where do they meet, this sky and this land?· And is it
the dry rolling sand or are they waves of the sea? In this
twilight, how can I distinguish,? . . . And what is there, .
twinkling? An early evening star? Or a signal-light in ~a
tower on the water? Or is it the glow of a large lamp,
shining over human dwellings?
At thi$ moment it is all one to me: the sky, the water
and the land-as the blissful state of mind of a child, and the
troubled spirit of a grown, living being, and the radiant .
crystal of the soul of the one who is gone-.are one and the
same, and could not exist without having first been the
other....
Surely, a lopg time ago there was sea here. But now
only threads of water run from the tops of the mountains
down their furrows, into the gorges of the plains.
I know that at my left, in the valley, there is the Rio
Hondo Canyon. And at the bottom of it a clear stream
runs to meet, not far from here,. the Rio Grande.... And to'
where does the Rio Grande 'flow? ... Oh, yes I know; after
many miles of struggling along the rocky canyons and sandy
dunes it falls into the Gulf of Mexico....
This evening I wish I could have wings ana would drift
above the stream. . . . Maybe in a few days I also would
fold my wings and for a time stay to watch the might of
the incoming 'and outgoing tide. And every' morning at
dawn, and every evening at &unset, paying tribute to the
souls of all my dead, I would perform a rite of feeding gulls
with crumbs of bread, made, if possible, by my own hand.
And doing so I would reflect: in the whole world there
is not a soul who has ever cared for me more than you did,
my father. And I would thank you, saying:. "Look,
father!
,
e
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I am feeding birds! And. they are real gulls. Only this time

they do not come from the Baltic Sea, but from the Gulf of ,
Mexico. See where Life has taken me 1" '. .. Have you ever
thought that your little ninny daughter would move thi~
far across the globe? Wasn't it more dangerous to do than
to walk with you over Nicolai's Bridge? ...
However, I am here, and at times weeping too, far more
bitterly than I wept then. And there is no one near to take
me by the hand. I have to make my journeys all 'by myself,
just'as you said.. ~ .0
\>
But I have tqe memory of you and your sweet grace.
A-nd that helps m~ to move forward, almost as well as your
hand did, when it lIed me across the SKeet in those gone by
days. . .. And yorlr voice chiming: '(Come, come! I won't
let you get lost!" ~s even now echoing about my heart.
I

I

'

I
i

Bones and Skin
By OPAL SHANNON

Muscle and sinew' were
useful for walking,
for running with the wind
or cleaving the clear
waters of the pool
until this
gracious warmth
sprang beautiful
beneath your hand,
Bones and skin
... astonishing magic . . .
ivory thigh curve.
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Flaviano Buys a Gift
• By

E~LEN K~IFF COFFEY

they w~re all seated;: attentive, sUbmis~ive, a~<;l
supposedly qUIet. But the room throbbed wIth theIr
suppressed restlessness. Feet shuffled a little; seat hinges
creaked as .little bodies shifteQ. unconsciously' ~ith soft
twistings that relieved the tenseness of Teacher's command.
"
"Attention, children!"
.
But her command was ~nd; her voice had a soft firm. ness, like strong velvet. . . . For sh~ knew it would be as
futile to expect a roomful of young~ters to be silent as it·
would to command a mountain brook 0 cease its rippling....
Now thirty-one pairs of dark eyes, t any rate, were still, ,
, as their gaze rested adoringly on her ace, awaiting her first·
word.
Today she looked past their unti y little heads, on, ,out
.of the window, at the forlorn scene b;'.'ond; the Sh,abby back
streets of Mexican Town, where fo lorn mothers, braced .
against the raw December wind, hun forlorn washings on .
the fences, and underfed babies Itlayed in drab dooryards.... Only last year she could have been transferred
to the new' school on the Hiil; no unter-priVileged children
there; no need to' mix charity with education-and often
more charity than education!
~et every morning, as these chiidren filed past her at
the doorway with a lou4 clatter of br ken shoes, and looked
up into her face with ijappy eagerne s in their black eyes,
and sometimes even td'uched her d ess sur~eptitiously in
passing, she repeated to herself that she would not exchange
any teacher's easier lot for hers. ~ ..~What a lesson to the
more fortunate; these ragged' youn sters carrying their
thin shoulders high with a gay ·swa .ger that defied pity!
Now at her word 1 t~e tensity rel+xed; a great scufHin,g
for books and pencilsiensued. someo1e's shadow, fell across
.
[ 247]
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ner desk; she looked up. Oh, Carlotta this time. Always
they brought her gifts. What now? An ostrich feather!
The old ostrich at the Zoo had flapped his wings only just
a little, there by the fence, and there it was! "You like,
Teacher?" she queried anxiously.
"Oh, beautiful!" sighed Teacher, with just the right
shade of enthusiasm. "Thank you so much, Carlotta." And
warm under Teacher's smile, the child hurried self-consciously to her seat, aware of the silent awe and envy of the
others....
As Teacher laid the ostrich feather carefully in the
book-case, the door burst open and Flaviano shuffled in.
She shook her head at him sadly. "Late again?" she m..urmured.... He occupied the very front seat, and she spoke
softly, so the others could not hear. Flaviano's tears came
so easily. And yet, on the playground the other teachers
declared he was such a little devil, always up to something!
They couldn't understand why she championed him so.
"Your Flaviano!" they would scoff. "That rascal! ,Bundle
of dirt and rags! Not even bright; and oh, his nose!" With
that triumphant thrust would they most likely climax their
remarks; for Flaviano's sniffly cold was perennial, and every
day he came, happily unaware of discomfort, and consistently
without a handkerchief.
But when he raised his eyes to her face something
always happened to her heart-strings; the harsh words she
felt he deserved, never came.... Through a fringe of non..
descript, dusty-looking black hair his gaze held hers. Sometimes his eyes were brilliant, restless, dancing; sometimes'
they were opaque, d~ll, resentful; often sad, soft limpid
pools, brimming with tears....
. ·Thus gazing at his teacher, he was invariably able to
size her up; was she cross at him, would she tell him to go
wash his hands, comb his hair, or blow his nose? Some- .
times she did, sometimes she didn't. You could mo~t always
tell just by looking at her... ·
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Now, no sooner had Teacher turned to the blackboa~d
than a familiar raucous sniffling noise came to her eark.
She laid down he~ chalk and o'pened her desk drawer. "He~e .
Flaviano; take this." With his Puckish grin he sidled up ~o
her, took the clean rag she held out, and applied it vigorously to the offending member.
"Now remember YOlilr handkerchief tomorrow; ~ill
you?"
"Yes, ma'am"-very promptly. And so had he an..
swered every day since the term began, but not once had he
appeared with the necessary article. . . . Yes, she supposed
she was a little foolish aJ.:>out such a child....
Now ~he turned to them: "Tomorrow, as you all know,
is Friday-the last day of school before the Christmas
holidays. We'll have a little program tomorrow afternooD,
and sing the carols you have learned. So today we must trim
our tree. . . . But this year wtYve decided not to exchange
gifts, haven't we? We talkeh that over, you know. I
wonder if 'ou all remember W~y?"
A flutter of grimy hands greeted her question.
"Well, J osefita ?"
J osefita tucked her big wad of bubble gum in her chee~
so "Teasher" wouldn't know, though the bulge was ~quite
evident; but Teacher determined not to notice, for once....
Then taking a deep breath, the child began:
" 'Cause there so too many poor shildren, and some of
them got papas and mamas wpo no have work for long,
. long time! It would be hard fo~ those papas and mamas to
buy presents." She recited this glibly and 'almost gaily,
bristling with importance;. while 'Teacher observed that her
little toes were sticking out of tattered scraps o~ shoes.
Then Orlando's piping voice-"And those· who their
papas are working must give the five cents to charitee bu- bubureau instead, so they can buy shoes and things for the
shildren who their papas and mamas have no work."
"Good!" applauded Teacher. "I'm glad you all understand so well just why we will not draw names for gifts
vi

I
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from each other this year. But now I have news for you.
Your teacher does have a job, and she has no little boys and
. girls to get things for. And she is so glad she has work that
she is going to put presents on the tree for- all of ·you." A
squeal of delight ran over the room.
Teacher knew, of course, that Miss Parker, fifth grade
teacher, would be furious. Among themselves, the other
teachers in the building referred to her as "the old veteran."
The years she had given to her profession had only hardened
the lines about her mouth; she bitterly criticized the younger
teachers, declaring they were ruining school discipline by
being too soft and relenting toward their young charges,
"Rule them or they rule you," was her motto. And now she
had imposed an unwritten law; the teachers should not
establish a precedent by giving gifts to the children. "Puts
ideas in their heads," she said....
Teacher drew a lopg breath. She would do it anyway.
, J:.,et Parker fume. She was so tight she squeezed a nickel
till it gasped. Let her fume! Scarcely a family represented
at Fourth Ward had more than enough this winter for beans
and fire-wood.... Teacher tossed her head and cast off all
worries about Parker's "law."
It was with a holiday spirit that the youngsters had
taken their places this morning; they were fairly thrilling
with joy now. It was hard to keep one's eyes on multiplication combinations when the Christmas tree, bristling with
importance, stood in the corner, awaiting the afternoon
trimming. But Teacher, smiling but resolute, spoke firmly:
"Think if some of you would have to do your number work
this afternoon, while the rest of us were having a good
time! No, of course you wouldn't like that! So get busy,
Porfiria; don't dream. No, Felix, the last one isn't finished.
Put your name on your paper, Carlos."
At last it was noon. As they filed out, the insistent
fragrance of the Christmas pine followed them. They
rushed off excitedly in all directions, to take hom.e the good '
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news. "Teasher, he 'going to bring presrnt for all the
shildren!"
.
... ,
In the afternoon theY$finished the Christmas art lesson';
the Three Wise Men, cut out of grey paper, pasted on fa
white ground; a gold star in the heavens-palm trees outlined against the sky. . . .
'
And then came recess, which interested no one today.
An eager group surrounded Teacher's desk. ,"!Jet's start to
trim the tree right now, Teacher!" Smiling, she agreed, and
they se~ to work.
Sometime after the last recess bell rang, Flaviano
strode importantly into the room, pulling trom a grimy
pocket of overalls much too large,1. seemingly endless string
of popcorn.
"Oh, darling, it is for our tree, isn't it? Oh, children;
-see what, Flaviano has brought us for our tree," boasted
Teacher, hugging the thrilled you;ngster impulsively. . . •
Then, just as she realized, gazing at her hands, that the
popcorn seemed buttery, Johnny Ortega spoke ~_p,. "Teacher,
I saw where Flaviano got that. Maybe he did string it, but,
I know where he got it before he stringed it. He went over
to the popcorn stand at recess, and pretended he was going
to buy some. Then he ran without giving the man any
money. I saw him."
This smacked too much of the lilac story last spring.
Flaviano had brought her the loveliest bunch of lilacs; and
how she had praised him-only to find out that he had
snatched them from, a yard on the way to school! Remembering the lilacs, Teach~r felt a cold chill of foreboding.
She hurriedly changed the subject. Poor little fellow'! He,
sat forlorn, gazing at her, then lowered his gaze so gUiltily,
the heavy fringe of his lashes sweeping his dark little
cheeks. Presently she saw tears forming....
"Oh, Flaviano1 Come help me with this very highest
branch. You aren't afraid to get on the very top' of the
ladder, are you, dear?" Tears and sin forgotten, all smiles
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now, he jumped gaily forward. Teacher sighed. Another
crisis passed!
That evening after school she had a gorgeous time.
She shopped until almost dark, and then walked home, laden
with parcels, with two messenger boys, similarly laden,
trailing behind her. She smiled to herself, imagining the
picture they made. Mrs. Murphy, her-landlady, opened the
door to let them in, ejaculating delightedly in her rich
brogue....
Th'e next morning Mrs. Murphy helped her carry the
, gifts to the schoolhouse. She hid them away in the book
. closet, cautiously l~cking the door. To' her own children
that door was sacred; ~hey would never try to enter. But
there were others not quite so reverent....
All morning the room teemed with suppressed excitement. Teacher did not go home for lunch. She ate hastily
from
at noon, 'and'
then
. a paper bag Mrs. Murphy sent over
.
.
set to work arranging the gifts around the tree. "I am more
excited than they/'. she thought....
Miss Parker, returning early from lunch, stood in the'
door-way sniffling her displeasure. There was little that
went on around Fourth Ward that' she did not find out.
"You know it is our custom in this school-" she began.
"Custom be hanged," retorted-Teacher in a most unladylike tone, turning her back on her visitor.
"H-m-m-m, well-I-I." Miss Parker turned on her heel
and marched down the hall. Teacher gave a hysterical little
laugh.
But when the line marched in at noon, Teacher was a
little worried. Flaviano was missing. He always sidled
past her with a brisk army salute, which invariably drew
smiles from the other teachers on hall duty. But this afternoon there was no Flaviano at all. ·
"Well,. perhaps he is only Jate again," thought.Teacher.
Sometimes; she remembered, he had to deliver laundry for
his mother at noon. "There are fourteen of them," sh'}
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reminded herself, "And if they are to have any Christmas
at all, there must be lots of washing for Mrs. Chavez."
As final preparations for the program were under way,
Teacher became definitely uneasy. At last she called in
Flaviano's brother, a big boy from the fifth grade room'
upstairs. She sent him home to see what had happened to
Flaviano. He returned, breathless, in a few minutes with
the disconcerting news that Flaviano had started to school,
so his failure to appear meant that he had played hookey;
"and when he" comes home my father will wheep him," he
added.
.
.
The afternoon dragged on~ Teacher went mechanically
through the process of carrying out the program, until she
it-found herself carried away by the spirit of. the occasion in
· spite of herself. Aft~ all, there were thirty-one others to
. be made happy; if only she did not feel an intuitive sense of
disaster in the absence of Flaviano! But she must not spoil
the big day for the rest of them.
Each.youngster wasl dressed up in his or her poor best;
some -shivered in white summer dresses, while their heavy
misshapen shoes gave an effect of grotesqueness. The sight
of their shoes brought a lump to Teacher's throat. She
tried to keep her eyes above them, as the children stood in
rows before her, singingf their Christmas carols.
,
And now came the joyous distribution of the gifts that
she had selected with such meticulous care. Sadly she picked
up the last one-Flaviano's-.and put it away in her desk. ...
As last they had all gone whooping home, t~eir "Merry
Christmas" calls coming back thr~>ugh the dusky halls t~
her.
She turned back to the 'ittered room, deciding to.
straighten it a bit before it met the' horrified glance of old
Mr. Brown, the janitor. As she "picked up" here and there"
her mind dwelt on poor, erring little Flaviano. - She supposed ·he was il} trouble again. Brought up in, a. family so
large and so poor, his ideas ,of honesty were somewhat
warped by the stronger claims of hunger and want. To him
I

1
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there was nothing so wrong about taking the popcorn or the
lilacs, when he was doing it for someone else, especially....
Teacher was startled from her ponderings by an excited
voice behind her. It came from Flaviano's brother, who was
almost too' breathless to speak:
"Do you know what happened to Flaviano? He's in the
hospital. Yes, they took him to a hospital after they ran
over him."
After untangling the threads of. his rambling tale,
Teacher found back of Flaviano's truancy the following
story:
For weeks, Flaviano had sought the possession of' a
dime to h,uyTeacher a Christmas present. He'd been sell- .
ing papers once in a while, but alway~ there was some tempting bit of food or candy that drove him to spend. his few
pennies. If he only had a dime all at once, it would be
easier; for then he would go and buy t~e gift right away.
But it was hard to have a few pennies lying around, waiting
for the others to accumulate that ~ould make up the necessary amount. H.e 4aren't steal anything to sell, for if
Teacher found it out she would be. so sad!' He knew what
sort of a "muchacho" she thought him whenever he was
found in some petty theft. After the unfortunate incident
about the popcorn, he felt sure she musfhave some uncanny
power by which she knew all his sins. She always· seemed
to know, whether some one "tattled" on him or not.
And here it was, the last day of school before Christmas,
.and he had no gift. What to do? Then he thought of the
dump. There was an idea! He and his brother had gone
dump-hunting lots of times. And there was an old Mexican
woman who would look over what you brought in your
gunny-sack, and give you a few pennies for it, if .she found
.
anything she could use or sell.
Teacher had a mental picture of it all. Often she had.
seen the little Mexican boys returning from the city dump,
gunny sacks-filled with the best of the debris dumped out
by the more fortunate-slung over their thin little shoul-
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ders.. . . A tightness clutched her throat as she pictured
Flaviano, valiant little fellow, gathering rubbish to sell s.o
that he might buy her a pres.ent. . .. ,
She was walking with his brother through the dusk
now, on her way to the hospital. It was time for dinner, but
what matter? She must s~e this boy; she had no appetite
for dinner. .
Upon reac~ing the hospital, she learned that Flaviano
had suffered' a broken leg and minor cuts and bruises. She
was thankful that it was no worse. She had pictured him
dying! The .leg would mend quickly, she was told. Just a
simple break. Laughing, the nurse added: '-'And very likely
he has had his first bath in years. I hope it does not slow up
his recovery!"
Findipghini in his bed in the long ward, Teacher had
mixed emotions. Think what an event in his life this had
turned out to be-and think how she had 'been at the bottom
of it!
Pale, almost angelic he looked, there in the white bed;
his great dark eyes staring out of the window; quiet for
once-not the little imp of Fourth~Ward, dirty, and in constant need of a handkerchief....
He turned to see who had come in. Then an impish
grin spread over his face. He reached under the covers..
"Here's a present for you, teasher. I had ju"!3t bought it,
and was crossin' the street, when I got runned. over by a
car. It was a Packard, tQo!" he. added proudly. "I had this
in my pocket, so it's all right--not a bit dirty." Proudly he,
q,nwrapped it. Teacher's eyes filled. It was a cheap
handkerchief, coarsely made, with a gorgeous embroidered
design in one corner.
"Pretty, ain't it?" he said, caressing it fondly. "After
I got here in bed I asked fur a pencil, and put my "'monoI
mono- monogram on it." Sure enough, in one corner, printed
."
in pencil-"~.C:;'
Teacher could scarcely trust her voice. Just then the
nurse came in with his tray. Flaviano's eyeij glistened.
~,.

,

.

~
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"Oh, say, I for.-got I'd get to eat. I'm glad I got hurt."
Then he had eyes only for his food.
While he ate, Teacher went down to the main office to
see what arrangements had been made for Flaviano's stay
in the hospital. She learned that the owner of the car' that
struck him was taking care of all hospital and doctor's bills.
Then she returned to Flaviano's room to bid him goodnight,
promising to be back next day and every day during the
holidays. Then home to a warmed-ov.er dinner and a worried Mrs. Murphy, '-who wiped away many a tear as she
listened to the story.
On Christmas morning Flaviano had a tree in the ward,
and a big heap of gifts. His mother was there-a bent,
worn little Mexican woman with work-gnarled hands, who
could scarcely speak English. Superstitious, and suspicious
of his surroundings, she had.first insisted that he be brought
home at once, but was finally persuaded that he would not
die even though he had had a bath. She was dubious about
the efficacy of baths. "They catch cold, cougn," she explained.
"Water bad in winter."
On the day Flaviano was to be taken home, Teacher
visited him for the last time. He seemed uneasy and uncomfortable. He sat clean and ~ombed, dressed in .the
clothes she had bought for him. But he seemed ill at ease.
Presently he said:
"Teasher, I got to tell you somepin'. I sold my bag of
trash from the dump to old Mrs. Garcia for seven cents. But
when I Went to buy your present, I picked out one that cost
ten cents. I didn't have that much, you see, so I gave the
girl my seven penni~s and then ran out before she got 'em
counted. I was still a-runnin' for fear I'd get caught, when
I got runned over." And with appeal in his enormous eyes,
he watched his teachel'\'s face.
Just then Teacher was saved again.. }'Time for visitors
to leave,'* said a nurse cheerfully as she looked in at the
door. Teacher kissed Flaviano quickly on the forehead and
hurried out.

.,
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EDITORIAL NOTE: The following is a little essay, not written for
public hearing, but so worthy, of it that we have asked and received
pennission to print "My Schoolroom" in Smoke Talk.-T.M.P.

unattractive? Certainly 'not! Bare?
Gloomy? No indeed! Well, then, what is it?
First of all, it is new, like a white linen dress hanging
in a store• window. Enough light comes in through the
large windows to make the room pleasant even on cloudy
days, and I can see enormous patches of sky, today as blue
as a morning glory just opened to the sun, with little puffs
of clouds leaping before the wind like playful rabbits. T.}le
sunlight, cupped in the leaves of the geraniums along the
windowsills, filters through ih splotches of tender yellowgreen. A sturdy cactus stands in a terra cotta pot, its
spines, like lances, cros~ed decoratively on its breast. On'e
wee magenta bud breaks its outer cover to show petals of
sheer silken gossamer.
Washington and Lincoln peer benignly down from th.e·
side wall, warmly flesh-toned, and quite properly framed,
while in front, above the blackboard, hangs a. landscape,
softly green. Here many a child's eyes have rested dreamily
as he looked far beyond the deli"cate pastel figures dancjng
beneath feathery trees, and out across a misty lake-eternal
spring interpreted by Corot.
'
i
Large wall hangings decorate the bare spaces along the
back wall, gorgeous ~ffair's of birds and flowers in crayola,
on the nether side of oilcloth." Colorful and interesting!
Time has mellowed their colors somewhat, .but they warm
the white bareness of the walls quite as graciously as glowing tapestries softened the cold stones of medieval castles.
The large steel cabinet in the corner is not left knowingly open like Katrina Van Tassel's. No indeed! Art
supplies, folded maiDs and old reference books do not make
for beauty be they ever so neatly stacked.
[257 ]
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As for the questions on the board, probably the .less

said the better. History reviews! Good for the soul-but
wearing on mental pow~rs.
There are the usual tablet-armed chairs and a teacher's
desk, quite shiny and new-the most essential details of a
schoolroom, yet somehow strangely prosaic.
The room is empty of children now. No blond curls
bob about pink ears; no black eyes twinkle naughtily aC:ross
'the room. That peculiar oppressive quiet of "after hours"
in schools and churches has settled upon J;he room.
My schoolroom unattractive? Certainly not! .Bare?
Ugly? Not at all! Well, then, what is it?
Vacation has begun, and I think the room is lonely..
MARY MASTERS.

Farmington, New Mexico.
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it todos los paisanos:

The recent appearance- of John Gould Fletcher, distinguished poet, in two lectures at the Univ~rsity of New
Mexico, under the auspices of the English Department was
an event of outstanding literary importance. Mr. Fletcher
discussed the development of the Imagist Movement in "his
first lecture, and his association with such leaders of it as:
Ezra Pound, Amy Lowell, T. S. 'Eliot, Carl Sandburg, and
Harriet'Monroe.He chose as the" subject of his second one,
"The Two Frontiers," and analyzed conditions in Russia
and America. Mr. Fletcher was accompanied to Albu•
querque
by his wife, Charlie Mae Simon, to whom his •
recently published autobiography, Life Is My Song, is
dedicated. Mrs.r. Fletcher, the author of the novel The ShareCropper, is, at the present time, working on a book for
children.
Miss Erna Fergusson's eagerly awaited fourth book
Venezuela will be off the press January 2, according to her
publishers. One of the many significant features in connection with the book is the fact that Miss Fergusson's talented
young cousin-artist, Lucille Huning, has done the cover
design, a sketch of Simon Bolivar. Miss Huning is a student in the fine arts department at the University of New
Me~dco, and her design was chosen by Mr. Knopf in preference to several ·submitted by professionals. Shortly after
the publication of her book, Miss Fergusson will leave for
speaking engagements in Chicago and New York. She'
plans to sail the latter part of January for Guatemala where
she will have 'charge of the Latin-American Cui"tural Rela.' tions Seminar.. She has ~ven us her word of honor, how- ;
ever, that she will be back in plenty of time to lead, with
Coronado, the triumphal commemorative procession in 1940.
[ 259] .
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Just who will be chosen to represent the great conqueror for
the Cuarto Centennial hasn't been revealed by President·
Zimmerman. New Mexico's most di~tinguished woman.
author and lecturer demands for the oc~asion a beautiful
white horse, and a blue velvet gown, which, needless to say,
will be provided.
Another important fall publication is Southwe,f~t Heri;tage, A Literary History with, Bibliography, which the University Press announces for November 15. The book by
Mabel Major" and Rebecca Smith, of Texas Christian University, and T. M. Pearce of the University of ~ew Mexico,
will contain the many names of those who have contributed
to the making of a representative expression of Southwestern
culture. The essays on successive phases of literary development are arranged for a planned course of study as well as
telling the story Qf such a development for the general
reader.... J. J. Augustine will shortly publish The Cartoon'
Guide, written by Dr. Pearce, and illustrated in black and
white by Nil$ Hoguer, well-known artist. The book is one
of a series of State Guides for Tourists and will ~e a satirical
approach to extremely interesting subject matter.... "Jim"
Threlkeld, of the New Mexico Book Store, announces that
Hired Man on Horseback is having a steady sale, which of
course was anticipated. . . . "Gene" Rhodes came to New
Mexico in 1881 with his father, newly appointed agent for
the Mescalero Reservation. ",With a saddle bought with soap coupons, thirteen-year-old "Gene" took up cow-punching,
earned a reputation for riding anything that wore hair, and.
later became the ablest interpreter of life on the range."
Eugene Cunningham, lit~rary editor of the New Mexico
Highway Magazine, will have an article on Rhodes in'the
next issue of the magazine, which will treat of their early
friendship in EI Paso.... Sarah A. Nassour's recently published book, Skin of Gods, is attracting local attention because
the author is well known here. As "one of the Abouselman
girls of Jemez" and daughter of an important stoclqnan who
operated the general store in the ifemez Pueblo for many
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years, Mrs. Nassour had an authentic and colorful background uRon which to draw for her tale of Wynona, daughter
of a Zia mother and a Jemez father.... Son of Old'Man Halt,
a Navajo ltutobiogniphy recorded by Walter Dyk, is also
attracting attention because it contains authentic ethno~
logical material, and has been endorsed by leading anthropologists and sociologists.... Reader's Digest for August
contained a condensation of Anna Nolan Clark's article
"Indi~ns to Gallup'" which appeared in a recent issue of
N ew Mexico. Mrs. Clark, a regular contributor to the
New Mexico Highway Magazine"is at present in Washingfun,
D. C., preparing textbooks for. Indian children; a job she is
particularly well fitted for because for a number: of years
she has been teaching in the Indian school at Tesuque. . ..
Dorothy Belle Hughes, teaching-fellow in English at the
University of New Mexico, and author of a volume of poems
called Dark Certainty, recently sold Danish 'and Swedish
publication rights for "No Trouble at All," a short story
which appeared in the Pictorial R.eview in June. of •• Southwest Review for October contained an article by»r. F. M.
Kercheville, head of the Spanish department at the University of New Mexico, entitled "Uniting the Americas." . . .
Frederick Lambeth, of N,ew York ,City, is spending the
winter in Santa Fe. He is a frequent contributor to Esquire
and at the present time is working on a novel. ." .. Earl and
Marion Scott have returned to Santa Fe, and both are busy
writing detective stories, as is T. T. Fynn, ,who, after spending the summer in Albuquerque, has returned to -Tennessee.
• . . In regard to MSS oi"offing" books, a very important one
the publishers expect by November 1'5, may be finished' by ,
that time; one has been accepted after a fifteen-year period
of rejections by fifty-tHree publishers; one is "still going
the rounds"; one has three publishers interested in it; one
~as "scooped" after twenty years research on the subject,
and "one may be finished by Christmas." ...'
Basta Ia proxima,
el

~
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, Sonnet to a Misuriderstood and Much Maligned
Don Quixote
By GEORGE ST. CLAIR

"Vanished quite as the dusty plain
W)lere a scarecrow knight rides on in vain."
"Lament," By F. Acton Adams,
Ladies Home .Journal, August, 1938.

.

"A scarecrow knight!" So this is what they call
You now, you dauntless champion of the right!
You who, in seeming but a woeful wight,
Laughed at, derided, beaten too, by all .
Those knaves that caused you many a dusty fall,
Yet kept your shorn crest raised in glorious fight,
Nor ever fled, nor basely felt affright,
Through dangers that the stoutest hearts appal.
But now we read that you "ride on in vain"!
Is it in vain on oneself to rely?
.To think of others though in sorest pain?
With gentle hearts in courtesy to vie?
,Not o'er a "dusty" but a shining "plain,"
Our deathless knight rides on with head held high.

[262 ]
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Border Patrol-Mary Kidder Rak-Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1938.

With the calm of the men of whom she writes, MaJ!'Y
Kidder Rak has turned out an exciting account of an exciting business in her latest book, Border Patrol. All the more
exciting for its calmness, and its matter-of-fact presentation,
there is truthfully never a dull moment in the story of the
handful of men who patrol the two thousand mile frontier
of our Mexican border.
To be sure it would seem as if some ofe;the vivid romance '
had gone out of· border-patrolling, since modern science with
its radio watch towers and radio cars has replaced the old
ranger and his one cowboy, at one time given the job of proon the· Rio. Grande. But·
tecting a great patch of the border
c
this is not so; none of the romance goes out of Mrs. Rak's
account with the advent of modernity. The tale remains the
same, from the little boys who will sneak across either on
foraging trips or just for the devilment of it, to the smugglers of narcotics and aliens. All the more surprising is the
fact that entrance from one country to the other being so
simple a matter, with no passport requirements, there should
be so constant a stream of attempted illegal entries. It .is
obvious that any entry, save'through legal means, must be '"
suspect, for legal entry Is so simple.
_
There is surprising, really magnificent, sympathy from
the author for those on both sides of the mythical fence. It is
surprising that one can be so thoroughly dispassionate and
at the same .time sympathetic; and it is magnificent, to the
reviewer, the way in which Mrs. Rak, in so non-committal
account, can engender sympathy for both the Federales and
aliens.
Again, it is surprising the wealth of pathos on the one
hand and humor on ,the other which the author, without any
~
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trickery, instils into the case histories. The story of Saldano
is one which mingles both pathos and humor. Nor is pathos
. , lacking in the report of the wholesale influx of the Chinese
from Mexico, so few years ago that it is unbelievable, Chi":
nese smuggling having, to the reviewer's mind the dated
f
aura of a past century. Amusing is Mrs. Rak's account of.
the frequency of revolutions on the other side of the border,
affecting our side of it. She quotes a twenty-five year resident of Naco as complaining, "It is very hard to se.ttle down
to one's regular work when bullets are flying around."
Mrs. Rak had the good fortune to be given access to the
files of the various headquarters of the Patrol, she being the
first person aIlowfd to writ~ of these modest men's careers.
But also she hadl the better fortune to draw the unwritten
stories from the men of the patrol. She has not attempted to
translate the account in fine writing, but has been content
to set down the tales as she learned them, with their· own
lusty flavor of the west. The result is a book as exciting as
those most exciting and well-loved books of memory~ The
Rot1er Boys, with the added excitement of being a part of our
history and heritage. Border Patrol is for all boys from six'
to sixty plus, as well as for all women who prefer action to
moonlight and roses.
DOROTHY HUGHES.

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
So~thwest

Heritage-Mabel Major and Rebecca W. Smith, of Texas
Christian University, and T. M. Pearce, of the University of New
Mexico-The University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque$2.00.
•

With an attractive title and distinguished authorship
the first attempt at a literary history of the Southwest makes
its bow to all who-may be interested. The book is a partnership affair, as such an undertaking ought to be, employing
the talents of two Texans and one New Mexican. The
result is a work of mature scholarship, well documented,.
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interestingly written, and as complete as it could well be
made. It will offer"convincing proof, not merely to Texans
and New Mexicans but to the sons of Arizona, Arkansas,
and Oklahoma as well, that poets, biographers, folk singers,
dramatists, and novelists flourish in the sunshine of the
Southwest as well as six-gun men, rattlesnakes, and rodeos.
Southwesrt. Heritage will be most useful "to the teachers
and students of Southwestern literature who in the last ten
years have begun operations in practically every· college petween the gulf and the Rio qrande. General readers, however, will find much profit and even pleasure in these pages,
, for the authors are interested in living as well as historic
writing. They even know about the Mexican who made up a .
"corrido" for Bronson Cutting on his election to the senate,
reminding him that "they are dying who never died before,
and so will we go to death, you and I." The ballad concludes
~.
,
with this philosophic observation:'
li

Ud. se come sus coles
~.
Con su pan y mantequilla
Y yo me come mis frijoles
Con un pedazo de tortilla.
The authors have followed a logical plan in organizing
their material. The major divisions deal with "Literature
before the coming of the Anglo-American" "The Literature •
of the Anglo-4-merican Adventurers and Settlers," "The Literature of the Contemporary Scene." Subdivisions give
brief but adequate descriptions of various literary types,
movements, and personalities. Among the most' stimulating
discussions are those on "Humor and Tall Tales," "Fiction,"
•
"Myth, Legend, and Song of the Indian," and "Literary
Folk Tales."
Of course no work of this kind can be completely satisfactory to everybody-not even to its authors. One objection which might be raised involves the too..charitable application of the authors' critical judgment, particularly in the
chapter on contem~orary poetry. A number of second or
third-rate poets are given almost as much space'and cour-
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tesy as the first-raters. Fuller critical annotation in the
bibliography of future revisions would help us to distinguish the mountains from the mol~hills and would make the
book a better guide for beginning students.
Another criticism w~ich will undoubtedly be made
concerns the place of Indian culture in American artistic
life. Like Mary Austin the ~uthors beli~ve that "American
poetry waits still for the release possible to it when it receives fully the contribution of the Indian mind." To many
of us this seems a useless if not a mistaken doctrine. Even if
we do not say no when somebody tells us that "the Indian
world is far simpler and, if anything, more profound than
the European," we do not believe that contemporary American writing can or should take its attention from contemporary American life to sit at the feet of the Red Man.
The mere broaching of sucn a subject is, of course, useful. It will give us somethirig to read about, talk about, and
disagree about. What more can any book do?
C. L. SONNICHSEN.
Texas College of Mines,

El Paso.
Singing for Power-Ruth Murray Underhill-University of Califomia
Press-$2.00.

"Look once more at the old things. Be sure," is the
admonition of the ritual clown in the ancient rain house of
the Papago Indians to the old man in his dream.
Ruth Murray Underhill, poet and anthropologist, has
looked once more at the ancient songs of the Papago Indians,
and has wrought therefrom a volume filled with the song
magic of the Papagos and her own particular song magic.
For Doctor Underhill possesses a poetic prose which brings
to life pictures of life among the Papagos, a tribe which has
never fought with the white people, and which lives in poverty and a measure of strange beauty on the Arizona desert.
Her translations of 'the Papago songs are filled with,
this strange beauty, somehow brought to life for the twen~
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tieth century white man, somehow endued with vitality and
reality, although this beauty deals with evil, with medicine
men, with dreams, with hunting for food, with the animals,
our superiors, with singing up the corn, with dream power,
with war dances, with dangerous woman.
Besides the expression of the Papago life and thought in
their songs- as' presented by D~ctor Underhill, h~re too is the
magic phrase of the writer who is by her own imagination
able to enter into the life of the Papagos and ~ranslate,it
into words we can comprehend.
The following quotation,~chosen from among hundreds
of others in the ,slender volume, illustrates this prose quality
of the author:
"A person to be feared ~s the Papago medicine man. He
gains his power by dreams, as other men do, but his dreams
go farther into the unknown.' He flies with eagles; he visits
magicians beneath the sea; he hears songs' which can bring'
rain and bring death ... The in~n who chooses this dangerous profession must have bra~ns. His reward is riches and he
is the only man in the village who really possesses any ...
No one dares refuse him ;-no one, no matter what the ptovocation, dares make him an enemy."
There are, in the volume, songs to pull down the clouds,
mockingbird speeches, songs for the deer hunt, songs for
eagle power, the salt ritual, songs to cleanse the village of
sickness, songs for drinking ritual, for gambling, in short,
for all the activities of the Indians.
Eagle power songs tell always of Elder brother, the
Eagle, and his, younger brother, the- Hawk. Boetic words are
contrasted in the songs, and, _placed carefully in opposing
verses, make a-pattern in which the Papagos delight.
A black-headed eagle
On a low rock •
Flapped his wings.
A white-headed eagle'
On a low rock - Descended.
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Eagle, my bIder brother,
Like a bow, in every direction,
Your long feathers are bent.
Hawk, my younger brother,
Like arrows in every riirection,
Your down feathers are let loose.

The· above is an excerpt from an eagle song, to show
the pattern of word and idea in the songs.
.The volume is readable and for poetry-lovers of great
value.
IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Life Is My Song-The Au,tobiography of John Gould Fletcher-. Farrar
and Rinehart, 1937-$3.50.
Selected Poems-John Gould Fletcher-Farrar and Rinehart, 1938$2.50.
,

'"

Within a year's time, Farrar and Rinehart published a book of the selected poems of John Gould Fletcher,
and his autobiography, a happy achievement f<>r any pUblisher:. Since the publication of his first books of pgetry in
London, in May, 1913, Fletcher has been identified with the
vital currents of twentieth' century poetry in England and
America. H~ was one of that group in London, Ezra Pound,
H. D., Richard Aldington, Amy Lowell, Harold Munro, who
explored and re-examined the tree of poetry, trunk, -roots,
arid soil, and grafted new and vital branches where there
had been a good deal of very dead wood. Miss Lowell, who
officially' launched th"e Imagist Movement at a banquet. in
London, July 17, 1914, acknowledged her debt to him. Yet
there was' cleavage among these new poets right from the
start. When Fletcher was irked by Aldington's failure to
understa~d Walt Whitman, he refused to allow his poems to
be presented in the anthology of imagistic verse Aldington
was to edit. H. D. and Aldington were absorbed with the
values of poetry as purely light, color, sound; they found a
key to their feeling in a nostalgic reverie over the glory that
was Greece. Fletcher wanted his poetry to come to grips
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with the world of contemporary experience. He saw in his
writing kinship to the sound effects of Coleridg~ or Poe and
the rhythmic freedoml)of Whi1:J!1an ; he felt, too, something of
Whitman's love and anger with the world about him. He"
said to them, "You see, H. D.'s poetry and yours is rather
like a Greek temple: something remote,
refined, and pure,
I
,
like the Parthenon. My poetry is not like that. It is shambling, grotesque, formless, ~ike a primeval monster. In fact,
compareq. with your poetry, it's like a dinosaur~ Well, it
occurs to me that you don't want a dinosaur in the Parthe-,
non."
In comparison with H. D.'s polished figurines in ver~e, '
John Gould Fletcher's creations seem shapeless and rugged,
but not be~ide the structure of any' major poet, which he is,
or very nearly is. How can one· speak with finality of a contemporary? All I can say is that. Fletcher writes poetry that
is tapestry of the rich imagery of the mind and eye. Yet
there is always design. His free verse is informed by intention in phI"asing and pattern of line. And the stamp of greatness is in the statement:
The great gale of the winter flings himself flat
upon earth.
'"
He hurriedly scribbles on the sand
"
His transient tragic destiny.--(From Sand and Spray.)}
Of the "gaunt, scraggly pine" to which he compares Lincoln
in his poem of that name:
Yet in the heat of mid-summer days, when thunder clouda,
ring the horizon,
,
A nation of men shall rest beneath its shade ...
Down to the granite of patience,
These roots swept. . .
Strew over him flowers:
Blue forget-:-me-nots from the north and the bright pink
arbutus
,. From the east, and1 from the west"rich orange blossom,
r
But from the heart of the land take the passion-flower;
Rayed, violet, dim"
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With the nails that pierced, the cross that he bore and the
" circlet,
.
And beside it there lay also one lonely snow.. whitemagnolia,
Bitter for remembrance of the healing which has passed.
Fletcher has poems in rhyming forms; they have the same
essential poetic vigor that is in his blank verse or free verse.
"Faith" and "I Had Scarcely Fallen Asleep" are two fine
lyrics. The "Elegies" in Part Six are, I think, his finest work.
First published in Santa Fe in 1935, they represent matur:'"
ity of thought and method (a method christened by Miss
Lowell in a casual moment as the "unrelated method," a
somewhat bad stat~ment which has b~en repeated by critics
with equal casualness). Read the magnificent "Elegy as
Epithalamium" with its unforgettable lines on Dante; the
"Elegy on the BuiJding of the Washington Bridge" with its
plea for engineering "whose links are consciousness,
whose
.
roadway faith, whose anchoring towers are the flesh acting
and the mind that thinks"; the "Elegy on Tintern Abbey"
with its reference to a modern world which "grew one vast
Manchester of laissez-fairer You will meet poetry that is
not idle and a mind where occasional pessimism is the mood
of the realist rather than that of the escapist or dreamer.
I

'

•

.

T. M.

PEARCE.

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque.

.

,, .

Son of Old Man Hat, a Navaho Autobiography-Walter Dyk-Harcourt, Brace, & Co.·-$3.50.

Why is it that an ethnologist can dissect the social structure of any given tribe, sieze with alacrity upon such items
as clans, secret societies, or religion, but forget in his eagerness, the 'individuals by whom these various social units are
composed? It is odd that when we consider cultures other
than our own, our attention is rarely focused on the individual but rather on the group to which he belongs. It seems
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that we are prone to take our ethnographic studies in doses,
swallowing each unit of a given culture as we would aJ>ill,
and failing to remember that we are dealing with people,
basically little different from ourselves.
But the Son of Old Man Hat is a long needed record of
the daily life of the average "primitive"-a Navaho. Dr.
Dyk seems to have caught his illformant's mood, recounting
a matter-of-fact narrative in a stoical, almo~t unemotional
style. Yet the r@ader follows with interest the tale of LeftHanded, the Son of Old Man Hat. There is the portrayal of
the child, complete witl!_ its run of childish curiosities an$!
hurts. Desire arid fear tear at-the heart of the adoles~ent.
First initiations into a sexual awakening are vividly described. Marriage, and with it manhood, marks the end of
the autobiography.
Drawn as it is from the memories of an old man, the tale
represents the nom~dic, pastoral existence of the small
Navaho groups, or their clans, their kinships, all in relation
to one individual.'
The recorder's language is unique. Simple, terse sentences occUr which seem to exemplify and characteriz~ the
Indian's stoicism and philosophy. Conversation is heavily
interspersed" becoming in its simplicity almost monotonous,
. and thus exhibiting the seeming utter htck of concern with
which the Navaho regards his existence. The more intense·
reader m~ght criticize the narrator's apparent failure to
, integrate the social with the .religious 'aspects of Navaho
life. However, it must be remembered that this is not a
scientific survey, but rather an attempt to charflcterize a
single human being.
.
The reader is permitted to see the Navaho as he is, as
he thinks, and how he lives. If ~Dr. Dyk achieves nothing
else, at least he, convinces us that, but for education, the
"savage" is our equal in every respect.

h

ROBERT SPENCER.

Albuquerque, New MeXico..
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A Poet and Two Painters, A Memoir of D. H. La-wrence-Knud Merrild
-George Routledg~and
Sons,• Ltd. London-'12 s. 6 d net.
>.

'.,

d

r

After the flood of emotional outpourings on the su_bject
of D. H. Lawrence, it is a comfort to come upon a reasonable,
matter.-of-fact, masculine account of that .strange and tormented genius. Knud Merrild's book ~ay serve as a sort of
check and balance to the rest. Granting that all they have
said about Lawrence is true:-and it may be; certainly he
lingered where the emotion was thickest, put himself in the
path of the storm-it is a truth found between the lines.
One must. allow for the personality of the writer and the
impact on the, writer of Lawrence's difficult nature, his
nerves, his genius, his lack of control. With that alrowance,
books about Lawrence present a fairly convincing picture.
But to get a r.ealistic view, acceptable without reservations,
read KnudMerrild.
This is a book by a man ,about a man. It is respectful
and admiring of Lawrence as a writer and an artist. But,
more importantly, it is decent in its attitude towar~Lawa' homorence as a man. The usual hints about Lawrence!:
sexual~ and hermaphrodite, usually rather nastily implied,
are here blown to smithereens by frank, direct,~ d brief
statements. One sees Lawrence as a man burdelled with a
genius which his physical and nervous constituti~n was not
able to carry easily. He sought eagerl~, was quickly bored
or disappointed, and he suffered unduly. But his best work
was great work. And, as Merrild shows, Lawrence the
man, when he was free to live and to work as he chose, was
a brilliant, delightful, and very stimulating and enriching
person to know.
Mr. Merrild and his friend G6tzsche went to Taos in 1923
and knew Lawrence and Frieda at the end of their stay with
Mabel Luhan, and when they had left her place for their
own home in the mountains. Lawrence, who found "the
Danes" "men to be at peace with'" offered them a cabin on
his ranch..,There the 'four passed a friendly winter together,
sharing such things as chopping wood, hunting rabbits,
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struggling with the anes' haIti.ng Lizzie, riding, and talk.
FrieeJa said nobody had ever known them as' intimately
as the Danes. Certai ly no point of view could inspire more
confidence than ,that of this husky sensible y.ou~g man. No
hint of emotionalis enters his' recital. He saw Law:r,-ence
clearly because he kept between thenl a cool and respectful
distance. He d~iesbeing either critic or psychologist; his book is offered as a record of what happened while he knew
Lawrence, and "when I write thoughts and ideas I let Lawrence speak." That is, he quotes from Lawrence's writi• .
His picture of Lawrence unfolds gradually~ First he
is described physically as tall and thin a~d kindly with a,
"full-grown beard, so homelike in the midst, of America's
baby-faced men." Even in the first meetings, Lawren~e
showed himself as fastidious to the point of finickiness,
hating any public show of affection; he could not bear the
least hint of p~ys]cal intimacy, he shrank from a man's arm
on his shoulder, was disgusted with a sexy joke. He was
restless in another's house and a bit fussy, loving to clean
and cook while his hostess entertained her guests. He was
"bossy, always knowing just" how things should be done.
Crossed he was snappish, but generally as a companion he
was fun. He loyed fun, made -jokes and sang and danced.
In the hard life on the ranch the Danes found out that he
was physically brave and a good sport even when they, in· -.
, their youthful vigor, overtax~d his slight strength. They
did not know, perhaps he did not know then, that he had
tuberculosis.
..
Mr. Merrild takes up, one by one, the criticisms of
Lawrence and deals with them. That he and Frieda quarreled seriously he says is not true, though he recounts loud
and angry discussions with such epithets flying as ~re not
allowed in conventional circles. But when the episode ~ad
passed everything was as before. Lawrence surely got release in talk; he was not afraid of words, loved to use the
strongest words. This desire lor the most pungent word
'has given him his reputation as sexy writer: He wrote of

a
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sex as he wrote of murder, but he, was "the purest Puritan at heart." He was appalled at theJdea of any irregularity,
of any "heartlessness" in sex. To him, sex was "a delicate,
vulnerable, vital thing that you mustn't fool with. . . Accept
the sexual . . . don't be afraid of it. Don't be afraid of the
so-called obscene words; it is your fears that makes them
bad."
Lawrence's contradictions were manifold. Merrild ad~
mired him for his brilliance and skill in pure discussion,
liked his fearlessness and honesty. "He had no social, moral,
or intellectual affectations, he hated bullying. A man of
strong personality and ·character, almost overpowering."
"As a narrator he was a virtuoso." The Danes never found
him boring, found his thought provocative and vital, though
Merrild modestly says that Lawrence ',toften went off where
we were not competent to follow the depth of his vision, the
height of his thoughts."
(
Yet Lawrence ran off readily into unreasonable violence.
He inveighed against modern life, against all America which
h~ called empty and dead, without soul, stinking of dead
bones, haunted by unappeasable ghosts. Indians were dead.
Even the magnificent mountain country filled hi.m with
horror and dread. Hating people, he hated their absence
even more. Hating gossip, he begged for it. Hating Mabel
Luhan, he wrote begging her to visit him, asked to visit her.
He was variable as a child. He would and he wouldn't.,
Merrild tells with cruel clarity the worst of Lawrence in the
episode of the little dog which he kicked around in jealous
rage.
How refreshing in the midst of such episodes to read of
Frieda's sanity and hu~or1 "Oh," she would say, "you and
your ideas !"
But Lawrence could not free himself of his ideas. He
wanted pitifully to come close to people, to work with people.
But he was quite incapable of accepting people as they were.
Freida said of him that he started by polding himself aloof,
then gradually he let himself get mixed in, and then he had
"-

v

'/'
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revulsions.' He longed for such people as nev~r existed.
When he found them the same old folks, he couldn't bear it.
He planned' to set up an ideal community where none of the
ordinary human qualities should be found. Merrild, more
realistic that G6tzsche, refused to go with them to Mexico,
where the' scheme w~s to be tried. Lawrence utterly lacked
the stability for such an undertaking, the realism, the hum9r.
Mr. MerriId, somewhere about the middle 'of his book,
gives a summing up of Lawrence which might have served
as its conclusion.
"He evoked new rhythms, sleeping energies, cleared
one's vision. : . . He made one conscious of a new awareness. . . . I will not say he changed one, but rather that he
scrubbed one in a spiritual bath. One was still the same, but
life within and ",thout pulsated more quickly, more color:fully and in a clearer light.
"If he was one thing, he was -also the opposite. If he
was sunshine and heat, he was also darkness and rain. He
was not just one color, but the combination of them all..•.
Even if bitter, erratic, or in a rage, there was always afterwards the warmth of his heart and soul and the keen understanding of his penetrating mind....
"He was strong and he was weak, he was love and·
hatred, logic and illogic, everYthing in the human spec- '
t rum.... "

.

ERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque.
, The Hired Man on Horseback, My Story o/Eugene Manlove RkodeB- .
May l;:>. Rhode5-"Houghton Mifflin Company, 193~$3.00:

Bernard de Voto has an introductory essay to Mrs.
, Rhodes' story of the life of her Husband, Eugene Manlove
Rhodes. Writing of Rhodes as "The Novelist of the Cattle
Kingdom," De Voto calls his books, "the only embodiment on
'the level of, art of one segment of American experience."
This sfatement I don't believe is altogether sound, for Emerson Hough'a book, Heart's Desire, )s definitely
in the class
,.
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with Rhodes' books of the West. In fact, I recommend it to
Mr. De Voto as among the classics of Western literature.
But there aren't many candidates in the field, that can give
Gene Rhodes a race. Z~ne Grey lacks his wit and H. B.
Wright his intellectual refinement. Most of the men of
Rhodes' type, real cowboys but aware of the story elements
in their lives, have told their tale to others who could wield
a pen, and' have come out in biographies or collaborated
autobiographies. Some of the old-timers have written fine
journals about themselves, on which we rely for knowledge
Qf th~ by-gone days of apr West. Rhodes was a genuine
roustabout, '" bronco-buster, fighter, poker player, and all~
round cowboy, but, by a miracle of nature, he was more. He
had the insight into the sterling sympathies, loyalties, courage and humor that held society together in the wide flung
empire of range and ranches covering most of the Western
mountains and prairies. His people live objective lives.
They settle the problems of right and wrong without psychoanalyzing t\1e background of the criminal or placing the
charge on hi~environment. This world which Rhodes knew,
a world that demanded of men "a joyous and a loving heart,
a decent respect for others and himself, and'courage enough
to master fear," makes a poor splice with the sophisticated
literary society of today. Eddy Orcutt, in an article abou~
Rhodes, written for the Saturday Evening Post, August 20,
1938, quotes him as describing a sma!'t, vtrlgar,.modern book
as "a sort of co-educational Turkish bath." He phrased the
young intellectuals as "theme song crooners of the wide
open species," arid sai<;l of an anthology of modern professional writers, "It so rotten bad that I Rave forgiven
my enemies."
May Rhodes will make this man come to life for those
of us who knew him only through his books or conversation
with his friends. She tells more of her life with Gene than
of his youth anq family, though she quotes from a passage
.he wrote in his mother's copy of Bransfor,d in Arcadia, his
testimOJJY, to life on a Nebraska homestead and in New
.~

is
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Mexicd with a father who was a companion in story telling
and a mother who was of fine character and intelligence, as
"the best boyhood that any boy could have had." Of her own
life with this man, the book is rich with details. r Of their
acquaintance' through letters about his poetry, eff the delayed honeymoon in Tularosa, of the life at the ranch near
Engle, the long exile from New' Mexico, in the East~ and
the return. Mrs:- Rhodes writes as well as a biographer
could. The feeling comes through, the depth of feeling in
Gene and M~y Rhodes' fine responsive nature in situations
trying and calm. This is one of the most vital biographies
the reviewer ever read; and because it tells so much that is
of experience, of life incident.
I prize a letter from Rhodes written when, with Telfair
Hendon, I edited the anthology, America in the Southwest.
Rhodes had been informed that he was not represented in
the book, and had written a letter to a friend, as follows:
0'

Once more, my noble friends, someone is mak..
ing or has made a bridge of my distinguished nose.
Two of your faculty brothers, so I am told"hav.e
omitted my name from roll call of New Mexico
writers. No fair. I was guide to troop of U. S.
cavalry for eighteen months in Geronimo campaign, but J draw no pension. Rough I calls it.
But this is worse. Because (says I) if I am not a
New Mexico writer what am I? The answer is
-nothing. 'Annihilation is worse than never to
have toiled at all-than not to have been. Therefore, dear old top, will you please send me names of
those two anthologists? So I can send them poisoned candy? Of course (says I), if either of them
were one armed or one legged or a hopeless invalid,
.I might sneak up on that one and adjust· matters
man to man. But poisoned candy. would be safer
-for me.

..

We had put selecti9ns from The Desire of the Moth and
Star of Empire, novels' by Mr. Rhodes, in tl)e book. So he
. wa.s profuse with apology. "And then, sirs, your book came
-and I had (again) exposed my essential assininity to the
,,.
'\'

f

"

:iIit
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inclement atmosphere~r in plain English, made an ass of
myself. (Serial no. X· 41007~ 'And I've sP9ke high when I
should ha' been dumb.' "
With Professor and Mrs. Lansing Bloom,. long time
friends of. Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes, I drove to the interment of
the famous Western author at Rhodes Pass' in the San
Andres Mountains. There, in a ceremony arranged and
conducted entirely by his neighbors and friends from Engle,
Tularosa, and the surrounding country, Gene Rhodes was
buried, as sincerely and simply as he had lived. It is a matter
of pleasure to me tbat some of the lines' which I wrote for
THE QUARTERLY of August, 1934, appear in May Rhodes'
, book, on the next to the last page of the final chapter, which
she entitl~s "Paso por Aqui." "He passed by here," is in
English, the title of one of his most famous stories, borrowed
from some of the inscriptions on the famous Inscription
Rock in New Mexico," now EI Morro National Monument.
The Eugene Manlove Rhodes Memorial Association"
has been organized in Santa Fe to provide a permanent
memorial at the grave, a boulder of native stone from the
cliffs close by on which a bronze tablet will ~arry the inscription he ~esired to mark his resting spot. Mrs. Alice
Corbin Henderson is acting as treasurer, and, for the I benefit
of those who will want to make contributions to the memory
of the most representative man of letters the West has
produced, her post box in Santa Fe is number 444.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.
"

Coyote Wisdom-Texas Folklore Society-Publication No. Xlv' (-300
pp.) Austin Texas, 1938.
l.

Coyote Wisdom is an appropriate title for a collection
of Southwestern folklore. J. Frank Dobie, that genial
caballero east of the Pecos, has once more brought together
serious articles, stories, anecdotes, ando songs under the caption of the most representative roamer' of the plain: the
"',
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coyote. Despite the characteristic informality of the Texas
Folklo~e ~ociety Publications, there are some very.. serious
and scholarly studies within the covers of Coyote Wisdom.
Variety li~ the keynote of this interesting collection.
The animal tales from Mexicd are told by Dan Storm
his usual crisp and folkish style. They are' simple but not
childish; concise without sacrificing the original tOiUe of the
folktale. The dissertation on the coyote, by ~iIIian ~Ii:zabeth
Barclay, leave'S little to be desired in the way of scholarly
thoroughness, though there are times when hE;r style' becomes
a bit academic. The extensive bibliography which Miss
Barclay appends to her manuscript is indicative of the'intensity with which her subject has been treated.
The stories told by Elizabeth De Huff are well known
" the collections of the Journal of American Folklore, and, except for her own style of re~counting them, add little to
_what is already known on the'·subject. A single example is
insuffi~ient evidence upon which to make a claim to folktale
parallelism between Indian atid EuropeaJ1. tales. Furthermore, her stories are too embellished by a, conscious style to
be called strictly folklore. "Trubble,'
Brudder Alligator,
.
Trubble," is an amusing story"from Louisiana, told in the
~olk dialect of that region. The article by Radoslav Tsanoff
is another scholarly rendition for the reader' who craves
variety. The "Mexican Folk-Escapades and Tales," by MaInor Shumard, Jr., pI:omise a great deal more. than they have
to offer either by way of interest or humor, considering the .
wealth of material to be found along this line; the brief anecdotes told py Mr. Shumard are almost negligible. "The Comic
Exempla ~f the Pioneer Pulpit," by Mody C.•Boatright, is
unusual in that it represents a form of humorous folklore
that is serious in itsfnception.
Except for the contributions of Storm and Barclay, most
of the essays in Coyote Wisdom are short, allowing a large
number of contributors to display their wares. Coyote Wisdom is ano~he~ successful attempt on the part of the Texas
folklorists to cover a field as varied as it is valuable.
University of New Mexico.
ARTHUR CA;MPA.
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Vincent Hopper Foster, of the School of Commerce in
New York University, has published a study entitled Medie" v a l Number Symbolism (Columbia 'University Press) in
which he presents the numerology of the Middle Ages, not
as superstitious cQnjuring and hocus pocus, but as "elementary s~Jence, metaphysics, and cosmic order. Why, he asks,
was it awe-compelling and arresting for Dante to view
Beatrice as a nine? Quoting Aristotle (after Pythagoras) to
the effect that "even and odd'" are the "principles of natural
things, considering all things to be number," he makes of
Beatrice the triple 3, proclaiming the nine orders of powers
or angelic being below the supreme force of God, the tenth.
The medieval view of the universe was a glorification of the
beauty of design in it, of ordet, of unity and plan. Numbers
that represented discord, variety, evil were combatted, occasionally, by the same numbers when the medieval mind
could find favorable virtuous associations to counteract the
unfavorable. Though the system has the invidious results
that any final answer man hasde\1ised for himself to master
the mystery of heaven or nature, .it furthered speculative
thought and contributed to a discipline that probably'"helped
to forward such progress as the world has m.ade.
In "The Elizabethan. J50nnet Sequences" (Columbia'
University Press), by Lisle Cecil John, something refreehing has come out of a study slated for an anatomy of artifice
and forced poetic talents. Some of the study is routine, such
as the table of conceits at the end of the book, not without
value, however, for it is .a cross reference index to such conceits as debate of the heart with the ~ye, metaphors .descriptive of sleep, the conventional preferences among Elizabethans for blond beauty in women. What is not routine is the
discussion of ideals of love as symbolized in the Classic,
Medieval, and 'Renaissance periods of European literature.
[280 ]
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In the decadent period of Greek literature :Cove had degenerated from the -lithe handsome young go;, persuasive by
power, to the mischievous child playing m@re to allurement
(the child image of marriage union). In" Latin literature,
through Ovid, the task-master, youth, returned with his
tyrrany. But Provencal troubadours make the young god one
. of courtesy and sentiment, softer, more genteel, yet a law •
unto himself, a law that at the court of Marie of Champagne
acknowledged no sovereignty of church - or state. Dante,
though, elevates his master Love to. the Christian hierarchy
in spirit if not in name, and the divine blessing of an unmasearthly beauty and truth suffuse the. rule of the Ovidian
,
ter. Chaucer sees love in the universal forces of attraction,
manife'st in the order of the heavetis, the di$cipline of kingdoms, the friendship of communities, and family ties. The
Elizabethans, for whom Dr.' John has explored. some thirteen hundred sonnets, drew mainly from the Ovidian portrait, except as in Spenser, and some others, the Christian
Platonism" of Dante found sway. Most of the sonneteers of '
the time of Queen Bess, wander in a labyrinth under Love's
yoke, carrying Love in their breasts whiI~ tortured by the
beauty of their lady. As a record of this process in both the
Elizabethans and their later critics, Mr. John's book is the
best discussion yet.

j
.Q

..

\j;

,J

The Relation of Moliere to. Restoration Comedy (Columbia University Press, 1938) by John WiIcox and Tfle DoCftor
in French Drama, 1700-1775 (Columbia University Press)
. by Christine ,;E. Petersen, are well organized -and well documented studies of types and influences in what might loosely
be called the time of Louis XIV. The study of Moliere's impact upon England, though it reaches no· new conclusions
about the influence of the great Frenchman on the English
·comedy of manners, is thorough' and sound so far as the collection of facts the reasoning about the facts, and the working out and application of an elaborate set of abstract principles to determine just how much one author is affected by'
another. Historians of the plays ot the English Restorati<?n ,
1

1
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know that a fairly complete account of the evolution of the
comedy of manners can be taken from native sources. This
is the conclusion of Mr. Wilcox, but the value of his book
lies in his putting before the reader the comedies of the
period and showing their exact connection or divergence
fro,m t~e manner and the spirit of Moliere. What Mr. Wilcox
seems to overlook is the fact that two elelJlents in combination may give a product utterly unlike either of its component parts. And in the case of Restoration drama Moliere's
prestige and practice, w~ich Mr. Wilcox admits is traceable
in.one out of every five comedies of the time, was undoubtedly
a gTeat incentive and resource to his English colleagues in
, the profession.
~
The French doctor from the time of M«;>liere to the time
of Lafayette and the American Revolution underwent a
strange metamorphosis. Moliere took the raw material of
his doctors from the Commedia dell' Arte of the Italians.
The original satirical characterization of the doctor consisted
of a gloomy pedant, mounted upon a mule, whose chief need
for diagnosis' and for" cure was to recall the precepts of
Hippocrates and Galen in their original tongue. The best
bedside manner of the time of Louis XIV was a parade of
pedantry. For remedies, purgings and bleedings sufficed.
As the eighteenth century progressed in its enlightenment, the doctor of the earlier age and,-theatre gave way to
a new and elegant practitioner. This new society doctor was
.. "an amiable person with a gentle smile ~ho talks wittily and
of everything except his art. . . . When' - he feels a pulse, he
does it with particular charm. He fin9s everybody in perfect health-and he never suspects any danger. At the bedside of a dying patient his face radiates hope."
Miss Petersen shows the relationship which formerly
existed between the barber and the sur.geon and the social
superiority o! the "physician" to both. She also brings to
light many of the dId jokes on medicine,
"An art upon whose successes the sun is proud to shine.
And whose blunders the earth makes h~ste to cover!"
j

,
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Leo Pierre Courtines' BaY,le's Relations with England
and the English (Columbia University Press, 1938) presents
overwhelming evidence to prove that Pierre Bayle was extremely alert to English life, politics, and letters and that,
in turn, many Englishmen were indebted to Bayle. _Bayle
was, Mr. Courtines shows, early evidence of the high regard
in which the French,Voltair~ especially, during the eighteenth century held the English because the English respected
tolerance, common sense, and freedom. The work perhaps
suffers from the fact that Mr. Courtines did not ever decide
whether he was to treat Bayle's influence in England or the
influence o~ 'England upon Bayle. But since exhaustive
external -evidence of mutua+ cross-influences is given, it
would be ungenerous to complain of the author's failure to
• concentrate upon one stream of influence as the other; or
to complain that the author has frequently indicated only
where influences are to be looked for, not what the influences
actually were. The boo~ will. be an invaluable guide to
further study.
_
Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) sought retiuge in Rotterdam
. in 1681 from threatened persecution in I?raiIce. His great...
est contribution, according to Courtinest was his incessant,
plea for religious tolerance. With eager fairness, he exposed
religious intoler~Jlce wherever it appeared, iIJ' Catholic
i. France. or Protestant England. No faction
could claim him,
.
with the result that he was at times unpopular with all
factions, bl;1t always respected amon~ e~lightened men.
From his retreat in Holland, Bayle constituted himself a
kind of international clearing-house for political and literary
news. His Nouvelles de la republique aes lettres (1684-87)
was the mainstay of editors seeking news of philosophical,
scien~fic, and literary events. That he was a brilliant fore, runner of the men of the A~e of Enlightenment is attes~ed
by his Dictionnaire historique et critique, Rotterdam, 1697
(corrected and enlarged, 1702), an improvement upon
Moreri's compilation and a forecast of the work of the
encyclopedists of the next century.
,
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Bayle was in contact with the Royal Society of London
and the Royal Dublin Society. He was on intimate terms
with J.ohn Locke, the Earl of Shaftesbury and other Liberals,
and numerous important French refugees. Courtines does
good service to the present-day cause of humanism in that
he ~does D:ot fail to emphasize the fact· that Pierre Bayle,
industrious journalist, inveterate correspondent, and eternally alert speculator in "matters of history, theology, philosophy, criticism, apd literature," ~hrew the problems of.
the seventeenth ce~jury open to the' men of all lands for
, calm and dispassionate discussion.
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico.
DANE F. SMITH
Albuquerque.
DUDLEY WYNN.
o
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PRoCTOR was a writer. He wrote easily; it used to
worry him that he wrote so· easily. Thinking of I the
heavy Norman figure of ~laubert pitterly pacing up ,J!and
down his verandah, seeking the right word, the only ~prd,
Paul Proctor • was ashamed - of his own adeptness. If ~nly
'I
he, too, had to pace up and dpwn a verandah! But ins,ead '
he wrote~prdlificallY, merely by sitting down before paper.
He realized tlthat he would never be a famous man. i He
cursed the day he had read Sinclair Lewis' formula Ifor
writing: APPlication-apPl.ication of the seat of the p~.IIn ts - to the seat of the chair. It was all so easy. All one nee~ed
was pants and chair. Paul Proctor had both, he had tilme,
and so he was doo~ed neyer to be f~mous.
':
His method was simple. For-hero he would choose
-some inhne
some impossible~young main, infatuate him .with
- ,
young woman, :invent some complication, solve the complication, end with the impossible young man murmuring bro~en _
things in the ear o~ the inane young woman. It wa~ a
satisfactory recipe. ITo add reality Paul Proctor would stir
a little fault into the character of the hefo, a little breathlessness into t~e character of the young woman. Paul Proctor
got along.
.
But he was dissatisfied. Something gnawed him from
within. He would wake up at night to hear it gnawing.
Sometimes it would keep him awake. He bore a ghastly burden within himself, and that burden was that he wanted to
be a-poet. That was his Achilles heel. Once he had compounded a definition of poetry (he was proud of that,
, immensely proud, for definitions of poetry are hard to come
by), and he considered it, secretly, his major work. With.
considerable embarrassment he had told Mrs. Paul Proctor
his definition. "Poetry,'" he had said one day, coming into
the kitchen where Mrs. Proctor was viciously whipping
[285 ]
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cream for crowning the jello, "poetry is musical emotionidea passed through the' alembic of feeling and uttered in
rhythmical language. It is Thought with a catch in Its
throat. "-it
"Here," said Mrs. Proctor, "you w~ip the cream for a
while. I'm tired."
Therefore the poet brooded within, and he went back
to his stories. jWhat he wanted was a .good first paragraph,
something to start him o'ff right. But not too good! He
shuddered as he thought of· that awful paragraph he had
written one day. It was so good that he had never been able
to go on with that story. All else, he had felt, would have
been anticlimax. Anticlimax me no anticlimaxes, he had
muttered. (He was desperately fond of puns. He had~ritten
a poem once, on the sly, read it over with despair, and said,
quoting O. Henry, "This is more demitasso than Tasso. H
He had felt better at once.)
Anyway, that paragraph had noosed him. He looked
at it regretfully, tossed it away, thought of another. But he
had learned his lesson. Nothing so good that one can't
surpass it! He took that as his life's doctrine. The opening
had read:
'
"I always tell women I can't figger 'em out. That gives
them a drunken sense of mystery and depth, and they think
I'm a lovely boy-not too bright,· but sweet."
That ended it. There was no place to go.
Sometimes he would moon over his writing for a while,
then turn from it to his bookcases. There were his favorite
books. Paul Proctor chose his favorite books out of whimsical
standards. He couldn't help himself; there he was, liking
a book! Stendhal's "The Red and the Black" was one he
timidly loved. He' could always shake his head, half in
amusement, half in wonder, at the scene in which Julien
Sorel w~lks away from his first experience with woman,
looks to the blank stars, and says moaningly, "Is that all 1"
The strangely amateurish "Fathers and Sons" by Turgenev
was another he liked, especially after he found that the name
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could also be spelled Tourgeneff, or Tourgenev, or Turgeneff.
It was like
a chase; for relaxation he had once looked up the
•
variations in the spelling of Checkov, Tcheckoff, and so on..
Even with that he was delighted to find that the game was
not at an end, fOJ:!' then came the matter of pronunciation.
He heard TUR geneff, and Tur GAIN eff; he had heard
CHECH off and Che KOrFF. Ilere was a never-ending
sport, as fascinating as the refrain of "Punch, punch with
care" whicl;1 had kept Mark. Twain awake for nights. He
.,.
kept waiti~ for Turgen EFF.
Here also he placed new books, whose format or pictures or phrasin s had pled for purchase. Some, like a slim
little volume ab t immaturity, "The Blossom Print" by
Louise Nichol, he found of' more than passing interest;
most, like the
ic autobiographical "Goose Feathers" of
George Digby, he found only curious. Paul Proctor had
tried hard to live down his ,en,thusiasms; he had found them
- as bad as hives. Scratching one's emotions, he found, makes
one blister. Yet in spite of himself he would gabble on
enthusiastically about some book or face' or idea that hap
come new to him. Perhaps that is' why a woman had once
said:
i'
"It's a good thing for him that he's got an intelligent
wife. I saw her shaking a cantaloupe once."
I

WILLIS JACOBS.
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"Indian Detour"-a satiric sketch by Robert D. Abrahams,
contributor to the Saturday Evening Post and ,other
magazines.
..
"The Navajo Male Mountain Chant"-symbolical interpretation of a famous Navaho ceremonial, by Dane
Rudhyar, Santa Fe poet&
"Viudo"-story by S. Omar Barker, author of Buckaroo
Ballads, Vientos de las Sierras, etc.
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Southwest Review, stories starred by O'Brien. ;j
"Old Man of the Mountain"-sket'ch of Don Anselmo and
his orchard in Rio Medio, by Juan Sedillo of Santa Fe.
Additional Stories by George Amberg, Manuela Crosno,
Lee Karson, Allison Laird, Mardie Jay Bakjian.
Poetry by Witter Wynner, Haniel Long, Glen Baker, Paul
Bartlett, Norman MacLeod, Laressa C,ox McBurney,
Ina Cassidy, Harvena Richter, Ethel Estes, Robert T.
Herridge, Martin Maloney, and John D. Husband.
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